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Beauty is in the e
Serious music appreciation involves more than
just your sense of hearing.

It involves your individual sense of taste.
Which is why we created a revolutionary new
DSP car audio unit. One that,
when added onto your current
system, lets you fine-tune
your sound with a level of accuracy never before possible.
So that now you can hear music
in a completely new way. The way you like it.
Introducing the Premier- DEQ-7500 Digital
Signal Processor from Pioneer.®
While most DSP units just let you choose different sound field options, the DEQ-7500
does something radically different. It actually corrects the deficiencies in your sound,
caused by an imperfect car interior environment (everything from poor speaker placement to
Premier.TM Advanced technology front Pioneer. © 1992 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA

plush seats, which absorb sound waves). The result:
our new DEQ-7500 gives you the premium sound
performance your car's interior
has been depriving you of.
This is all made possible

thanks to Pioneer's dual -chip Digital Signal

Processor-high-powered integrated circuitry that
carries out thousands of complex functions, all in a
unique three -step process.
Step one: Correcting your existing sound.
The DEQ-7500 lets you choose between fourband, 1/3 octave parametric EQ or seven -band
graphic EQ, to dial in the best overall sound characteristics for your particular car environment.
You can then add parametric bass and treble for even further refinement. And
when you're all finished, save these critical
adjustments with six user presets.
Step two: Having corrected your sound, you

ar of the beholder.
better to sit behind the wheel and experience it for
yourself. Which reminds us of one final step:
the center stage image around your car. So that
no matter where you're sitting, it'll always sound visiting your nearest Premier dealer. He's part of a
network of expert craftsmen who install and
like the best seat in the house. Once
design sound systems with
you've chosen the position you want,
hkevuut
the utmost care and attention to detail.
you can use the Image Focus Control
If you'd like more information regarding the
for ultraprecise imaging and staging,
DEQ-7500, as well as the name and address
particularly in vocals.
Step three: At last, you can start enhancing your of the Premier dealer located closest to you, simply
give us a call at 1-800-421-1601, extension 901.
sound. Choose from any
And discover how nice it is (y) PIONEER
of five listening environments:
to have an audio unit that adapts The Art of Entertainment
Studio, Jazz Club, Concert
Hall, Cathedral and Stadium. to your ears. Instead of the other way around.
You can then further fine-tune your
sound field, by adjusting the delay time
and intensity within each of these par111111111
E s,
ticular venue modes.
Of course, while it's nice to sit here
holfhl Pand read about the DEQ-7500, it's even

can then use the Listening Position Selector to move
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MOVIE FAN.
The Empire Strikes
Back
Return Of The Jedi
Blue Velvet
Patton
2001: A Space
Odyssey
The Hunt For
Red October
Scarf ace (1983)

The Godfather
The Godfather: Part III
Dial M For Murder
Beetlejulce
Dirty Harry
Reversal Of Fortune
Dangerous Liaisons

0782904
0783209
*0515007
0788703

*0844308

Dead Calm

*0825000
0216804

E.T.: The Extra -

Terrestrial

* 0681106

Batman (1989)
Dune
Back To The Future

*0642504
0211102

* 0211409

Back To The Future
Part II

*0921304

Back To The Future
Part III

*0497008

The Blues Brothers

0211706

Harry Connick, Jr.:
Singin' & Swingin'
Goodfellas
Edward Scissorhands
Predator
Predator 2
Jaws
The Man Who Would
Be King

Kindergarten Cop
Fatal Attraction

0968107

*0969808
0104604
0364901

*0104307
0100008

0523407
0439307

*0203505

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan

*0201301

Star Trek Ili.
The Search For Spock

*0201608

Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home

*0430603

3ackd aft'

The Silence of the Lambs
0805309

05591105

*0448605

48 Hrs.

0202200
0827808

Airplane
Coming To America
Allen
Aliens

AII1,Ne

el

0842302
0603506
0633008
0601708
0969709

*0638700
*0645200

Body Heat
0602003
Deliverance
0607606
Bonnie & Clyde
0607200
Caddyshack
0602300
Hard To Kill
0953505
Full Metal Jacket
0632505
Above The Law
0633602
New Jack City
0971507
Memphis Belle
*0983502
Lethal Weapon
0630806
Lethal Weapon 2
*0642702
Road Warrior
0602805
Bugs Bunny Super Star 0279505
Forbidden Planet
*0844407
American Graffiti
0211300

National Lampoon's
Animal House
0211508
Bird On A Wire
*0497305
Double Indemnity
0210104
Field Of Dreams
0920306
The French Connection
0004200
Class Action
0298307
The African Queen
0051102
Big

0205302
0431908

The Naked Gun 2'/2:
The Smell Of Fear

EA
SEE DETAILS BELOW.
HAMS

Beverly Hills Cop
Beverly Hills Cop II
Another 48 Hours

ISCS

*0085803

Star Trek:
The Motion Picture

Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier

3DLASERI/°

0000802

Home Alone'
0104208

wiTlirwm
eS'zio-noor

*0842609
0203307

itar Wars
0781E00

Ream Hood: Prince of Thieves'
0976803

?le Sound of Music'
000:905

0441600

0000208
0360909

Here's a great way to build a
collection of your favorite movies -on
laserdiscs! Just write in the numbers

of the 3 laserdiscs you want for
$1.00 each, plus shipping and

handling. In exchange, you simply
agree to buy two more laserdiscs in
the next year, at regular Club prices

(currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping and handling) -and you

may cancel membership at any time
after doing so.

Free Magazine sent every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year)
reviewing our Director's Selection -

plus scores of alternate choices,
including many lower -priced
laserdiscs. And you may also receive
Special Selection mailings up to four
times a year. (That's up to 17 buying
opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you
want the Director's Selection, do

nothing -it will be sent automatically. If
you'd prefer an alternate selection, or

none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date

Die Hard
Die Hard 2: Die Herder

* )367607
*3041806

specified. And iou'll always have 14
days to decide; if not, you mey return
the selection at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you

continue you- membersh p after
fulfilling your obligation, pull be
eligible for our generous bores plan.
It enables you :o erioy great savings
on the movies you want-for as long
as you decide -o remain a m -amber!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send

details of the Dub soperat on with
your introduc:ory package. If not
satisfied, return everything within 10
days for a full refurd and no further
obligation.
For fastest service, use a credit card
and call us toll free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 DOeg.
Ertertaining

The Abyss
Ghost

*C881102
*0826008

0367409

Brainstorm
All Dogs Go To Heaven
Bugs Bunny Classics
Casablanca
Hot Shots
Black Rain
Chinatown
Superman: The Movie
Superman II
The Grifters
The Accidental Tourist
Presumed Innocent
A Bridge Too Far
Other People's Money
Mobsters
The Wizard

0289702
0297705
0050708
0029108
* 0911701

*0202507
*0001305
0601500
0383000
*0638601

*0962100
*0061705
*0392704
0337303

Of Oz

0001404

rolumbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept. 04B P.O. Baz 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,
I need buy only 2 more selections, at regular Club prices, within the coming year.
Send me these 3 lase -discs for $1.00 ecrh plus $1.50 each shipping and handling (total $7.50)

Please Check How Paying:

111My check is enclosed
20Y/20Z
El Charge my introductory laserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
Diners Club
AMEX LI VISA II Discover
MasterCard

Acct. No

Exp

Signature

Name

Apt

Address

City

State

America...

Zip

Ole Person

Note: Colurnbi. House Loerdisc Club reserves the right to reject or cancel any membership. Offer limited to
continental U.S lexcludinc Alaska). Applicable saes tax added to all orders. 1400 N. Fruitridge
Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 2'811-1112

at a Time.'

LASERDISC CLUB

Phone Noo.

-14/F92
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©1992, The Columbia House Compan/i
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SIGNALS & NOISE

Great Scott

You Can Bet Your Life on DAT

Dear Editor:
Thank you for the article in your Jan-

Dear Editor:

Edward Tatnall Canby, Bert Whyte

Congratulations on the 34th Annual
uary issue on the history of the radio Equipment Directory (October 1991).
electronics industry ("Tuning In to Yes- As an audio marketing manager (who

terday"). An article like this can be used to fill out your stinking stack of
used as a measuring stick to see just forms every June for almost 10 years),
how far we have come over the years. I can tell you that the "bible" has really
About three years ago, I acquired an established itself as an indispensable

antique radio built by the E. H. Scott

reference in my office. The directory

Radio Corp. in Chicago and have been

issues take up almost half a shelf in my
bookcase.

restoring it. This model has a unique
feature in which the user may adjust
was a little surprised to see the
the bandwidth on short-wave and the letter from Danny Blatt, the first in that
old familiar AM band. On AM, it can be issue's "Signals & Noise" column. As
adjusted to a width of 16 kHz, which one of the earliest and staunchest proI

will give a frequency response from 30
Hz to beyond 15 kHz. Connecting this

set, from 1937, to a modern, quality
loudspeaker reveals that the quality of
AM can be very close to FM's.
This discovery leads me to a ques-

ponents of DAT in our industry, I have
grown so weary of the Danny Blatts of
the world. While Blatt has astutely observed that CD is an optical process,
his inference that CDs won't wear out

is absurd. After all, a scratch of less
tion. Why can't companies like Mag- than 1/a inch presents an obstacle that
num Dynalab and Creek Audio Sys- no CD player can navigate. If this tiny
tems, for example, who are serious scratch happens to occur somewhere
about high fidelity, build an AM/FM tun- over the table of contents, the entire

er that has FM quality on both bands? I disc is rendered unplayable.
believe a feature like the one on the old
So how long will a Digital Audio Tape
E. H. Scott Philharmonic would help last? As Blatt points out, the tape and
snap AM out of the doldrums. If we had transport are quite similar to those
the technology in 1937, we must cer- used in VCRs. I think it fair to suggest
tainly have it now.
that their effective lives should also be
Scott Guthrie similar. How many times can you
Guelph, Ont. watch that favorite dogfight in Top Gun
before the videotape wears out? When
Tuned In, Turned On
was the last time you replaced a videoDear Editor:
tape because the picture quality was
Just a brief note to say how much I so degraded from wear that you
enjoyed the pictures of the old radios couldn't take it anymore? I think that in
("Tuning In to Yesterday") in your Jan- my entire life, I may have worn out one
uary issue. I was two years old when passage of one tape. And, of course,
my father manufactured the first com- let no one forget that the signal on the
mercial radio in Austria under Siemens videotape is analog.
license back in 1924, so these things
With its digital signal, sophisticated
do evoke memories for me. I can still error correction, and integrated selfremember tuning the separate circuits defense system (tape shell), believe
in TRF receivers with non -ganged con- that a DAT could last 10 times longer
I

densers (some were actually tuned than
with coils) and carefully turning up the

its

analog video brother. And

that's a lot longer than the luckiest CD
filament current to get enough gain- ever pressed
but not high enough to burn out the
ran one DAT cassette 1,100 times
tube.
and had no problems. If I had to bet
I am probably the only one in our my life on the long-term performance
business who still remembers all this, of a digital audio carrier, I'd have no
which sometimes makes me feel that
qualms with DAT. Unlike CDs, DATs
belong in a museum myself and should don't care about fingerprints or
be dusted off from time to time.
scratches, and error correction seems
Hans Fantel to take care of everything else.
Syndicated Columnist
Bruce D. Adams
Sheffield, Mass.
Stockholm, N.J.
I

I
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LISTEN TO YOLR HEAD.
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compatible with modern components - about
50 ohms in the case of the SD/A-490t.
At the same time, the buffer stage helps isolate the relatively fragile D/A chip set from the

nasty outside world of demanding analog
components.

How a very old technology can make a brand new
compact disc player sound extraordinarily good.
Our new SD/A-490t has a clock that "ticks"
33 million times a second, multi -stage noise
shaping, pulse width modulators and enough other
edge -of -the -art circuitry

to finally qualify us for
entry into the hallowed
Compact Disc TechnoJargon Hall of Fame.
But it also includes two
vacuum tubes whose classic
design has remained
unchanged for over 35 years.
Tubes? Those warm glass things
that used to glow cheerily through
the grilles of old radios and black &
white TVs? Yes. In an important circuit
stage that comes after all the digital wizardy.
We and many other critical listeners believe
that this anacronistic addition to an already
excellent CD player design significantly
enhances its sound. Read on and decide for
yourself.
THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD player's D/A converter and
external outputs is circuitry called a buffer
amplifier stage. When you hear the word
amplifier, you think of something which makes
a signal louder. But that's not a
buffer amp's purpose. In fact,
contrary to popular lore, a CD
player's buffer amplifier doesn't
boost the signal strength at all
- the final output of a CD
player's D/A converter already
has sufficient voltage to directly
drive a power amplifier!
Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain
device which *1) increases output current, and
2) in the process, acts as a sort of electronic
shock absorber.
A signal emerging from a CD player's digital to -analog conversion process has sufficient
voltage but insufficient current for proper interaction with a preamplifier or power amp. By
acting as a current amplifier, the buffer stage
helps lower impedance to a level that's

TUBES VERSUS SOLID MIL
All compact disc players have buffer amplifiers. But more than 98% of them use solid state
devices for this stage: either integrated op -amp
circuits or discrete transistors.
A handful of hard -to -find, esoteric designs
in the $1200 to $2500 range employ one or
more tubes instead. As does our readily -available $699 SD/A-490t. For fundamental physical
reasons, tubes have different transfer function
characteristics than transistors. When used in
ultra -expensive, audiophile preamplifiers and
power amplifiers, their sound is variously
described as "mellower", "warmer", "more
open and natural" or simply "less harsh than
solid state".
At the heart of these perceived differences
are three basic facts:
1. Tubes produce even -order distortion (i.e.
2nd, 4th, 6th harmonics, etc.) while transistors create odd -order distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are less psychoacoustically pleasant.

2. In a buffer stage, a tube acts as a pure
Class A device, which is considered the optimal
amplifier configuration. Op -amps function as
Class A in and Class B out, with potential
crossover distortion as voltage swings from
positive to negative.
3. Tubes "round off" the waveform when
they clip. When over -driven, solid state devices
cut off sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A490YS OUTPUT SEcnoti
Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual
triodes (each literally two separate
tubes in a single glass envelope)
placed between the digital -to -analog converter and a motorized vol-

ume control.'
Operated at less than 30% of
their maximum capacity, these
tubes achieve a highly linear output voltage with very low static and transient
distortion while providing very high dynamic
headroom.
And because they're "loafing" at 1/3 their
rated current capability, the SD/A-490t's tubes
are designed to last the life of the CD player
without replacement or need for adjustment.
A "LESS IS MORE" DIGITAL APPROACH
FOR CLEANER ANALOG SOUND.

It would be pointlesss to have a tube output
stage if the digital circuitry which precedes it

wasn't
first rate. The SD/A-490t uses
Single -Bit D/A circuitry to eliminate a form of
exceedingly audible distortion inherent in most
current CD player designs, and to provide better signal linearity than ever before.
If you've read current CD player brochures,
you've probably stumbled across descriptions
of de-glitcher circuits, laser trimming and even
22 -bit converters. All these are merely fixes,
applied to the same basic kind of D/A converter in an attempt to overcome built-in
shortcomings.
In contrast, the SD/A-490t uses a
completely new technology which
avoids many of the problems that
older approaches have struggled
to surmount. We'd have to
buy a whole section in this
magazine to fully explain
the differences (if you're
interested, call 1-800443-CAVR for an appropriately long and detailed
brochure), but here's a short synopsis.

Traditional converters require 16 separate
reference circuits, each of which must be accurate to one part in 65,536 - but, due to the
realities of mass production, rarely are. If
they're not "dead -on", an unpleasant form of
noise called zero -cross distortion is produced.
Because Carver's Single Bit D/A Converter
transforms a 16 -bit signal into a 1 -bit pulse signal array, the "ladder" of 16 ultra -high -precision reference devices is not required: In
effect, the SD/A-490t need only manipulate a
stream of varying -width on/off pulses instead
of having to accurately create 65,536 different
amplitude levels at all times.
Zero -cross distortion is non-existent, and the
SD/A-490t's Single Bit converter is able to
decode linearity in excess of 115 dB below
peak level with exceptionally low noise. You'll
particularly notice the difference in the heightened purity and clarity of music during very
quiet passages. Every nuance, intonation and
harmonic of the original recording is there. Yet

The Carver SD/A-490t.
At $699, its suggested retail is $500 less than

the nearest competitor with tube output'"

"digital" harshness is noticeably absent even
before it enters the SD/A-490t's mink -lined
tube stage.
AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH AS ITS
SOUND.

We've designed the
SD/A-490t to be both
useful and easy -to -use.
21 -key front panel or
remote programming.
Fixed and variable output.
Programming grid display.
Random "shuffle" play.
Variable length fade. Automatic
song selection to fit any length of
tape. Even index programming for
classical CD's.
Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which compensates for variables in
spacial CL -R) information and midrange
equalization found in many CD's mastered

THE SD/A-4901
Dual 60J8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage
Over -sized Disc Stabilizer Transport
24 -Track Programming with 21 -key front
panel & remote input
Music Calendar Display

Indexing
Random Play
Motorized Volume Control
Time Edit/Fade Taping s'eature with user variable time parameters
2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade
Exclusive Carver Soft EQ
(Digital Time Lens) circuitry
*Optical and Coaxial
Digital Outputs
3 -Inch (8cm) CD
Compatibility

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A
CARVER DEALER.

It's tempting to further regale you with how
well we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single
Bit circuitry improve the sound of a compact
disc. But your own ears should be the final
arbiter of quality.
Thus you are invited to bring a few familiar
compact discs down to your local Carver dealer and compare for yourself, hopefully creating
your own superlatives in the process.
Suffice it to say that almost all critical listeners not only are able to hear a difference, but
prefer the sound of the remarkably affordable
SD/A-490t's dual triode transfer function.

ig4
CARVER CORP., LYNNWOOD. WA, U.S.A.

Call 1-800-443-CAVR for information and dealer listings.

'A device which neither amplifies nor attenuates a signal is said to have unity gain. In other words, what goes in comes out unchanged. Or
does it?
"Remote control variable output is a wonderfully convenient feature, bat it would be pointless to eliminate solid state circuitry in the buffer
amp stage and then use a solid state circuit for the final gain attenuator. So the SD/A-490t changes volume the old fashioned, physical way: a
nice, clean carbon potentiometer, in this case , physically rotated by a small motoc
"'Source: 1990 Audio Magazine Annual Equipment Directory.

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Balanced and Unbalanced Circuits
long cable runs. There are many varletO. Please explain balanced and un- ies of RG59 cable, with capacitances
balanced inputs and outputs used with ranging from about 16.5 to over 21 pF
amplifiers and preamplifiers. Are there per foot, depending on the brand, size,
sonic advantages of one over the oth- and type of insulation.
er?-Lorenzo Brice, Brooklyn, N.Y.
In a video setup, the impedance
A. The main advantage balanced seen by each end of the cable will be
circuits have over unbalanced circuits 75 ohms. In an audio setup, the impedis that balanced circuits tend to reject ance at one end of the cable will be
hum pickup via interconnecting ca- rather low, while the impedance at the
bles. Most of the time, hum is not a other end will be high. At the frequency
problem, even with unbalanced cir- where the capacitive reactance of your
cuits; thus, any additional hum reduc- cable becomes equal to the output imtion offered by balanced connections pedance of the audio component feedis not usually important.
ing it, output will be reduced by 3 dB,
You're already familiar with unbal- and higher frequencies will be attenanced circuits, the kind typically found uated even further. However, as long
in home audio equipment. Unbalanced as your video cable has less capacisystems have two wires, one of which tance than the audio cable you've

is "hot" while the other, the shield, is
grounded. Balanced systems require
three wires: Two signal leads, neither
of which is at ground potential, plus a
ground. The two signal -carrying conductors are twisted around each other
and contained within the shield. Any
hum voltage that penetrates the shield
will be introduced equally into both signal-carrying leads. Because these

been using, the results should be at
least as good as you are getting now.
One caution, however: RG59 cables
frequently have solid center conduc-

If these cables are flexed or
moved a lot, that conductor could
tors.

break. In setups where the cable will
not be moved, it will work well.

Intermittent Noise
leads are of opposite signal polarity From a Sound System
and the signal is introduced at the
Q. My amplifier sends sudden, loud,
same polarity, the hum is cancelled, or bursts of noise to my loudspeakers.

Do you suspect, as I do, that the a.c.

power is at the root of the problem?
Will operating my gear on 100 V rather

than its recommended 120 V cause
damage? What do I do now?-Stuart T.
Foster, FPO Seattle, Wash.
A. No! The transformer or your a.c.
wall supply is not the root of the problem, but it does, as we will see, point
us to the culprit.
It is not clear as to whether you have
an integrated amplifier or have a separate power amplifier and preamplifier.

This may matter. You have already
done some good trouble -shooting.
Let's see how to use what you have
written to make a final determination of
the location of the problem: We already
know that when the volume control is
set to its lowest point, the noise can still
be triggered even though no signal is

reaching the circuits after the volume
control. Thus, you are correct in as suming that your program sources are
not responsible.
If you have a separate power amplifier, it could be the culprit. To prove it,
disconnect the input cables but leave

the loudspeaker cables connected.

push-pull circuitry throughout would eliminated the problem.

Turn the amp on and wait an appropriate amount of time and see if the noise
can be triggered. If it can't, we know
that the problem is in the preamplifier.
If it can, you know the power amplifier
needs some work.
I said that the power -line voltage and

produce less harmonic distortion than

frequency were not the root causes.

nulled out.
I

They seem to be triggered by vibration

suppose a case could be made or by the touch of my hand. I have

that a preamplifier that used balanced,

an unbalanced preamplifier would.
However, I'm personally not convinced
that we could hear the difference.

Video Cables for Audio

taken steps that have reduced but not
The noise is produced only after the
system has been on for a few minutes.
If I strike the floor with my fist just hard

enough to make it vibrate a little, the
noise is heard. Even a heavy footfall in
the room causes the sound.

I have a question about interconI don't think the problem resides in
necting cables used between different either of my program sources-CD
audio devices. I notice that some ca- player or cassette recorder. Even with
bles used for video gear have phono these devices turned off and with the
plugs on each end-just like those volume fully counterclockwise, the
used in home audio gear. The cable is noise can still be triggered.
RG59. Are these cables as good as
I have experimented with grounding
those we usually use? A video cable and with tightening up all connections,
Q.

Why, then, did removing the transform er help? The equipment now operates
on a lower voltage. This, in turn, means

that less heat builds up inside the
faulty unit. Somewhere in the unit there
is probably a poorly soldered connec-

tion which, when heated, becomes
less secure and makes the electrical
connections intermittent when they are
vibrated. There could be a slight crack

in a circuit foil, which opens slightly
with applied heat, making the electrical

must carry a wider frequency band to no avail. The only change I made

path intermittent at this junction. The
problem could be really simple. re -

than is needed for audio, so it seems to

that has helped reduce the noise is to

me that video cables should be fine. I

cently solved a problem like yours

plug the equipment directly into the

when I tightened a screw that held the
p.c. board to chassis ground.
A

tried some video cables, and I can't

wall outlet rather than into the voltage
hear any difference when using step-up transformer. (I live in Japan,
them.-Richard Costa, Houston, Tex.
where house voltage is 100 V a.c., 50
A. If the video cable has less ca- Hz.) The system now must be on for a
pacitance per foot than your present longer period of time before the noise
audio cable, it will work fine, even giv- is produced and the loudness of it is
ing you less high -frequency loss on decreased.

I

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Michael Jackson Dangerous (Epic) 433.920

Garth Brooks-Ropin' The

Bruce Springsteen-Ludry

Wind (Liberty)

Town (Columbia)

Wayne's World -Ong.

"Juice" -Ong. Sndtrk.

Sndtrk. (Reprise) 434.498

(S.O.U.L.)

Al Dimeola-Kiss My Axe
435453
(Tomato)
Little Village
434480
(Reprise)
Eric Clapton-Rush

Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers -Into The Great
Wide Open(MCA)429.795
"The Commitments"
(Sndtrk) (MCA) 429.753

(Sndtrk) (Reprise) 433.714

Thomas Hampson-

Pet Shop Boys- Disc-

Night And Day
(EMI Classics)

ography (EMI)

4336425

433.243

429.696

428.862

Pearl Jam -Ten (Epic/
Asso.tiated)

428.433

Bell Blv DeVoe- WBBDBootcity! (MCA)

429.217

Basis -Brave New Hope
(Epic)
428.722
The RIppingtons-Curves
426.874
Ahead (GRP)

Chick Cores Elaktrlc
Band -Beneath The
426.866

Richard Marx- Rush

MOtley Crije-Decade

Mask (GRP)

433.110
Yo Yo Ma & Bobby
McFerrin -Hush (Sony
432.930
Masterworks)

Of Decadence '81-'91
429.316
(Elektra)

Seal (Sire/Wamer Bros.)
425.827

Nancy Wilson -With My

Abbey Lincoln -You

Ned's Atomic Dustbin -

Street (Capitol)

Gotta Pay The Band
432.708
(Verve)

Tevin Campbell-

Lover Beside Me
429.225
(Columbia)
God Fodder
(Columbia)

4213516

T.E.V.I.N. (Qwest/
431.585
Warner Bros.)

David Benoit -Shadows
430.652

(GRP)

Neil Young & Crazy
Horse -Weld (Reprise)
430.645/390.641
Gerald Levert -Private
Line (East-West) 4306629
The Earl Klugh Trio
430.561

(Warner Bros.)

Erasure -Chorus

430446
Frank Sinatra -Sinatra
(Sire/Reprise)

Reprise/The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 430.363

INXS-Live Baby Live
(Atlantic)

430.298

Joe Sample -Collection
(GRP)

430.280

Israel Phil. Orch.
Welcomes Berliner Phil.
Mehta cond.
(Sony Class.)

Curtis Stigers
(Aristal

430.041

429.977

Backlash (Epic)

422.170

Gloria Estetan-Into The
Light (Epic)

Prince And The New
Power Generation Diamonds And Pearls
427419
(Paisley Park)
Red Hot Chili Peppers
-Blood Sugar Sex Magik
428.367
(Warner Bros.)

415.943

Reba McEntire -For My
Broken Heart (MCA)
430.090

Comin' (Elektra) 431.130

DJ Jazzy Jeff & Fresh
Prince-Ho-nebase
421424
(Jive/RCA)

Larry Carlton -Collection

Janet Jackson- Rhythm

407.825

Nation 1814(A&M)
388.918

Spyro Gyre-Collecion
420950
(GRP)
Midori-Liv3 At Carregie
Hall (Sony Class.)421114570

Crusaders -Healing The
Wounds (GRP) 419452
Roxette-Joyride (EMI)
411.556

Jesus Jones -Doubt
(SBK)

417'491

Yellowjackets-Green4116198

Sting -The Soul Cages
424440
(A&M)
"Phantom Of The Opera"
Highlights (Orig London
Cast) (Polydor) 424.333

The Globe (Columbia)
414.649

(CBS)

411457
Firehouse Epic) 414.318
Paul Simon -The
Rhythm Of The Sains
412.809

"Saturday Night Fever"

Boss Band Warner Bros.)
412.478

George Belson -B-9

Street (Warner Bros.)
428.359

Wet (Mercury)

John Williams -I Love A

Fourplay-(James,

Parade (Sony Class.)
422.717

Knock You Out (Def
411.165
Jam/Colurnoia)

Travis Tritt-It s All About

AC/DC-The Razors'
413462
Edge (ATC 3)

Apocalypse 91 (Def Jam/
428.003
Columbia)

Lou Reed -Magic & Loss
(Sire/Warner Bros.)

PM Dawn -The Utopian
Experience (Gee Street/
430.207
Island)
Bryan Adams -Waking
Up The Neighbours
429.779
(A&M)

Bernstein Favorites Orchestral Dances (Sony
Class.) 421.610/391415

Marc Cohn (Atlantic)

421452
EMF-Schubert Dip
(EMI)

421.487

James Taylor -New
Moon Shine (Columbia)
429.209

Wilson 'Fillips
(SBK)

406.793

George Michael -Listen
Without Prejudice, V 11.1
411.181
(Columbia)

L.L. Cool J -Mama Said

Michael Bolton -Soul
Provider (Columbia)
383.083

huur-Pure
Diane
415.331
Schuur GRP)

Bonnie Raitt-Nick Of

Vladimi- Horowitz
-The Last Recording

The Dave Grusin
Collection (GRP)378498

405.985
(Sony Gass.)
Damn Yankees
405486
(Warner Bros.)

Chris !mak-Heart
Shaped World (Reprise)
386.144

Time (Capitol)

381.087

Journey's Greatest Hits
375279
(Columbia)
U2 -The Joshua Tree
(Island)
354449
The Police -Every Breath
You Take -The Singles
(A&M)
348.318

Jimmy Buffett -Songs
You Know By Heart
(MCA)
339.911

Immaculate Collection
(Warner Bros./Sire)

From The Big Chair
423.848
(Mercury)

To Change (Warner Bros.)
422,113

Dan Fogelberg -GM Hits
(Full Moon/Epic) 317.149

Madonna -The

Dire Straits -On Every

Public Enemy -

(GRP)

Big Audio Dynamite II

423406/393401
Bon Jovi-Slippery When

Ritenour, East, Mason)
428.334
(Warner Bros.)

(Warner Bros.)

411.123

(Warner Bros.)

423.392

Keith Sweat- Keep It

431.718

The "Amadeus" Mozart

Orig Sndtrk. (Polydor)

431.213

(Island)

Enya-Shepherd Moons

Carreras/Domingo/Paverotti-Favorite Anas
425.470
(Sony Master.)

Tears For Fears- Songs

U2-Achtung Baby

Soundgarden--Bacnotorfinger (ABM) 42E450

house (GRF)

WallBerlin 1990 (Mercury)
423.855/393.850

436.592

Touch (Columbia)

Your Heart (A&M)4254611

Roger Waters -The

427427

Bad English -

The Best Of Stevie Nicks
425.694
(Mocem)
Aaron Neville -Warm

Bruce Springeteen-Human

4364E0

Hammer- Too Legit To
Quit (Capitol)

433.094

Depeche Mode -Violator
405423
(Sire/Reprise)
Eddie Money-Grt. Hits:
Sound Of Money
403428
(Columbia)

Nine In.Th Nails -Pretty
Hate Machine (TVT)
402.438

Pat Bersatar-Best Shots
401.646
(Chryslis)
Kenny 3 Live (Arista)
401405

The Cars Greatest Hits
(Elektra)
339.903
Best Of Elvis Costello &
The Attractions
(Columbia)
340.596
Bob Marley & The
Wailers -Legend (Island)
337.857

Billy Joel -Greatest
Hits, Vols.' & 2
(Columbia)

3366396/396490

/2 Top -Eliminator
(Warner Bros.)

319.624

Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic)

318.055

Squeeze -Singles
317.974
Stevie Ray Vaughan &
(A&M)

Double Trouble- Sky Is

Brahma: Violin Sonatas.
Perlman/Berenboim
409.387
(Sony Class.)

Barbra Streisand- A

Michael Franks -Blue
Pacific (Reprise) 408.328

Robert Palmer -

(Sire/Reprise)

Addictions, Vol. 1
400.937
(Island}

Social Distortion -

Jane's Addiction Ritual De Lo Habitual
407.098
(Warner Bros.)

"Beauty & The Beast"Orig. Soundtrack (Walt
Disney Records) 432.690

Collection: Grt. Hits ...&

More (Columbia) 401.141

Skid Row -Slave To The
Grind (Atlantic) 422.220
Mariah Carey
407410
(Columbia)

Crying (Epic)

429.258

The Cult -Ceremony
428.300

Somewhere Between
Heaven And Hell (Epic)
433.831

Mr. Big -Lean Into It
(Atlantic)

418.798

MORE SELECTIONS AND COMPLETE DETAILS ON THE OTHER SIDE.
© 1992, The Columbia House Company

Go
from
0
to
8
CDs-the fast way;
kflAXIMU

SPEED
Michael Bolton -Time, Love &

Mariah Carey -Emotions

Tenderness (Columbia) 415.711

(Columbia)

428.029

R.E.M.-Out Of Time

Bonnie Raitt-Luck Of The

(Warner Bros.) 417.923

Draw (Capitol)

423.186

-PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORECD-FREE!
Jodeci- Forever My
Lady (MCA)
430959
Rod Stewart -Downtown

Amy Grant -Heart In
Motion (A&M)
424457
Peter Frampton -

Extreme-Pornograffitti

Luther Vandross-Power

(A&M)

Of Love (Epic)

Train/Selections From The
Storyteller Anthology
(Warner Bros.)
425.322
Boston (Epic)
269.209

Garth Brooks -No
Fences (Liberty) 411.587
Bruce Springsteen -

Frampton Comes Alive!
(A&M) 262.311/392.316

Born To Run
(Columbia)

& Memories -His Grt. Hits
(Saja)
246.968

Stepolf-Born
penw
To

Lynyrd Skynyrd-

The Allman Brothers
Band -A Decade Of Hits

Roy Orbison-The Ail -

430.678

1969-79 (Polydor)430439

The Byrds-20 Essential

(Giant/Reprise)

426.916

Marvin Gaye's Grt. Hits

Skynyrd's Innyrds/ Their
Grt. Hits (MCA) 381.129
Time Hits, Vols. 1 & 2
(CSP)
377.945

The Very Best Of The

Hits (Warner Bros.)
375.782

Unchained Melody
(Verve)
423.772

Van Morrison-

Eric Clapton-Time

The Beach Boys- Made

Moondance (Warner
Bros.)
349403

Motown's 25 #1 Hits
From 25 Years (Motown)
319496/399498
The Best Of Carty
Simon, Vol. 1 (Elektra)
291456
Van Halen-For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.)
420.273

Pieces(Polydor)

423.467

Essential Little Richard
(Specialty)
414454
All The Best Of The
Lavin' Spoonful (Special
Music Co.)
371472
Hollies-Epic Anthology
409.730

(Epic)

John MellencampWhenever We Wanted
(Mercury)
430.231

In The U.S.A. (Capitol)
346.445

A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA)
341.073
David Bowie -Changes bowie (Rykodisc)412.247
Santana's Grt. Hits
(Columbia)
244459

Ozzy Osboume-No
More Tears (Epic/
Associated)
428.128

(Warner Bros.)

291.641

291.302

Last Name

Address

Apt.

Fever (MCA)

382.184

433.805

Huh (Riva)

423.574

Various Artists -Two
Natalie Cole -Unforgettable (Elektra)

4.279

Just mail the coupon together with check or

Hits ( Columbia) 260.638

(currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping and
handling) -and you may cancel membership at

Janis Joplin's Greatest

any time after doing so.

Hits (Columbia) 231.670

Simon & Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits (Columbia)
219.477

C & C Music Factory Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia)
416.933

CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling).

You agree to buy just six more selections in
the next three years, at regular Club prices

Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year), describing the Regular
Selection for your listening interest, plus hundreds
of alternates. And Special Selection mailings up to

six times a year (total of up to 19 buying
opportunities).

Buy only what you want! If you want the

Regular or Special Selection, do nothing -it will be

sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection, or none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date specified.

You always have 10 days to decide; if not,
you may return the Selection at our expense.

your membership after fulfilling your obligation,
you'll be eligible for our money -saving bonus plan.

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of

the Club's operation with your introductory
package. if not satisfied, return everything within
10 days for a full refund and no further obligation.

Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one

additional CD right now at the super -low price of
only $6.95 -and you are then entitled to take an
I

I

extra CD as a bonus FREE! And you'll receive

your discounted CD and your bonus CD with your
8 introductory selections -that's 10 CDs in all!

Also send one more

CD now, for which I am enclosing an additional $6.95.

If the application is missing, write to:

Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave, Terre

...and I'm entitled
to get this extra
CD FREE!

City

0 Yes
Do you have credit card? (03) 0 Yes

Tom Petty -Full Moon

Chicago" -Greatest

Extra Bonus Offer:

Age

Do you have a VCR? (04)

Blue Light, Red Light
(Columbia)
429.191

money order for $1.86 (that's 10 for your first 8

0 Rap

0 Mr.
0 Mrs.

State

426510
Harry Connick, Jr. -

Eactes-Grt. Hits, 197175 Asylum)
287.003
Best Of ZZ Top
(Warner Bros.) 279420

(But I may always choose from any category)
L.L. Cool J..
Public Enemy
0 Herd Rock
1=ISoft Rock
0 Modern Rock
Van Haien,
Michael Bolton,
RE.M.,
0 Light Sounds
ZZ Top
Mariah Carey
Red Haf Chili Peppers Bette Midler,
James Taylor
El Easy Listening
0 Heavy Metal 0 R&BdSoul
Skid Flow,
Luther Vandross, Frank Sinatra,
0 Dance Pop
Ozzy Osboume Boyz II Men
Ray Conniff
C&C Music Factory
0 Classical
0 Country
1=IJazz
Jody Watley

Initial

Comfort Zone (Wing)

Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue

My main musical interest is (check one):

Print First Name

Finally(A&M)

Paula Abdul -Spellbound
(Virgin)
420457

Grt. Hits 1974-78
(Capitol)
290.171

Vanessa Williams -The

Cece Peniston-

The Steve Miller Band-

my membership anytime after doing so.

ET. Miss

Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic)
279.133

Best Of The Doobies
(Warner Bros.) 291.278

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and
count as 2-wnte each number in a separate box

under the terms outlined in this advertisement. I agree to buy 6 more
selections (at regular Club prices) in the next 3 years -and may cancel

286.740

Rooms- Songs of Elton
John & Bernie Taupin
(Polydor)
430.421

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave., P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129
I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that's 1t for my 8
SEND THESE 8 CDs FOR 14
CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). Please accept my application

Linda Ronstadt's Grt.

John Mellencamp-Uh-

(Reprise)

Fleetwood Mac-Grt.

425.025

Richard Elliot- On The

James Taylor's Grt. Hits

Righteous Brothers -

(Polydor)

The Jimi Hendrix
Experience -Smash Hits

Who's Best (MCA)
378.657

Bachman -Tumor
Overdrive -Greatest Hits
(Mercury)
423457

The Rolling Stones -

9

The Who -Who's Better,

Sticky Fingers (Rolling
Stones Records) 350.645

367.565

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -Chronicle -The
20 Grt. Hits (Fantasy)04

418.848

James Brown -CD Of JB
Hits (Asylum)

Tracks (Columbia/Legacy)
426.940
Rush -Chronicles (Mercury)
423.780/393.785

Best Of The Doors (Elektra)
357.616/397412
Buddy Holly -From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA)
348.110

(Motown)

Jim Croce -Photographs

CLASSIC ROCK'S GREATEST HITS
Be Wild (MCA)

Color Me Badd- C.M.B.

257.279

409.003

rfrotme:bii.vme zrserat,shenroiiiihatvtlii lareleclnanAy4paotiorAii:rs cengwahlr

Zip

0 No
0 No

Haute, IN 47811-1129.

NN4-8F-RN

Puerto Rico; write for details of alternative offer. Canadian
aesidents wit be serviced from Toronto. Applicable sales tax
dded to at orders.

435/F92

OLUMBI/t Entertaining America,..
SE One Person at a Time
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

The Cons of HX Pro
minutes [one side of a C-100 cassette;
In recent years a number of "Tape a C-120, which offers 60 minutes per
Guide" readers have inquired whether side, is not recommended for high they are missing something important quality results.-H.6]. Please advise
if their decks lack HX Pro. This has
on the pros and cons of using a VCR
brought up the question why Nakami- for high -quality audio recording, and
chi still eschews it; the company is such considerations as to what Dolby
perhaps just about the only manufac- NR system is employed and whether or
turer of high -quality decks not to use it. not metal tape is required.-M. Grant,
My answer has been that there is more

Gardena, Cal.

than one design path to desired re-

A. My own experience and reports

sults, and that HX Pro might introduce
not only the benefit of extended treble
at high signal levels but also the disad-

from a number of readers indicate that

vantage of inaccurate variations in
bias; such variations could increase
distortion and roll off flatness of response at the high end of the audio

very good audio recordings can be

Poor Recording
Q. I have a seven -year -old cassette
deck that plays prerecorded music just
fine but records poorly. When playing
a tape that was just recorded, it exhib-

its a 5 -dB drop relative to the initial
recording level, and the left channel is

1 or 2 dB lower than the right one. I
have cleaned and demagnetized the
heads. And I took the deck to a repair
shop but was told nothing is wrong. I'd
appreciate some suggestions on what
the problem might be.-Jason Cooper,

made with a Hi-Fi VCR. Repeat: With a
Hi-Fi VCR. In terms of signal-to-noise

Miami, Fla.

ratio, frequency response, distortion,
and motion (low wow and flutter and
accurate speed), a good Hi-Fi VCR

seems to be the reverse order of im-

A. Taking your problems in what

portance, the slight difference be-

spectrum.
When I asked, Nakamichi stated that

can outperform the best of analog cassette decks. Using 1-120 videotape at

they've chosen to overcome the cassette format's headroom limitations by

the slowest VCR speed, you can get

tween left and right channels is rather
inconsequential. You can easily adjust
in recording or playback for this.
The 5 -dB difference between record

six hours of recording without interrup-

and playback levels may be due in

designing and making their own tion. and others have found little, if part to the sensitivity of the tape you
heads, electronics, and transport any, audible difference between audio are us ng-that is, the amount of outI

mechanisms rather than by adding cir-

recording at the fastest and slowest put for a given input. But

cuits such as HX Pro. According to

VCR speeds.

Technical Support Coordinator Hyam
R. Sosnow, the headroom of Nakamichi's discrete three -head decks has
exceeded that of "virtually every other

The only important disadvantage

I

can think of in using a VCR for record-

ing music is that you cannot monitor
the tape while it is being recorded,

it

is also

possible that it may be due to a fault in
the recording circuit.
When you say that the deck records
poorly, I assume you mean the quality
of sound and not just the level. Possibly, bias is insufficient. If the sound is
too high-pitched and distorted (grainy,

make and model of cassette deck,

something that can be done when re-

."
even those incorporating HX Pro.
He continues: "Unless a deck incorporating HX Pro has been very carefully
adjusted for the particular tape formulation being used, the resulting inaccurate variations in bias can actually reduce high -frequency headroom over

cording with a three -head cassette
deck. That is, you cannot simulta- coarse), this would indicate too little
neously record and play in order to bias. Also, insufficient bias would re-

.

what the same deck could achieve if
HX Pro were not used. Many decks
incorporating HX Pro lack the user -cal-

ibration facilities for record sensitivity
that are essential to its proper operation.... Nakamichi would not consider
building [a two -head deck with HX Pro]

without including the user -calibration
facilities necessary to maximize its per-

make certain that the recording is proceeding to your satisfaction.

For Hi-Fi recording, the VCR does
not use Dolby noise reduction. How- with the recording circuit of a sevenever, linear recording, which is per- year -old deck. Resistors may have
formed along the edge of the tape by changed value, capacitors may have
both conventional and Hi-Fi VCRs in a become leaky and/or changed in valmanner comparable to that of an ana- ue, or transistors may not be performlog cassette deck, does sometimes ing up to specifications. In this event,
employ Dolby noise reduction. Wheth- you need a service shop that is comer in a Hi-Fi VCR or in a conventional petent and honorable. If the manufacone, the quality of linear recording is turer of your deck is still in business, it
substantially lower than that of Hi-Fi should be able to supply the names of
recording, which makes use of fre- authorized service shops in your area.

formance. The resulting two -head
deck would be [nearly as expensive quency modulation.
as] our least expensive discrete three -

head deck yet would not equal the
performance of the three -head model."

duce the recorded level.
If bias isn't the culprit, there are other things that could have gone wrong

So far as I know, videotapes all em-

On the other hand, a thorough check

and repair can cost a tidy sum, per-

ploy a ferric -oxide coating, which is haps $100. It is probably wiser, to put
more or less similar to the coating on the money into a new deck. Some very
Type I analog cassette tapes; that is, nice performers are now available at

VCR for Audio
Q. Is it a good idea to use a VCR
instead of a high -quality analog cassette deck? In my case, cassette size
is unimportant, but uninterrupted re-

metal tape is not used. While you relatively moderate prices.
go to unusual lengths in this respect.
For example, you do not need to pur-

recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All

cording is important inasmuch as classical music often spans more than 50

chase one of the special tapes labelled
"stereo."

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO/JULY 1992

should use good -quality videotape of a
reputable manufacturer, you need not If you have a problem or question on tape
letters are answered. Please enclose a

11

THE BOOKSHELF

SOLDERING ON
pendix). This design, quoted as capa-

Enhanced Sound: 22 Electronics Construction Projects for the Audiophile by
Richard J. Kaufman. TAB Books Division of McGraw-Hill, softcover,

ble of 100 watts per channel into 8
ohms with proper supply, is strongly
reminiscent of a Hafler DH -200 series
but with a bipolar output stage. A table

170

pp., $12.60.

Richard J. Kaufman's articles have
appeared for years in Audio and are

ill SOUND
22 licarostiec P gals For I

r trdiffbik

I

popular among those of us who actual-

ly take a soldering iron in hand occasionally. Small-scale projects suitable
for an evening or weekend have been
the subjects of his articles, and now he
can add this book to his goal of, in one

the circuit thoroughly, though, as there
appears to be a schematic connection

dot missing at R14/C7 that should
seemingly go to the collectors of Q3 Q5. (I note this apparent error in the
hopes that few will actually suffer from
it in building the circuit up.)
In other chapters, Kaufman gets into
examples of active filters, even includ-

way or another, improving the sound of

our systems. Examples of the Audio
articles are "Build a Polarity Inverter"
and "Build an Op -Amp Power Supply"
from December 1987, two quick -build
car projects ("Op -Amp Power Supply"
and "Subwoofer Crossover") from the

May 1989 issue, and more recently,
"Build a Simple Surround Decoder"
from June 1991. Kaufman's circuits

ing BASIC source code for multiple
feedback filter circuits. Active crossovers are illustrated by several differheadings as Projects Without Power ent types, including constant voltage
Supplies, Power Supplies, Preamps and fourth -order Linkwitz-Riley styles.
and Amplifiers, Basic Op -Amp Proj- Vented -box enclosure arrangements
ects, Active Filters, Active Crossover are also shown, with BASIC listings for
Networks, Speaker Design Programs, computer programs to calculate a deand FM Antennas. The 22 project ex- sign using Thiele -Small parameters.
amples within them include passive
The book concludes with a chapter
and active preamps, tone controls, on FM antennas, which includes con-

tend to be simple, workable examples
of how to achieve a given audio function in a relatively straightforward manner. They also have the strong appeal
of using readily available, moderately
priced, non -exotic parts. This makes and even a power amplifier design.
the circuits easy to duplicate, with reaAt times, the art accompanying the
sonable confidence that they will func- circuits discussed is found lacking. For
tion as planned.
example, the RIAA response curve
I should preface my remarks with the (Fig. 6-5) is so crudely drawn as to be
fact that I am reviewing a book dedi- almost meaningless (no label for the
cated to basic concepts personally vertical axis, and the curve itself is not
endorse. Quite simply, it is my own accurate). In other instances, there are
feeling that the audio world needs missed connections or component valmore and various such circuits, as ex- ues, or ambiguities in schematics
amples of how-to, as idea stimulators, (Figs. 5-5 and 6-3).
or just as continuing reminders that we
For parts callouts, Kaufman sugas creators and builders (albeit on a gests relatively commonplace parts,
small scale) can indeed alter and im- which is generally fine for the overall
prove our own sonic fortunes. Not only context of the book. For example,
do we need these reminders, we need TL072 op -amps are standard items,
them on a continuing basis and, at acceptable for general purposes, but
I

best, with an associated dialog of some lower noise alternates should
feedback experiences, application also be mentioned. Dedicated p.c. laypros and cons, and the generally outs or boards are not available for the
healthy exchange of ideas.
projects, but a functional alternate in
There could be a tendency to aim a the form of stuffing guides for Radio
book like this either too low or too high, Shack boards can be purchased for

in terms of the experience level

re-

of parts is listed for it, however, presumably for those wishing to build the
circuit from scratch. would suggest
anyone so inclined should check out

struction details for basic dipole types,
a double -loop circularly polarized unit,

and even a relatively exotic helical
type. The appendix and index wrap it
all up, the former by two pages of parts
sources, while the index is three pages
long.

As I stated initially, like the basic
idea of what Enhanced Sound is about,
and I think Kaufman's choices for cirI

cuits and projects are good overall.
While I have some reservations about

the publisher's quality control in letting

some of the items mentioned slip
through, one must decide individually
how much these things get in the way.
The thing to bear in mind here is the
overall utility and function of this book,
as it presents a broad range of useful
material. If you have enjoyed Kaufman's Audio articles, you may wish to
look it over.

Walter G. Jung

every project and are available from

quired. Enhanced Sound strikes a rea- Rivera, which also stocks all the indi- The Down Home Guide to the Blues by
Frank Scott and the staff of Down
sonable balance here, with three intro- vidual resistors and capacitors.
ductory chapters on construction and
The power amplifier presented is not Home Music (6921 Stockton, El Cersemiconductor basics and then eight discussed so much as a circuit "ready rito, Cal. 94530). Softcover, 252 pp.,
more chapters dealing with actual pro- to build" but more as a typical design $14.98.
ject examples, in some cases several example, available from a kit vendor in
For many years, Down Home has
in each. These chapters include such the Orient (source specified in the ap- supplied the blues record buyer with
12
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Perhaps the most Important feature of all
in Compact Disc Players.
In a category where manufacturers try to con-

vince you of their superiority with digi.al theory and
laboratory specifications, Denon adds an all-impertant
new criterion: Overall Consumer Satisfaction.

'NM

In the most exhaustive research ever concluded,
Verity Research, the nation's leaduig independent

Consumer Electronics research fi-m, ranked Dercn CD
Players Number 1 in Overall Consumer Satisfacticr.

This honor, determined by iiterview ng hundreds
of thousands of people across America, to es intc
account the many factors that maze someone fully

:JD

satisfied with their purchase.

Denon is especially proud b win in :his category,
because CD Players, more than aiy other 3omponent,

verall
Customer

challenge a company's abilities it the elec-ro-mectianical,

analog anddigital domains.

Satisfacti o n

Denon is even prouder, because the ultimate judge

in this unprecedented competition was no a reviewer or

a magazine editor, but someone jist Ike you.

DENON

1991 WINNER

DENON

The first name in dicital audio.

FOR

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road ,Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-73I0

HOME COMPACT DISC FL VMS
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Hearing: An Introduction to Psychological and Physiological Acoustics, Sec-

ond Edition by Stanley A. Gelfand,
Marcel Dekker, Inc., hardcover, 535
pp., $55.

Despite the statement in Harry Levitt's Foreword that this book is "up to

SR.

EOM. ROMEO AND

WOO.

date with respect to new developdiscs that are largely impossible to find
elsewhere. While this is their catalog,

the text is by no means an unconsidered touting of the records they sellquite the reverse, and in fact, they include a clip -out coupon entitling you to
a 15% discount on an order. For example, here's a line from a Leadbelly disc

review: "Overall sound on this collection

ments in all aspects of the field of hearing science," it falls considerably short

of this claim. Stanley A. Gelfand presents a reasonably good view of the
state of thinking as it existed 20 to 30
years ago but provides very little information concerning the technological
advances, theoretical developments,

and experimental approaches that
have appeared in the field of hearing

is a bit muffled but generally science since then.

good." With more than 3,000 discs
covered (I'll take their word for the

STANLETA.GIIIAND

ear. Further chapters are concerned

The book begins with a chapter on
the physics of sound. There follow dis-

count) and 100 record "Essential Se- cussions of the anatomy of the ear and
lections" highlighted, it's pretty hard to the auditory pathways, of the ways in
go wrong buying this if you're a blues which sound is conducted to the inner
lover.
E.P. ear, and of the functioning of the inner

There's only one company out of the
hundreds of speaker manufacturers that also
makes musical instruments.
Yamaha.

Our grand pianos grace the stages of the
major concert halls throughout the world.
Yamaha, in fact, is the largest manufacturer
of musical instruments in the world.

with the functioning of the auditory
nerve and of the higher auditory pathways. These chapters focus on the response of the auditory system to sim-

ple signals and do not consider the
recent findings showing that the hear -

No surprise then that we're a bit particular
about how all that wonderful music gets
reproduced.
Our new R/2 Series embody a simple,
elegant design that optimizes the location of the
drivers and minimizes edge diffraction.
They also utilize Yamaha's exclusive Multi layer Microcell Tweeter. A new design that

For over 100 years
we've been making music.

YAMAHA

ing mechanism can respond in highly
sophisticated ways to complex sounds
and patterns of sound.
There are several chapters on psy
choacoustics which deal almost exclusively with simple detection and discrimination tasks. Virtually no mention
is made of the perception of auditory
and musical patterns, of the processes
involved in the identification of musical

The Roots of the Blues: An African
Search by Samuel Charters. Da Capo
Press, softcover, 152 pp., $10.95.
I first came into contact with musicologist/writer Sam Charters' work about
a quarter century ago when I discov-

ered a three -LP set, Chicago/The
Blues/Today! One day, I hope to publish an interview of him.

instrument timbre and other sound

This little book was originally pub-

qualities, or of the ways in which temporal patterns of sound are perceived.
A final chapter addresses speech perceptions, and this again draws almost
exclusively on earlier findings.

lished in 1981 by Marion Boyars, Inc.,
and has nine photos and a simple map
of West Africa. Properly, it ought to be
accompanied by the recordings Charters did during his trips, but they do not
seem to be available presently (though
sim lar music is available on Playa

In summary, this book presents a
rather depressed account of research

and theory concerning the hearing Sound's Senegal: The Griots' Kora
mechanism and does not attempt to [PLS 65079], distributed by Allegro Imconsider the exciting new approaches ports). suspect, however, that other
being taken, discoveries being made, later recordings, using more modern
and technological capabilities that are equipment, particularly DATs, will be
available to researchers in the field. more satisfactory.
Perhaps the third edition will prove
Unhappily, Charters didn't find the
more inspiring.
Diana Deutsch source of the blues, but let him tell it:

I had come to Air ca to find a kind of
song, to find a kind of music and the
people who performed it.
I'd come
looking for a kind of song, and even if
hadn't really found it, I'd found the people who sang it. The journey I'd begun
had taken me to places I hadn't expected, and the ideas and attitudes I had at
the end of it were different from where
I'd started.
.

.

.

I

I

uses a remarkably light yet rigid microcell
diaphragm material. Creating a tweeter that
recovers and responds virtually instantly
to any audio signal.
Resulting in a line of speakers with exceptionally smooth tonal balance and superior
imaging characteristics.

It would have been nice if Charters
had found the roots, but at the end of
the book my ideas and attitudes were
different
. and that made it a nice
.

.

journey.

E.P.

are appealing to the eye.
Stop by your Yamaha dealer and hear the
remarkable new R/2 loudspeakers for yourself.
But don't Le surprised at how great they sound.
After all, we've been practicing for well over
100 years.

YAMAHA'

Speakers as transparent to the ear as they

Introducing four new ways
to appreciate it.
anlimilaws"

TAMAKA

Yamaha's R/2 Series Loudspeakers.
Available in either oak or black finish.

Yaru,tha Electreniis Corpuniion, Pa Box 67110, Buena fart, LA
1991 Yamaha Eectronics Corporation, USA
(

WHAT'S NEW

Esoteric Sound
Six -Speed Turntable
Collectors of old records
know that "78 -rpm"
records were

not always recorded at
that actual speed.
Esoteric Sound's
V-2 turntable
therefore provides

not only the contemporary
speeds of 33 and 45 rpm
but speeds of 71.29, 76.59,
78.26, and 80 rpm as well;
a pitch control allows for
fine-tuning the speed. The
direct -drive unit operates
from 120 or 240V a.c., and
its tonearm accepts
standard headshells. A
polarity inversion switch is
available for use in playing
vertically cut (hill -and -dale)
records. Prices: V-2, $375;
vertical/lateral switch,
$22.50; gooseneck lamp,
$26.
For literature, circle No. 101

Cramolin
Contact Conditioner
ProGold 100 is a
conditioner and
protector for
gold and

Westone
Hearing Protectors
Designed for musicians
and others who frequently
attend loud concerts, the

base -metal

contacts.
According
to the
manufacturer,
Caig Laboratories,
it coats contact
surfaces, enhancing their
conductivity and protecting
them from wear and
atmospheric contamination.
It is available as a spray or
liquid and in dispenser
pens or presoaked wipes.
Prices: Spray, $15.95; 4 -oz.
bottle of liquid, $38 in 5%
concentration; wipes,
$18.95 per pack of 50;
pen applicator, $19.95.

ER -15 Musician's Earplug
filter attenuates sound
levels without blocking any
frequencies, according to
Westone Laboratories. The

barrel or have a cold. Plugs
are custom -molded to the
wearer's ear by local
professionals in the field of
hearing health care. Price:
Under $140, fitting included.

consists of three 12 -inch
woofers (two in front, one in
back) in a vented enclosure
tuned to 20 Hz, two 7 -inch
honeycomb -cone midrange
drivers, a 11/4 -inch dome
tweeter with a 48 -ounce
magnet, and a 3 -inch
ribbon supertweeter that
operates above 12 kHz.
Frequency response is
rated at. 16 Hz to 28 kHz.
The 4 -ohm speaker's
sensitivity is 96.5 dB, and
its power handling is more
than 500 watts per channel.
Finishes available include
walnut, oak, rosewood,
black lacquer, teak, and
ribbon mahogany. Price:
$4,450 per pair.

For literature, circle No. 100

For literature, circle No. 103

For literature, circle No. 102

plugs, which were
developed by EtyrnOtic
Research, are also
designed to avoid
occlusion, the effect which
makes earplug wearers feel
as if they're talking in a
16

Legacy Speaker System
The driver array of the
Legacy Focus speaker
system, available through
Reel to Real Designs, is
designed to control
directivity in order to
improve imaging and
minimize colorations
caused by floor and ceiling
reflections. The driver array
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FIND THE HIDDEN
REFRESHMENT IN
SEAGRAM'S GIN.
IT'S AS EASY AS
1,

Connect
the dots
and get in
the game.

2, 3.

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

READ ALL ABOUT IT
DAT metal tape is quite unstable and
that in as little as three or four months,
and most certainly within a year, some
loss of signal can be expected due to
corrosion of the tape coating. If tape is

stored at high levels of temperature
and humidity (60° C and 90% relative
humidity) for one week, it is equivalent
to four years of normal room storage at
25° C and 60% relative humidity! High

humidity apparently can cause more
destabilization than high temperature.
The conclusion of the Maxell engineers
was:
As long as DAT cassettes were stored

under a nominal environmental condition of 25° C and 60% RH for four years,

the DAT tape was very stable and did
not show any change in electrical perfor-

During these times of economic
recession, the audio industry,
like so many others, has seen
sales revenues drop significantly, research and development projects curtailed, and venture capital practically
dry up. All of this has led to dreadful

Since the first Audio Engineering Society Convention in 1949, the AES has

showcased the developments and

staffs, production cutbacks, drastically
restricted outlays for advertising and
promotion, and myriad other unplea-

products of its members and has provided a forum for the presentation of
scientific papers covering their investigations. The AES alternates conventions each year between New York City
and Los Angeles or San Francisco. Every spring, a European convention is
usually held in London, Hamburg, Paris, or Montreux. For the first time, this

santries.

year's (92nd) AES Convention was

"restructuring" by many companies,
with an attendant fallout of reduced

Well, friends, the audio industry-be
it the professional world of recording,
broadcasting, or communications or
the consumer world of the audiophile
and music lover-has weathered other

held in Vienna in March, and it enjoyed

great success, producing a record
number of papers covering a broad
range of audio technology.

The AES papers, or preprints, as

recessions. Audio is a technology -driven business, and every advance in the

they are known, provide a fascinating
glimpse into the cutting edge of audio
reproduction of sound has resulted in research and developments. Some of
the introduction of desirable new prod- these preprints cover very arcane subucts that create entirely new markets. jects indeed, but there are quite a few
Surely the best examples of this are that feel would be of interest to the
digital audio and the Compact Disc.
audiophiles and music lovers who read
Thus, in spite of financial constraints Audio. There is information in these
and the need for companies to run a preprints that is simply unavailable
tight ship, audio engineers and scien- elsewhere.
tists in audio -related disciplines continOn a very practical note, AES Preue to toil in the research laboratories. print No. 3237, "Study of Corrosion
They are bringing new understanding Stability on DAT Metal Tape," written
to audio and acoustic phenomena, de- by F. Hayama et al. of Hitachi Maxell,
veloping new technologies and signifi- Ltd., addresses a story that has been
cant new products of ever-increasing making the rounds since the introducsophistication.
tion of R-DAT. This story purports that
I

18

mance. Even though under the conditions of high temperature and high humidity of 60° C/80% RH for one month,
the degradation of RF output level and
C/N were less than 0.5 dB and had few
changes in audio performance.
However, in general, the lifetime
magnetic tape also depends on the decompositions of chemical components,
such as polymer binder and base film
on the sticky phenomena on the magnetic tape caused by water between the
tape layers.
Therefore, it is better for users to store

the magnetic tapes in the temperature
range of 15° to 25° C (59° to 77° F) and
humidity range of 40% to 60% RH.

If you use planar -type loudspeakers

from such manufacturers as Quad,
Magnepan, Martin -Logan, or Apogee,
you know that the placement of these
dipole speakers in a room is of critical
importance for optimum sound quality
and is a matter of considerable controversy. AES Preprint No. 3327, "Dipole

Source Placement in a Room," by
Jorma Salmi of Gradient, Ltd., provides

invaluable information on the subject
from both practical and experimental
viewpoints. (Incidentally, Gradient, Ltd.

is a Finnish company that manufactures an approved subwoofer for the
Quad ESL-63US speaker.) Salmi concludes by saying that his
recommendation to follow the 1/3
is based mainly on minimizing
the back wall effects at the midrange,
assuming that this wall is highly reflec.

.

.

rule

.

.
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INXS:

Live Baby Live
(Atlantic) 52528
Paula Abdul:
Spellbound
(Virgin) 73320
Paul Simon:
Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner) 20461
Jody Watley:
Affairs Of The Heart
(MCA) 53144

Little Village
(Reprise) 05636
CeCe Peniston:
Finally
(A&M) 53858
Marky Mark And The
Funky Bunch: Music
For The People
(Interscope) 53860

EMF: Schubert Dip
(EMI) 05604
Soundgarden:
Badmotorfinger
(A&M) 05637
Live:
Mental Jewelry

And Along

Came Jones
(MCA) 73708
R.EM.: Eponymous
(I.R.S./MCA) 00701

Wilson Phillips
(SBK) 00726
Spyro Gyra:
Collection
(GRP) 33286
Depeche Mode:
Violator (Sire) 73408

(Capitol)
15567

Richard Marx:
Rush Street
(Capitol) 15574
Hi -Five

(Jive) 10542
Elvis Presley: Sings
Leiber And Stoller
(RCA) 44359
Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796

Patsy Cline:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 53849

Bryan

Adams:
Waking

Neighbours
(A&M) 35175

Linda Ronstadt:
Mas Canciones
(Elektra) 50090
Derek & The
Dominos: Leyte
And Other Assorted
Love Songs
(Polydor) 25249
Digital Underground:
Sons Of The P
(Tommy Boy) 02152
Vanessa Williams:
The Comfort Zone
(Wing/Mercury)
25066

The Cult: Ceremony
(Reprise/Sire) 11133
Kenny Rogers:
Back Home Again
(Reprise) 64302
The Bonnie Rain
Collection
(Warner) 00569
Boyz N The Hood/
Sdtrk.
(Owest) 24419
Dave Brubeck:
Quiet As The Moon
(MusicMasters)
40290

Horowitz At Home
(DG) 25211

Metallica: ...And
Justice For All
(Elektra) 00478
Anita Baker:
Compositions
(Elektra) 00921

Bon Jovi:
New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
Bette Midler: Some

People's Lives
(Atlantic) 53568
Bryan Adams:
Reckless
(A&M) 51540
Morrissey: Bona
Drag (Sire) 00578
The Big ChilUSdtrk.

III'

0
Traveling Wilburys,

Happy Mondays:
Live
(Elektra) 10599
Oleta Adams:
Circle Of One
(Fontana) 25028

Allman Bros. Band:
A Decade Of Hits
1969-1979
(Polydor) 35031

Anita Baker:
The Songstress
(Elektra) 40154
Keith Sweat:
Keep It Comin'
(Elektra) 80100
Tone-Loc:
Cool Hand Loc
(Delicious Vinyl)
20039

Eric Clapton:
Slowhand
(Polydor) 25094
Rod Stewart:
Sing It Again Rod
(Mercury) 00942
Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
(A&M) 72386
Glenn Miller:
Chattanooga Choo
Choo-The #1 Hits
(Bluebird) 11052

Or

oxr

Black Box: Mixed
Up! (RCA) 53463

Aretha Franklin:
What You See is
What You Sweat
(Arista) 72220
Bird/Original
Recordings Of
Charlie Parker
(Verve) 01044
Supertramp:
Breakfast In
America
(A&M) 25246
Billy Idol: Vital Idol
(Chrysalis) 54038

AC/DC:
The Razors Edge
(ATCO) 33379
Deee-Lite:

ISCS

15156

OR THE

RICE OF
WITH NOTHING MORE TO BU

...EVER!
Motley Cnie: Decade
Of Decadence
(Elektra) 40298

sing:

The Soul Cages
(A&M) 25218
Fourplay
(Warner) 10723
Kentucky
Headhunters:
Electric Barnyard
(Mercury) 25138
Maceo Parker:
Mo' Roots
(Verve) 64645

John Mellencamp:
Whenever We
Wanted
(Mercury) 74582
Pet Shop Boys:
Discography -The
Complete Singles
Collection
(EMI) 05605
Anthrax: Attack Of
The Killer B's
(Megatorce/Island)
25154

George Strait:
Ten Strait Hits
(MCA) 25425

Lou Reed: Magic &
Loss (Warner
Bros /Sire) 15470
Amy Grant:
Heart In Motion
(A&M) 25182
Squeeze: Singles
45's & Under
(A&M) 35208
Jesus Jones: Doubt
(SBK) 44654
Rosette: Joyride
(EMI) 10473
Bon Jovi:
Slippery When Wet
(Mercury) 43465
Tevin Campbell:

Hits (RCA, 90270
Richie Sambora:
Stranger In This
Town
(Mercury) 64685
Slaughter:

Stick It Live
(Chrysalis) 20666

Travis Tritt: It's All
About To Change
(Warner Bros.) 64147

Eagles: Greatest
Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum ) 23481

T.E.V.I.N.
(Owest/Warner Bros.)
35412

ZZ Top: Recycler

Kenny Rogers:
20 Great Years
(Reprise) 25449

Jimmy Buffett Live!:
Feeding Frenzy
(MCA) 24853
New Edition:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(MCA) 83623
David Benoit:
Shadows
(GRP) 00284

Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual
(Warner Bros.) 10020
Madonna

(Sirs) 64288
Pixies:
Tromp Le Monde
(Elektra) 80319
The Judds:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(RCA) 74054

Celebrating
The Songs
Of Elton
John &
Bernie
Toupin
(Polydor)
35407

House "Lite"!

(Capitol) C5603

Bill & Ted's Bogus
Journey/Sdtrk.

Red Hot Chili
Peppers: Blood
Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros

11127

Talking Heads:
Stop Making Sense
(Sire) 24560
Broadway Classics,
Vol. 1 (MCA) 53987
Tom Petty:
Full Moon Fever
(MCA) 33911

U2: Achtung Baby
(Island) 25174

Mir!

(Interscope) 43812
A Tribe Called
Guest: The Low
End Theory
(Jive) 24809
Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train
(Warner Bros.) 10708

David Bowie:
Changesbowie
(Rykodisc) 43693
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Disintegration
(Elektra) 01109
Scorpions: Best Of
Rockers 'N' Ballads

(Warner Bros.) 10455

Two Rooms -

(Verve) 44658
David Sanborn:
Another Hand
(Elektra) 54527
Heart: Rock The

The Cure:

Pornograffitti
(A&M) 43557
Paul Simon:
The Rhythm Of
The Saints

Prince &
The N.P.G.:
Diamonds
And Pearls
(A&M) 63372

Skid Row:
Slave To Tie Grind
(Atlantic) 54433
The Doors Sdtrk.
(Elektra) 54289
The Very Eest Of
Nana Mouskouri:
Only Love
(Philips) 64615
Starship: Greatest

Righteous Brothers
Unchained Melody

World Clique
(Elektra) 52050

(Mercury) 63492
Kraftwerk: The Mix
(Elektra) 54373

(Capitol)
25535

Vangelis:
Chariots Of Fire
(Polydor) 24869
The Very Best Of

(Elektra)
83452

Vol. 3
(Warner Bros.) 24817

(Wa'ner Bros.) 74151
Extreme:

P.M. Dawn: Of The
Heart, Of The Soul
& Of The Cross
(Gee Street/Island)

(Warner Bros.) 73969

Natalie Cole:
Unforgettable

(GR.) 10620

Frank Sinatra:
Sinatra Reprise/The
Dire Straits:
On Every Street

Brooks:
Ropin' The
Wind

(Motown ) 33970

K.T. Oslin: Love In
A Small Town
(RCA) 74327
Southside Johnny
& The Asbury
Jukes: Better Days
(Impact) 61604
Gerardo: Mo'ritmo
(Interscope) 43803
Pogues: Essential
(Island) 15459
Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983
Bryan Ferry/Rosy
Music: Street Life 20 Greatest Hits
(Reprise) 10490
Michael Feinstein:
Sings The Jule
Styne Songbook
(Nonesuch) 70282
Daryl Hall & John
Oates: Rock 'N
Soul, Part 1
(RCA) 13313
The Best Of
Dolly Parton
(RCA) 51583
Neil Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 84050

Jodeci: Forever My
Lady (MCA) 90177
Dave Grusin:
The Gershwin
Connection

Very Good Years
(Reprise) 80304

05651

Bonnie
nniZuck
of the Draw

IMFUp The

(Warner) 64201

Van Halen:
For Unlawful,
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.) 10016

Garth

ilk

Bette Midler: For
The Boys-Sdtrk.
(Atlantic) 74065
Miles Davis/
Michel Legrand:
Dingo-Sdtrk.

Kathy Matt -ea:

Time Passes By
(Mercury) 04575

Boyz II Men:

Cooleyhighharmony
(Motown) 10930

(Radioactive/MCA)

PIL: That What Is Not
(Virgin) 05610
The Harper Brothers:
You Can Hide

Inside The Music
(Verve) 25020
Erasure: Chorus
(Reprise/Sire) 92228
George Jones:

Seal
(Warner Bros.) 61992

The Comm tments/
Sdtrk. (MCA) 74016
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Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078
Bell Biv DeVoe:
WBBD-Boot City!The Remix Album
(MCA) 54360
Yanni: In
Celebration Of Life
(Private Music)
83187

N.Y. Rock & Soul

John Mellencamp:
Falling From
Grace/Sdtrk.
(Mercury) 05612
Al Di Meola Project:
Kiss My Axe

Revue
(Giant) 63189

Rush:
Roll The Bones
(Atlantic) 73723
Hank Williams, Jr.:
Maverick
(Curb/Capricorn)

(Tomato) 05641

05647

Clint Black:
Put Yourself
In My Shoes
(RCA) 24690

The Sugarcubes:
Stick Around For
Joy (Elektra) 05648
Mickey Hart:
Planet Drum
(Rykodisc) 83792

Hammer:

Too Legit
To Quit

pr.

(Capitol)
25514

I
Catching Up With
Depeche Mode
(Sire) 00560

Wiley Crtie:
Dr. Feelgood
(Elektra) 33928
Queen Latifah:
Nature Of A Sista'
(Tommy Boy) 21034
Ralph Tresvant
(MCA) 14889
The KLF:
White Room
(Arista) 23333
Karyn White
(Warner Bros.) 00832

Judy Garland:
The Best Of The
Decca Years, Vol. 1
(MCA) 10497
Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339
The Bobby Darin
Story
(ATCO) 62521
Vanilla Ice:
Extremely Live
(SBK) 70017
Styx:
Paradise Theatre
(A&M) 25243
The Very Best Of
Thin Lizzy:
Dedication (Mercury) 34826

Patti Austin: Carry
On (GRP) 10520

WITH NOTHING MORE TO BUY...EVER!
Sawyer Brown:
The Dirt Road
(Curb/Capitol) 05640
Until The End Of
The World/Sdtrk.

Barry White:
Put Me In Your Mix
(A&M) 15248
The Best Of Stevie
Nicks: Timespace
(Modern) 10940
Roy Hargrove:
Public Eye
(Novus) 54579
JohnWilliams/
Boston Pops:
By Request...
(Philips) 25360
Kenny Kirkland
(GRP) 63554
Concrete Blonde:
Bloodletting
(I R S ) 84212
Bobby Blue Bland:
Portrait Of
The Blues
(Malaco) 73458
Sinead O'Connor:
I Do Not Want What
I Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512
Steve Winwood:
Refugees Of
The Heart
(Virgin) 54232
Chick Corea
Akoustic Band:
Alive (GRP) 10721
The Best Of The
Doobie Brothers

Emmylou Harris &
The Nash Ramblers
At The Ryman
(Reprise) 25475

Babe & Cece
Winans:

From the
Motion
Picture
Soundtrack

(Wamer Bros.) 11103

(Reprise)
05632

Grease/Sdtrk.
(Polydor) 35125
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596
The Best Of B.B.

Kiss:
Double Platinum
(Casablanca) 25149
Best 01 Grateful
Dead: Skeletons
From The Closet

Different Lifestyles
(Capitol) 15528
Stevie Wonder:
Jungle Fever/Sdtrk.
(Motown) 54197

(Warner Bros.)
24762

(RCA) 34233

Rythm Syndicate
(Impact/MCA) 62320
Donna Summer: On
The Radio -Greatest
Hits Vol.! & II
(Casablanca) 24715
The Cars: Greatest
Hits (Elektra) 53702
Joe Jackson:
Look Sharp !
(A&M) 25192
Sounds Of
Blackness: The
Evolution Of Gospel
(A&M) 15195
The Alice Cooper
Show

(Warner Bros.) 11131

0

BONUS DISCOUNTS
FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs!

It's the BMG
difference!
You earn INSTANT
50% -OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS with the
very first and every
regular -Club -price CD
you buy. In a nutshell
...buy 1, take another at
half price. With other
dubs, you must first buy
6 or more at full price
and become a
"Preferred Member"
before you can get
savings like this!
111 I PREFER CASSETTESe21

(You may choose cassettes with
the same 10 -day, no -obligation
privilege. Full membership
details will follow.)

(A&M I 73924

The Seas Of Cheese
(Interscope) 64171
The Church :
Priest = Aura
(Arista) 63618
MSG (Impact) 05649

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing

NNW

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW
(Indicate by number).

I am most interested in the music category checked here-but I am always free to choose from any (check gRe only):
Reba McEntire
Alabama

5 CLASSICAU31

Mr.
Mrs
Ms.

Van Halen

6 ID JAZZ

Luciano Pavarotti
Vladimir Horowitz

First Name

3 LI HARD ROCK
Dire Straits

Last Name

Initial

Address

4 POP/SOFT ROCK

State

START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
Start with any 4 CDs shown here! Buy just
1 more CD at regular Club prices ($14.98
and up) within the next year. Then choose
3 more CDs FREE (Shipping and handl-

every 3 weeks (19 times a year). Each
issue highlights a Featured Selection in
your preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd like the Featured
Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you

automatically. If you want an alternate
selection, or none at all, return the card
enclosed with each issue of your magazine
by the date specified. You will have at least
10 days to decide or you may return your

Featured Selection at our expense. After
completing your enrollment agreement, you
may cancel your membership at any time,
by writing to us. Or stay in the club to take
advantage of bonus discounts and more.

FOR CASSETTES: (Check box in cou-

(PLEASE PRINT)

pon) Take any 4 cassettes under the above
terms. Buy just 1 more cassette at regular

Club prices ($8.98 and up) in one year.

Zip

Then choose 3 more cassettes FREE.

Telephone, please
Area code

Patty Loveless:
On Down The Line
(MCA) 00553
Trisha Yeanvood
(MCA) 64033
Michael Crawford
Performs Andrew
Lloyd Webber
(Atlantic) 74128

are not satisfied, return them with no further
obligation. Send no money now; complete
the coupon and mail it today.

Motley Crue
Skid Row

Apt

City

(Reprise/Cold Chillin')
43422

Better, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790
Chick Corea
Elektric Band:
Beneath The Mask
(GRP) 20660
Janet Jackson:
Control
(A&M) 34526
The Best Of
Ray Charles
(Atlantic) 23823
Pat Benatar:
Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319
Jimi Hendrix
Experience: Live At
Winterland
(Rykodisc) 63650
Gerald Albright:
Live At
Birdland West
(Atlantic) 14096

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL. Listen to your 4
introductory selections for 10 days. If you

Paula Abdul
Paul Simon

7 0 HEAVY METAL

Earl Klugh
Dave Grusin

Big Daddy Kane:
Prince Of Darkness

(Reprise) 34621
Parliament: Greatest
Hits (The Bomb)
(Casablanca) 54237
The Who: Who's

from hundreds of CDs in the Club's magazine which you' II receive approximately

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

2 COUNTRY

93703

The Rippingtona:
Curves Ahead
(GRP) 20610
Neil Young:
Ragged Glory

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. Select

Enjoy 8 CDs for the price of one

NEM

Yanni:
Dare To Dream
(Private Music)

24-7 Spyz:
This 15...24-7 Spyz!
(EastWest America)
74179

1...with nothing more to buy, ever!

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my first tour CDs (check
box below for cassettes)°' as I have indicated here under the terms of this offer. I need buy just one more
CD at regular Club prices during the next year-after which I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs
for the price of one ...with nothing more to buy, ever! (A shipping and handling charge is added.)

Barry Manilow
Frank Sinatra

63551

ing added). That's 8 CDs for the price of

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46291

1 LIGHT SOUNDS

(Warner Bros.) 73214

ZZ Top: Eliminator
(Warner Bros.) 34129

Primus: Sailing

Then get 3 CDs of your choice, FREE")

(Polydor) 25073
Eagles:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318

David Byrne: Uh-Oh

(Reprise)
53190

Buy just 1 smash hit in one year's time

Sdtrk. (MCA) 63345
Blind Faith

(Perspective/A&M)
05638

Moons

pay only shipping & handling wilt memberah r

(Atlantic) 30015
House Party II/

Mint Condition:
Meant To Be Mint

Shepherda

Start with 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW

START SAVING NOW - MAIL THIS POSTPAID CARD TODAY!

INSTANT
50% -OFF

Take-The Singles

Eliane Elias:
A Long Story
(Manhattan) 25544
RTZ: Return To Zero
(Giant) 73936
Guy!...The Future
(MCA) 14875

(MCA) 00621

(Reprise)

(Warner Bros.) 11075

The Yngwie
Malmsteen
Collection
(Polydor) 25460
The Police:
Every Breath You

(Warner Bros.) 00713

King (MCA) 23935
Bobby Brown:
Don't Be Cruel

(Wamer Bros.) 83892

Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby
Tonight
(Arista) 10663
k.d. lang And The
Reclines: Absolute
Torch And Twang
(Sire) 60257
Domingo: The
Broadway I Love

11/

Randy Travis:
High Lonesome

(Polydor) 34691

Rush -Music

Squeeze: Play
(Reprise) 70549

Kentucky Bluebird

(Novus) 81236
Cathy Dennis:
Move To This
(Polydor) 25100
Ratt:
Raft & Roll 8191
(Atlantic) 60098
James Ingram:
The Power Of
Great Music

Eric
Clapton:

Out Of Time

The Farm:
Spartacus
(Reprise/Sire) 14672

John Pizzarelli:
All Of Me

(Warner Bros.) 15420

(Warner Bros.) 43738

Fine Young
Cannibals: The Raw
& The Remix
(MCA) 53904
Keith Whitley:

Tom Petty &
The Heartbreakers:
Into The Great Wide
Open (MCA) 35409
Bobby McFerrin &
Chick Corea: Play
(Bluenote) 05634
Tanya Tucker: What
Do I Do With Me
(Capitol) 25536
Spinal Tap/Sdtrk.

Dog/Mercury) 73881

The Police:
Outlandos D'Amour
(A&M) 24159
Bobby Lyle:
Pianomagic
(Atlantic) 44119
Another Bad
Creation: Coolin'
At The Playground
Ya Know!
(Motown) 10456
The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190
Dying Young/Sdtrk.
(Arista) 73769

R.E.M.:

Traffic: The Low
Spark Of High
Heeled Boys
(Island) 25169

Ugly Kid Joe:
As Ugly As They
Wanna Be (Star

Wayne's
World
Music From
The Motion
Picture

BGD9X

Signature
We reserve the right to request additional information or reject any application. Limited to new
members. continental USA only. One membership per family. Local taxes, if any, will be added.
121 Cassette members will be serviced by the BMG Music Service:
current Music Service members are not eligible.
Photocopies of this
(3)Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be
coupon are acceptable.
serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service.

AS

If application is missing, please write to
BMG Music Services, P.O. Box 91001,
Indianapolis, IN 46291

:

11) A shipping/handling charge is added.
ODNIPACT

DISC
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CD783 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E. 30th St.
Indianapolis.IN 46219-1194. TRADEMARKS USED IN
THE ADV'T ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK
OWNERS. (71992 BMG DIRECT MARKETING, INC.

For virtual reality to be
successful, we must have
sound quality that rivals
the visual stimuli.

tive. The speaker can be placed closer
to the wall if the wall is absorbent at
middle frequencies. In practice, the

minimum distance to the back wall is
relative to the speaker's physical size.
However, we must keep in mind what
will happen to the bass output.
If a dipole is weak in bass, positioning

it close to the side wall will give some
help but at the expense of the midrange
quality.

A dipole source having a very light
diaphragm (e.g., most electrostatic designs) is generally more sensitive to the
back wall effects and less sensitive to

side wall effects than those having
heavier membranes.
The position of the listener in the room
relative to the speakers and boundaries

is as important as the position of the
speakers.
The influence of absorption is not discussed in this paper. The measurements were done in an empty room with

highly reflective boundaries, so the results are presenting the worst case situation.

For recording engineers and dedicated audiophile recording enthusiasts
alike, AES Preprint No. 3255, "Microphone Arrays Optimized for Music Recording," by R. W. Woszczyk of McGill
University, is a veritable goldmine of

information on various mike arrays for
stereo music recording. It has large,

clear layout charts of patterns, polar
plots, frequency response plots, and
more on such setups as four coincident KM84s in line, four coincident
KM84s in block, the famous Decca
tree stereo array, various spaced arrays, X -Y, and ORTF. Three other pa-

pers on mikes and stereo recording
are also worthwhile: Preprint No. 3252,
"Frequency Dependent Hybrid Microphone Arrays for Stereophonic Sound

Recording" by Michael Williams of
Paris; Preprint No. 3254, "A Matrixed
Pressure Triplet for Full Surround Stereophonic Pickup" by Andre L.G. Defossez of Brussels, and Preprint No.

3313, "Standard Stereo Recording
Techniques in Non -Standard Situations" by Albert G. Swanson of Location Recording in Seattle.
By now most readers are aware of
the concept of virtual reality, an exciting prospect for the not -too -distant fu-

ture. Through manipulation of high AUDIO/JULY 1992

power,

ultra -sophisticated

computer

graphics, a person wearing special
electrooptical equipment would enter a
three-dimensional space that he per-

ceives as being a real environment.
The environment could be whatever
suits one's fancy, providing the comput-

er graphics processor is programmed
to simulate it. No doubt, a Walter Mittytype could become an ace Grand Prix

"Improved Possibilities of Binaural Recording and Playback Techniques," by
K. Genuit et al. of HEAD Acoustics in
Herzogenrath, Germany.
Preprint No. 3343, "The Sound of the
Orchestra," by JOrgen Meyer of Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in
Braurschweig, Germany, explores the

physics and acoustics of the instruments in a symphony orchestra and

driver, zipping his racer through the

the qualities that determine the charac-

streets of Monte Carlo! This is the ultimate step beyond video games! However, a problem must be solved before
virtual reality can more closely simulate

teristic orchestral sound. The various
instruments' transit and decay times,
resonances, sound power output, and

the sensory inputs of a real event or
environment. As one would expect, to
accompany the visual stimuli we must
have sound of "virtual reality" quality.
Binaural sound might seem the obvious solution, but it has always been

plagued by the "sound inside the

dynamic expression are analyzed.
Meyer used the orchestra of the Vienna

Technical University for his research,
and his sound examples are from their
performances of the Overture to Die

Freischutz by C. M. von Weber and
Joseph Haydn's Symphony No. 89.
The examples illustrate:

head" phenomenon and, worse yet,
the inability to perceive frontal localization. There have been attempts to rectify this by using special dummy heads
coupled with equalization processing.
I have heard quite a few of these special recordings, but none of them really

... the chorus effects produced by the
groups of the strings, tone mixture in

provided me with a convincing sense

loudness level balance between instrument groups-masking in fortissimo, dynamics and space impression [and] time
structure of the onset of tutti sounds.

of frontal localization.

Much work is in progress to solve

unison and in octaves, location -related
tonal balance between upper and lower
voices, seat arrangement of the strings

-motif separation and blending [and]

the problem of frontal localization and
sound externalization, most of which
involves digital signal processing, and This is, indeed, a fascinating and infive fascinating AES preprints cover structive paper.
In the March issue,
reported on
various approaches to binaural recording problems. An offshoot of this re- Ambisonic sound. Michael Gerzon and
search-and a very important thing for Geoffrey Barton of the U.K. are major
the many people who listen to stereo- proponents of this technology. Their
phonic music through headphones-is AES preprint, No. 3345, "Ambisonic
digital processing that can simulate Decoders for HDTV," offers very perloudspeaker listening while listening suasive arguments for Ambisonics as
through headphones. The preprints on the mJiti-channel sound that will combinaural sound are: No. 3291, "Im- plement HDTV. However, it will have to
proved Externalization and Frontal Per- compete against the new Dolby SR -D
ception of Headphone Signals," by digital stereo film format. As I noted in
Soren Gert Weinrich of Oticon NS Re- the February issue, Dolby SR -D follows
search Unit in Snekkersten, Denmark; the SMPTE layout for six discrete chanNo. 3323, "BAP Binaural Audio Pro- nels of sound. Time will tell which forcessor," by F. Richter of AKG Akus- mat will predominate, but at least owntische in Vienna; No. 3289, "Head -Re- ers of typical home surround theaters
lated Transfer Functions: Measure- will be able to play either one.
There are many other preprints from
ments on 24 Human Subects," by
Dorte Hammershei et al. of the Institute the Vienna AES Convention that would
for Electronic Systems at Aalborg Uni- be useful to audiophiles, but I've tried
versity in Denmark; No. 3290, "Trans- to pick the plums. Each preprint costs
fer Characteristics of Headphones," by $5 and can be ordered from the Audio
Henrik Moller et al., also of the Institute Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd St.,
for Electronic Systems, and No. 3332, New York, N.Y. 10165.
A
I
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INTRODUCING SPEAKERS THE EXPERTS

SAID WOULDN'T WORK.
When Museatex engineers started working on a
MELIOR SATELLITES

speaker using a single pulsating sphere to
reproduce perfectly time aligned sound, the
experts agreed that this was theoretically an ideal

solution, but impractical to implement. Now, after
five years of research, Museatex engineers have

perfected the most revolutionary speaker to be

introduced in over three decades - Real -Time

Ripple -Effect (RTRE) speakers. The Melior
RTRE speaker uses a single point source to drive a

flat diaphragm to propagate sound
with naturally perfect time -aligned
signals. In addition to near perfect

reproduction, this speaker has
several other unique advantages. It

is less than 3" deep and can be

II
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integrated into any decor. It

.
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operates as a pulsating sphere
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with di -polar characteristics
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and is less critical to room
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placement than any other
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high quality speaker. The speaker has no crossovers or transformers and presents a uniform load
.%

to amplifiers. Virtually any amplifier can drive these
-

speakers although they reveal the fine nuances of
'Nr.i.

the best in electronics. As the speaker is naturally
flat, it can be designed as an in -wall speaker

without sacrificing performance. The RTRE speakers

by Museatex are available in a variety of finishes,
including lacquered mahogany and piano black.
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Home Theater, Museatex HES (incorporating the
highly rated Shure HTS 5300 surround sound processor)
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is designed to provide theater -like realism for video in
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:.:THEATER SYSTEMS

.'AUDIOPHILE

home environments and audiophile music reproduction.

Other home theater systems, like THX, demand exact

COMPONENTS AND,

SAL MUL-I-ROOM
YSTEMS DELIVER

and often impractical room specifications and require
"box" speakers which offer little aesthetic flexibility for
decorators. Furthermore, such home theater systems
cannot also be used as an audiophile stereo system for

music A Audiophile Components. Meitner and
Melior products by Museatex have consistently been
among the highest rated audio products since the early

RE SIMPLE TO

.

...

.

ti

eighties Our digital and analog products are universally

compatible and will augment any system. A Speakers.
Wr--JOI DIGITAL WITH C -LOCK

Real -Time Ripple -Effect speakers by Museatex are the

most accurate transducers presently available. A Digital

Multi -Room System. Museatex has just introduced
the Muselink Digital Distribution system. which is capable

of multi -zone, multi -source distribution using standard
HELM' POWERED !UE-WOOF

telephone wire. Multi -room systems offered by others
are analog switching systems or digital systems that do

not address our performance criteria A Museatex
EC1

TELEVISION

Technology. Museatex delivers a higher level of
performance than others by using innovative and
patented technology. C-LockTm for eliminating digital
jitter, Floating Charge Power Supply to reduce power line

pollution, VCA to eliminate mechanical switches and

pots, Static Fan Heat Sink for heat dissipation in
amplifiers, etc.

MUSE TEX
THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT

(403) 273-2552 Facsimile: (403) 272-3860 Toll free: 1-800-463-3447
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

TELL -TAIL SINES
was that other one?

I

forget. Ah yes,

also triodes versus pentodes, and

look forth on today's world,
including audio,
find myself
pondering upon, of all things,
the sine wave. Literal and figurative.
It's everywhere, in the most astonishing places, once you look-I mean, the
principle of the thing. It rules a large
part of audio, quite aside from the test
equipment that generates the electronic sine wave. It rules the rest of the
world too, if you will stop to notice.
The sine principle is one of nature's
most elegant patterns. It's a dynamic,
As

I

I

undulating, ongoing cluster of force
that swings back and forth as it goes

short. Titillating but never an all-out

battle. House -building styles, from the
two-story house with dormer windows

tronically. All our sines are progres-

to the one -floor ranch house or spit

come back at a different point from

That's where we are now, a cycle that
is very long in the wave.
Then there is music, and the multiple
sines that are the base of most music,
if not always the bass. The fundamental sine wave is the dullest of all sounds

gress, movement, from somewhere to

24

sive. They never stay put. They always

level-and back to the two-story. where they were. Sines mean pro-

in music. The accretions are what
count-everything from overtones to

sawtooth and IM and, the most useful
of all, the percussive transients.
around an invisible central vector that
Finally we have audio, with figurative
does not exist. Yet that vector contains sines and cosines by the dozens and
the very meaning and sense of the enormous, oscillating, even furious arwhole. A dynamic balance of continu- guments, one side or the other and in
ous, seamless change and no stop- the middle. We swing and we sway. All
ping points anywhere. A conjunction of sorts of interesting sine waves, like the
opposite thrusts, opposed excursions, 78 versus the LP, followed by the LP
first this way and then that way. Sine versus the CD. And, of course, the
and cosine! Complementary in trig, disc versus the cassette. Sometimes
balancing forces everywhere else, these sines become entangled. We've
even when these are merely the forces also had mono versus stereo and
of strong argument. Plenty of that in tubes versus transistors, once hot araudio! But sometimes the sine is mere- guments, and recently, analog versus
ly a physical change in taste, placid digital.
enough and even pleasing.
There are even sines within sines,
Ladies' skirt lengths in the '20s and little ones along with the big. William-

'30s, for instance-long, short, long,

maybe it would have been back again
there too, but the larger sine wave
eclipsed all the tubes and subdued the
little undulation. You can think of dozens more of these-anything that wags
back and forth like a puppy dog's tail.
Now I don't mean to go off on a
tangent here, nor do I need a cosigner
for this column to witness my remarks
and help you believe. (Editor's Note:
You can see, can't you?-D.H.) What
matters is that all-important median validity, the nonexistent center of dynamic balance in the sine, whether it is a
balance of fierce argument or of electronics. Of course there are mountains,
whole worlds of audio detail along the
way, the whole area of audio activity.
But paradoxically, it is just this ongoing
enormity of complexity that hides the
essential, the sine pattern so dimly perceived yet so significant.
In theory the sine wave is as pure as
the driven snow. I'm a snow lover too.
In practice, in the real world, sines
aren't so pure, and just as well.
Sines do not stand still, even elec-

son -circuit amplifiers versus-what

somewhere else. That's the pattern.
Oddly, this implies impurity, doesn't it?
Changes in detail, additions, subtractions, aberrations. Or, figuratively, new
arguments, new discoveries.
Nice contradiction. Even the purest
electronic sine wave has a finite series
of sine curves, which, if in nothing else,
are different in time. That's a meaning-

ful difference. But the sines that are
more figurative are absolutely loaded
with impurities! That is the point. And
the paradox.
In music, again, the impurities are
virtually the art. Harmony, tone color,
rhythmic patterns, even the perception
of pitch. Why do musicians like me use
a pitch pipe to set the tone for singing?
Because it is loaded with coloration,
overtones, designed to accentuate the
fundamental. A tuning fork is more difficult, accurate but with the wrong "distortions"; a pure tone or near -pure, as
in

a cheap electronic keyboard,

is

deadly. Too close to a sine.
Continued on page 29
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In airline pilots, brain surgeons, and CD
players, steadiness is a pretty

damental requirement.

In the case of the

support a disc spinning at high velocity. Next, the stable

platter, by supporting the entire area of the CD disc,
minimizes wobble and chatter. A wobbling disc presents a
difficult target for the laser, while a chattering disc creates

Professional type, balanced

output jacks are grounded, and
shield the signal against noise.

Elite' line of CD players and the

uncompromising Elite transport, their rock -solid stability
has rocked the world of music lovers and audio critics. It's

resonance, distorting the signal, which distorts the sound.
The stable platter, with its great mass and driven with
precision by a new transport mechanism, spins solidly in

[ HowA CONCEPT CALLE DTHE STABLE PLATTER
TURNEDTHE CD UPSIDE DOWN.
apparent from the reviews and the awards that Elite has

place generating no vibration. The result

advanced CD standards dramatically.

is sound that is perceptibly superior.

At the very apex of CD technology today is our

Another problem for conventional

PD -S95 transport. To insure optimum sound quality, it

CDs is gravity. Spinning above the

mobilizes an unprecedented array of mechanical and elec-

laser pickup and supported only in the

trical isolation techniques, including rigid acoustic shell

An adl a

construction and discrete power supplies.

motor moves the laser
pickup with smooth speed
and precision.

But its most significant innovation-incorporated

a

linear drive

center, the disc sags microscopically.

Which to a laser beam is significant. But

on the Elite CD platter, the disc is turned upside down and
lies firmly clamped to a solid surface. Meanwhile, the laser

pickup reads the disc's digital code from above, where it is

immune to dust settling on the laser optics.
We invite you to visit an Elite dealer and audition the
Zhu Elite PD -75 Compact Disc Player.
Its elegant urushi finish reflects technical elegance within.

throughout the Elite line - is the stable platter.

entire line of Elite CD players.
And usher in a new era of stability.

Two basics of physics-mass and inertia - combine to
make the stable platter an obviously superior platform to
For the name of a select Doe dealer in your area, please call 800-421-1606. ext. 602. ©1992 Pioneer Electronics (USA)
Inc.. Long Beach, CA.
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SCANNING THE NAB
The latest in dynamic -range processing was displayed at this show, much
of it tailored specifically to the modulation processes involved.
Satellite communications are an important part of today's broadcast signal distribution, so it was no surprise to

see that technology represented as
well. As a corollary to this, a number of
data -reduction systems were exhibit-

ed-appropriate, since satellite -channel capacity will at some future point
be limited. Some form of this technol-

ogy will become the basis of future
digital broadcast transmission.
The largest exhibitors at NAB were
Sony, Ampex, Panasonic, and Philips.

The three foreign -based companies
are noted for their wide range of video
cameras, monitors, and processing
equipment. Ampex, which perfected
video recording in the '50s, is primarily

known for its tape and for video recording and editing gear. This company may be the world's leader in digital effects generation for video. Those of
you over 40 will likely remember when

Ampex audio recorders were just
This may be the first overview of a7 tween these extremes falls an interestNational Association of Broad- ing array of services and equipment.
casters (NAB) Convention to apFor example, assume that you want

pear in Audio-at least in recent de- to build a broadcast facility. Some excades. There is much to report, and it
all has implications for readers of this
magazine.
The NAB is primarily a trade organi-

zation that promotes the business, legal, technical, and regulatory interests
of the radio and television industries in
the United States. In recent years, the

exhibits at the convention have expanded to such a degree that they
now cover just about every aspect of
radio/TV production, syndication, trouble -shooting, facilities design, and
construction. Away from the exhibition

hibitors at the NAB convention special-

ize in designing from the ground up,
and then they simply give you the key
to the front door on completion. Such
matters as allocation of work space,
equipment choice and interface, utility
requirements, layout of the production

area, and the like are all part of the
service these companies provide.
Suppose you are already on the air
and have what appears to be a coverage problem, possibly due to terrain.
There are engineering companies that
provide surveys of signal strength, in-

floor are seminars which, over four dicating the magnitude of the probdays, cover emerging technologies as

lems and possible solutions to some of

about the only game in town. This is
now a memory, and today, open -reel
analog recording is largely in the
hands of Studer and Otari.
The NAB takes a great interest in the
development of high -definition television (HDTV), and a special exhibition
area was set up for that purpose. What
we think of as HDTV is not just a single

standard but a broad array of both
analog and digital technologies converging on a common goal. The big
questions have always involved compatibility with existing transmission and
reception methods, channel allocation,
and, of course, commercial interests.
Suffice it to say that whatever solutions
may be acceptable in Japan or Europe

may not be suitable in the United
States because of vast geographical
and business differences.

well as business opportunities and them. And have you ever wondered
While the exhibits were underway,
problems. What we see on TV and about the high-tech graphics used in many seminars and update sessions
hear on radio is largely shaped by TV weather reports? These services were offered to attendees. These alevents and opportunities fostered by

can be bought and tailored to a local

these conventions.

station's needs.

Consider the scope of the exhibits
In the competitive world of radio, it
themselves. At one end of this spec- has always been felt that the louder
trum are manufacturers of heavy transmitting equipment; at the other end you

will find the latest in digital work stations for editing music and video. Be26

station has an advantage over the softer one, so in -line signal compression
and limiting have always played an im-

portant part in program processing.

ways fall basically into two areas, business and technology. The subject matter ranged far and wide, and I will comment on only a few of the topics which
were discussed.
On the business side, the sessions
covered competition with newer media
(such as cable) for advertising dollars,
AUDIO/JULY 1992
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO B JILDa

high -end speaker in the digital age?
It's not easy. Today's finest speakers
must be able to reproduce not just the
subtle detail of music but also its size be it a grand symphony, intima:e jazz
or progressive rock. Even few expensive
speakers are up to the task.

&A, with the Slum MoNrrot,
PARADIGM has done the impossible...

captured high -end speaker performance
for ar almost impossible $1,899 /pair."
Designing this fine an audiophile
speakr takes a lot of determination
and extensive resources - better design
execution with better materials.
Aid premium materials are used
throughout. From diecast aluminum
chass s, used in all drive units, to the
aston shing tweeter with its
pure -aluminum -dome, to the midrange
with a mineral -filled polypropylene
cone and ferrofluid cooling, to bass
drives with mineral -filled
polypropylene cones, 1
voice
coils and massive 40 oz. magnets, to
advanced enclosure design and
seamless dividing networks.
The results are staggering! The
arum] MONITOR is articulate an

transparent, yet also very dynamic!
You WON'T FIND PARADIGM

everywhere. Speakers this good require
the e>pertise of a qualified audio
specialist. So, before you buy ary
high -end speaker, visit your AUTHORIZED
PARADIGM DEALER... and listen to the power
and the glory of the STUDIO MONITOR.
FUR MORE
INFORAATION CALL

Sounc&V ision

(ink's

1-800-553-4355

Choiue Award

Ext. 41274 or write:
AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box

2410, Niagara Falls, NY
14302 In Canada write:
PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Dr., Vveston, ON M9L 2R6

AVIA RD
/0041
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Why This Ad
Is Malang The Other
Loudspeaker Company
Nervous.

What we see on TV and hear
on radio is largely shaped
by events and opportunities
fostered by NAB conventions.

the partnership between networks and

affiliates, programming and advertising for special -interest and demo-

graphic markets, and problems of legal liability.

On the technical side, primary emphasis was on digital audio and television

We think the Ensemble II speaker system by Henry Kloss
is better than the BOSE AM -5 Series II. And because
Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price.

broadcasting. Other sessions

dealt with improving AM and FM and
reducing station operating costs. Interactive television and pay -per -view
were also discussed.
In keeping with the special emphasis on HDTV, a large number of presentations were made on behalf of the
various proposed systems as well as
on general aspects of HDTV programming and production. HDTV is about

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss
All Cambridge SoundWorks products are designed by
our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created
the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLH)
and '70s (Advent). Our high performance, high -value
speakers and systems are all manufactured in our
factory in Newton, Massachusetts.

10 years old, and the Japanese MUSE
system is the one that has been dem-

onstrated most frequently at trade

Ensemble II performance for half the Bose price.

shows. This system is now available to

Ensemble® II is the latest version ofthe subwoofersatellite speakers Audio magazine said "may be the best
value in the world:' Unlike the Bose® system, it uses
two-way satellite speakers and acoustic suspension
subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound
identical to our original Ensemble system.

a limited extent in Japan but at great
expense to the consumer. It requires a
very large transmission bandwidth and
thus is not a likely candidate for application here. One proposed HDTV sys-

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.

tem, DigiCipher, jointly developed by
MIT and General Instrument Corp.,
was actually broadcast at the NAB via

Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks)
are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders,
8AM-midnight, every day, including holidays. They
don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell:'
A customer wrote "The quality of your product is
matched by your attitude towards your customers:'

a standard TV channel, demonstrating
that normal terrestrial broadcast technology and channel capacity are compatible with HDTV requirements. did
not see the demonstration, but I understand that all worked well.

Wye eliminated the expensive "middle -men."

costs are going to be high. The interim
step of improved NTSC (standard TV)
performance remains very attractive,
even though it may increase the cost of
TV sets by as much as $200. The ultimate performance of these enhanced

I

HDTV is some years away, and
All Cambridge SoundWorks components and systems
are sold factory -direct to the public, eliminating huge
clistnbution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices-our products are very well made, with premium
quality components throughout. With our 30 -day
satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose.

sets

FREE catalog-Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more.

//et

Our frill -color catalog is loaded with systems and components from top name brands, including our own.
Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money,
especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel
are the best values in the country. For your free catalog,
call 1-800-AM-HIFI, 24 hours a day

high. By the time HDTV comes to pass,

there will likely be a version of the LaserDisc that operates at a shorter laser

wavelength and that can accommodate the necessary wider bandwidth
signal for HDTV. This will make motion

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
A newer of audio company, with factory -direct savings.
154 California St. ,Suite 10 4JUL , Newton, MA 02158

is dependent on line doubling

(see "Currents," April 1992), and the
cost of that technology is still rather

1-800-AKA-HIF1 (800-252-4434)

Fax: 617-332-5936 In Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Switchboard: 617-332-5936
© 1991 Cambridge SounclWorks
Ensemble is a registered trademark of Carndidge SondWAs.
Bose s a registered traderriart of eose Cap. AR &Advent are trademarks of Incemaional Owen,

Find out how good we are: experts on call 8ANI-midnight (ET) every day 1-800-AKA-HIFI
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

pictures available for wide-screen
home HDTV playback, long before
there's much wide-screen HDTV programming available on broadcast or
cable television. believe that we are
looking at mid -decade, at the earliest,
for the first consumer products in this
exciting field.
A
I
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The sine principle is one
of nature's most elegant
patterns, and it contains
the very sense of the whole.

.
5 -Year

Parts & Labor

Warranty
Unlimited Vsbrranty.
Cambridge SoundWarks
Speakers.

AUDIO ETC/Continued from page 24
The musical sine wave by itself, the
musical driven snow, if you will, is all
too much like the "pure" acoustics of

the anechoic chamber, which can
make you feel faint or even nauseous,
it is so UN -natural. Our senses are inherently tuned to "distortion" in every

area, not to the pure mathematically
simple pattern.
And yet, beneath so much, the powerful sine wave lies dimly. An elemental
natural force.
Enough! I hereby sign off the gener-

to mention the Ampex. I have not the
slightest doubt that these are superb
LPs, technically state of the art as of
now and well ahead of the originals.
Vanguard, in its own quiet way, was
one of the most consistent classical
labels for high -quality recording back
in the '60s. I know the performances
too, and they are okay. But the technical improvements in Analogue Produc-

tions' LPs can best be judged by
others. As a puppy dog's tail to this
article, I'll give you the dope so you

alities and move to the phenomenon
that started me on all this. It came

can acquire them for yourself.

through the mail. I couldn't believe it. A
large package containing two LP records! What, back to the LP again? But
yes. New and improved, of course.

sine-ish paradox. As you may remember if you are 21 or over, the last years
of the LP were decorated by a grand
new recording feature, namely, DIGITAL. This was inaugurated far, far back
by dauntless Denon, Japanese Colum-

Have to make one more point of

Moreover, these were not like the
received some years back
and more, the late -late digital sort.
last LPs

I

These were analog LPs, and boasted
themselves as being so. If the fanciest

bia, which introduced a new type of
recording that at first had me baffleddigits? I knew nothing of digital audio
at the time. Turned out to be 14 -bit
PCM digital, later upgraded to the

CDs carried the cachet of DDD-all
digital in the now -extinct SPARS
code-then these LPs would be flam- present standards. But in time, digital
boyantly AAA. Analog, analog, ANALOG. How's that for a swing?

Not only that. There was another
boast as well. These neo-LPs are all tube. From the beginning, which happened to be around 1961 or '62, to the

recording jumped the gun, before CD,
and became the rage. Nobody would
buy an LP that was not marked DIGITAL in large letters. Of course, the LP
itself was entirely analog, not a bit or a
byte to be found on its vinyl! But the

end, the present-day rerelease. The idea took off and sold. A great swing of
original tapes, played on the kind of the sine in one direction, culminating in
good old Ampex I worked with for so the true digital disc, the CD.
So you now can easily understand
many years. Nostalgia-for me. Sine

wave for audio. Back to our earlier this particular twist of a number of sine
waves, going back. True, figuratively,
the returned LP is in the minority, but
(and this is a point) low volume is
made up for by high dedication. Like a
bly wrote about them at the time.
spotted the covers instantly, just as low current with high voltage. These
they were except for a new label name, new LP folks are fanatics.
The joke on them is that for semantic
Analogue Productions. I remember the
recordings, the performances. Van- reasons and because of their creed,
guard Records! Talk about déjà vu. these people really can't reissue the
More of these have been coming in on very best of the old LPs, from the first
CD, from a label called Omega. digital era. Every LP cover said DIGIHmmm. First letter of the Greek alpha- TAL on it, as loudly as possible. Now it
bet is Alpha. Does that relate to Van- must say ANALOG. A pretty pickle,
guard, i.e., out in front, the first? If so, that. So we return to the '60s, when all
then Omega, the last letter of that al- was safely analog. And all -tube.
For more analog LPs, both reissues
phabet, means not only the end, but
the ultimate. Do I infer a subtle relation- and oldie originals (also lots of CDs),
ship between Vanguard and Omega? write for Acoustic Sounds, Analogue
(Editor's Note: Not so subtle, as Sey- Productions' catalog (P.O. Box 2043,
Salina, Kans. 67402; $3 in the U.S., $5
mour Solomon founded both. -1.8.)
I am not going to make comparisons for Canada). You'll find all the sines of
A
in this return of the LP and the tube, not the times in it.

selves-only improved.

For me, another wave. I knew both of
these LPs from the original and probaI
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FREE

Audio Catalog
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and
systems from Cambridge SoundVVorks,
Philips, Pioneer, Denon, Nakamichi,
Thorens, Koss and others.

Audio Experts will answer all your
questions, before and after you buy...

SAM-midnight (ET), 365 days a year.
30 -day total satisfaction guarantee.

"Ensemble II, like
its companions in
the Cambridge
SoundWorks lineup,
performs so far
beyond its price and
size class that it can
be compared only
with much larger
speakers at substantially higher prices."

- Stereo Reviews

1-800-FOR-HIFI

24 hours a day 365 days a year (800-252-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
S OUNDWORKS
A new kind of audio company,
with factory -direct savings.

154 California St., Suite 161,1UL, Newton, MA 02158
'In Canada call 1-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229
Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936
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A warning to those with toupees, small
vulnerable house pets, and a fear of flying:
Maxell has taken high bias tapes to an even

higher level of performance.

The tape is
XLII-S. The power

behind it is Black

Magnetite-a
unique magnetic
Compared to other tapes, XLII-S has a
higher density of magnetic particles.

material recently

harnessed by Maxell engineers.

With 13% greater power than the
magnetic coating on all other high bias

tapes, Black Magnetite helps XLII-S
deliver higher maximum output levels and
wider dynamic range.

HIGH BIAS
During manufacture, conventional

Black Magnetite's tiny magnetic par- tapes run through a magnetic field where
ticles are not only more powerful than con- many of the magnetic particles adhere any -

ventional gamma ferric oxide particles, old -which -way. Like flies on flypaper.

they're smaller and

But at Maxell,

more uniform in shape.

This enables us to

we employ a complex
Many tapes'
magnetic
particles go on

in a snarl.

Mardi's
"mudiongntetion"
technology sets

the particles
straight.

process called "multi -

pack more particles

orientation" to set

more densely onto the

the particles straight.

surface of the tape.

The result is a

more remarkable than the cassette shell
that houses them
More rigid and weightier than standard

cassettes, the XLII-S

high resonance damping cassette has

been precision engineered to reduce

XLII -S vibration -damping cassette
shell has five support points for
increased rigidity and durability.

modulation noise. By making the window
smaller, for instance, we were able to build

in more anti -resonant material and five
support points instead of three.

All of which helps XLII-S maintain

BLACK MAGNETITE
smoother magnetic coating, which produces less AC bias noise.

phase accuracy as well as an extremely
low noise threshold.
You can feel a difference in XLII-S just

by picking up the cassette. Of course, it's

Unwanted noise is further reduced by

our patented dual -surface base film. One

nothing compared to what you'll feel the
moment you press 'play'.

side of the film is super -smooth for closer

tape -to -head contact. The other is rough,

deliberately so, for a stable ride through
your transport mechanism with the least
possible friction and tape jitter.

These innovations, however, are no

TAKE YOUR MUSIC
TO THE MAX.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

Heitaro Nakajima
Digital Pathfinder
David Ranada
sible for developing the world's first digital tape

Tell us how you started your career.

After my graduation from college in 1947,

I

joined NHK, the Japanese Broadcasting Corporation, where began my initial research with
microphone and loudspeaker design for broadcast use.
I take it that your background in these areas is
quite scientific and technical?
That is correct. In fact, as an outgrowth Of this
I

research, NHK introduced a reference studio
monitor speaker, and later this initial research

Dr. Heitaro Nakajima is one of the founding fathers of digital

audio, having been a member of the team responsible for
the development-amid formidable technical and bureau-

cratic difficulties-of the first digital audio recorder at the
Japanese Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) in 1967. That machine
was a 12 -bit monster with a 30 -kHz sampling rate, a far cry

from today's DAT recorders with their single -chip, 16 -bit
oversampled converters and 48 -kHz basic sampling rate.
From that first recorder through Sony's work on the CD
system and DAT, Nakajima has seen it all and reminisces
about his long career in digital audio in this interview. D.R.

also led to Sony's development of the C37 and
C39 microphones.
I also understand that you were involved with
the very first digital recordings done by NHK.
How were these conducted?

recorder, which was introduced in Tokyo in
1967. It operated at a sampling rate of 30 kHz,
with 12 -bit quantization.

This seems to be a very early period in the
development of digital audio technology.
In retrospect, our work in digital audio was very
advanced compared to the rest of the industry.
Because, frankly speaking, at that time our team

had already completed our transducer research, so we were quite ready for a much more
formidable challenge.

What motivated NHK to get involved in digital
audio at that time?
You must first understand that in 1964, the Japanese broadcast industry considered the Tokyo
Olympics to be a true milestone in our country's
history. Therefore, much research and development work was focused on making the broadcasts of these Olympics as memorable an experience as possible.
In addition, we had recently achieved another

milestone with the introduction of FM stereo
broadcasting. So by this time, we had already
realized that the quality of our analog master
recorders was not good enough to serve as a
reference source for high -quality FM transmis-

sions. These were the factors behind NHK's
early involvement in digital.
It goes without saying that moving from analog
to digital recording was a fairly radical change

in the way that broadcasters approach their
business. In this regard, do you specifically

We began our work with digital recording at
NHK in 1965, just after the conclusion of the

remember any other experiments in other parts
of the world that coincided with NHK's efforts?
As far as I can remember, there were no other
activities in digital recording anywhere else at
that time. In fact, the only other group interested

Tokyo Olympics. My group was actually respon-

in digital audio at all was the BBC, who, if

32
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correctly recall, began experimenting with

it

around 1969.

Did you really expect digital audio to come so
tar in such a relatively short time?
Not at all. When you consider that our first digital

recorder was large and cumbersome, cost at
least five times more than conventional analog
tape recorders, and didn't even include a provision for editing, many people were extremely
curious as to why NHK was interested in digital
audio at all at this time.

if this was the prevailing opinion, why indeed

did NHK move in this direction? Was it the
quality of digital audio sound?

In some ways, significantly so. For although
much research still remained to be done, even
with our first recordings I was immediately :aken
by the incredible improvements in dynamic
range and surface noise versus analog. Without
this initial impression, I'm afraid I could not have
been motivated to continue my research in digital audio for another 20 years.
AUDIO/JULY 1992

In 1971, approximately five years after your initial work in digital audio with NHK, you joined
Sony. Is this when it first occurred to you that it
would be possible to bring digital audio sound
to the consumer?
Yes. By the time my first anniversary at Sony

had passed, there were already 40 research
and development engineers in my division. It
was at that time that decided to assign two of
these engineers the :ask of beginning applied
research into the fundamentals of digital audio.
Yet did this without establishing any ultimate
purpose or specific product goal.
I

This was primarily based on my belief that
digital technology would ultimately prove to be
the foundation for some type of new recording
system that was then unavailable for use with

any analog product. And it is this belief that
ultimately became the motivation for our original
group of digital engineers.
I take it, then, that as your engineers continued
to refine their work in digital audio, the impetus
33

for new Sony product developments naturally

It is also my understanding that Philips' initial

began to follow.
Yes, that's correct. For example, we discovered
initially that a conventional stationary -head recorder did not offer quite enough bandwidth to
record digital information efficiently. Therefore,

proposal provided a shorter playing time as well
as a different signal resolution and error -correc-

we decided to redesign a helical -scanning

Just as the 78 -rpm record
and the LP lasted 25 years
each, Nakajima expects the

Compact Disc will last for
25 years as well.

head to record
the data instead.
As a result of
this development,
we invented dedicated pulse -code
modulation [PCM]
processors like
the PCM-1600
and PCM-1,
which were
designed to be
used with already
existing U-matic
or Betamax
video recorders.
When I joined
the industry in
1979, technology

was also under development to bring digital
audio to the consumer via optical disc. How did
your work in this area begin?
Our work in this area began with our preliminary
research into optical videodisc technology. This
was followed by successfully recording high density digital audio data onto a videodisc. All

of this led us to conclude that virtually any
optical format that could record video could be
easily modified to store digital audio instead.
I remember that an early Sony prototype for an
optical digital audio disc was 30 centimeters in

diameter and provided many hours of digital
audio music. Was it Sony's co -developer of the
Compact Disc format, Philips, that actually proposed a very small digital disc?
We began our research from the traditional analog perspective of a 12 -inch format that would
store up to one hour of recorded music. However, as our digital research continued, we real-

ized that we could actually achieve up to 13
hours of recording time on an optical disc of
this diameter.

My conclusion was that since 13 hours of
prerecorded music would not be necessary, a

one -hour music playback format could be
achieved on a disc only 9 centimeters in diame-

ter. Later we learned through our discussions

with Philips that their initial proposal for the
Compact Disc format called for a disc 11.5
centimeters in diameter.

So Philips' first proposal for the CD standard
was larger than 9 centimeters but smaller than
the present CD?
That is correct. The current CD format specifies
a disc that is 12 centimeters in diameter, while
Philips' original proposal called for an 11.5 -centimeter disc.
34

tion system than is specified in the final CD
standard. How did all of this finally evolve into
the present Compact Disc system?
The key to the Philips proposal was that they
based their approach primarily on their extensive experience in optical videodisc technology
rather than their experience in digital audio processing. This is why they recommended a digital converter system that only provided 14 -bit
music resolution.

On the other hand, our Sony team approached CD from a totally different perspective
and therefore based our recommendations on
our developments in PCM digital audio.

If Philips recommended a 14 -bit system, how
did the two companies finally agree on the 16 bit CD format?
As a matter of fact, Philips insisted on 14 -bit
quite strongly. However, I had two responses:
First, from a technical point of view, although a
16 -bit D/A converter was not available at that
time except for professional use, I believed that

in the future it would not be that much more
difficult to produce a 16 -bit LSI than a 14 -bit
converter. Even more important, from a musical
point of view, once CD listeners would become
accustomed to the limitations of 14 -bit sound
quality, they would demand even higher resolution than a 16 -bit system. Today, high resolution
still remains an issue in the music industry, with

engineers now insisting on 20 -bit systems for
professional use.
There is a story circulating that the playing time

on a CD was increased to accommodate Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. Is this true?
Well, Sony believed that if we could accommodate Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, there was
enough room to store other long musical works
as well. This was another way that we helped to
convince Philips to expand the diameter of the
CD to 12 centimeters.
Another way we convinced them was to mea-

sure the size of a person's coat pocket. We
studied a wide variety of pockets and found that
most of them measured about 14 centimeters in
width, so we concluded that a 12 -centimeter CD
in a jewel box would not be a problem.
This is a difficult question, but what do you think
are the CD's weak points now that the system

has evolved? And are there any technical
"loose ends" that you had wished had been
resolved in another manner?
Taken as a whole, believe that Compact Disc
is a remarkably convenient, high -quality conI

sumer digital audio format, particularly in regards to other current music configurations.
But with the recent development of solid-state
memory devices at far lower prices, isn't it possible to design far more powerful error -correction systems for more consistent playback performance?

T

H
At one time, the development of such devices
was looked upon as a viable option. However,
today's higher quality CD replication and laser
pickup designs generally ensure more uniform
performance, without additional manufacturing
or LSI production expenses.
As you pointed out, there are now a number of
20 -bit systems in the professional audio market.

Some people say that the CD should become
an 18 -bit format. What is your opinion?
While I technically acknowledge these opinions,
at the same time, if CD is to truly remain a viable
consumer music format, it should last until at
least the end of this century. In other words, just
as the 78 -rpm record lasted 25 years and the LP
lasted 25 years, so I expect the CD to last for 25

years as well. Maybe by the year 2007, we

improved in the future. However, if there is an
obvious difference between 20 -bit linear and
16 -bit linear systems, can you imagine the difference between 16 -bit linear encoding and
data encoded with only one-fourth to one -fifth
the amount of information?
Therefore, for the critical listeners, despite the
likelihood of expected improvements in data compression schemes in the future, there will

always be some audible difference between
data -compressed encoding and properly designed linear encoding systems.

So you believe that 16 -bit or 20 -bit linear
Yes.

I

Although this might not be 'a direct answer to
your question, according to my philosophy a
recording version of a prevailing technology
must be designed to coexist with the technology's prerecorded software. In the case of

improvement?

continue to improve, based on additional refinements in the linear encoding process.
Digital audio has certainly come a long way in

eliminating almost all of the major problems
traditionally associated with analog recording
and playback. Are there any aspects of digital

sound reproduction that you feel still need
Although digital audio solves many problems

Compact Disc, which follows a 44.1 -kHz, 16 -bit
format, there must also be a recorder that operates at the same parameters. By the same to-

inherent in analog signal processing, many people still believe that Compact Disc sound is too
analytical or "cold." Therefore, believe that
there is still room to subjectively improve overall
digital sound quality in such critical areas as the
design of the A/D converter, the Compact Disc

ken, if there is a 48 -kHz, 16 -bit digital broad-

player's drive mechanism, and the player's

cast, there must also be a 48 -kHz, 16 -bit recording system.

power -supply circuitry.

music enthusiast applications.
The Digital Compact Cassette and Mini Disc are
now being touted as the ultimate replacement
for the analog cassette. Do you think consumers
will be confused with these new formats, since
their development so closely follows the introduction of DAT?
Both MD and DCC offer suitable digital performance to meet the requirements for portable or

mobile music reproduction. Therefore, since
these applications do not require full 16 -bit linear digital processing, we can make the media
both smaller and less expensive.
This difference in intended use is the primary
distinction between MD and DCC, versus CD
and DAT.

Mini Disc seems to be a very radical departure

in signal processing compared to everything
that has come before. Given your strong feel-

L

key sound -field characteristics with more so-

audio or those applications that only require

these are only simulations, with far fewer aural
cues than the actual live musical experience.
While we may be getting closer, we're nowhere
close to actually "being" there.
A

I
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But in the future, most of my research will
center on new discoveries in the field of psycho acoustics, with particular emphasis on the way
human beings interact in the listening
room environment.
Do you think
audio technology
will ever improve
in its ability
to convey the live
music experience?
I believe it will
remain quite
difficult for us
to ever achieve
this so-called
"musical reality.
For although
we are improving
our ability to simulate

phisticated digital signal-processong techniques, it must always be remembered that

sion encoding algorithms will continue to be

D

I

ings on linear 16 -bit encoding, do you feel that
data compression is destined only for portable
limited dynamic range?
Personally,
believe that these data -compres-

U

believe that linear digital formats must

continue to exist, in order to ensure the highest

quality master recordings possible. So at the
very least, professional digital recording will

that DAT was designed to serve a variety of

A

systems will continue to be used for high -quality
recording?

should expect the next generation of music enthusiasts to develop another revolutionary digital audio format.
Speaking of advancements, DAT was big news
in this country for a while because of the controversy surrounding its introduction. Was DAT intended to ultimately replace analog cassette, or
was it truly meant to be a product for the high end music enthusiast?

Taking this point of view, it's quite easy to see

E
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agneto-optical recording, discussed
last month, is hardly the only recordable CD system being investigated:

Phase -change and dye -polymer technologies are also in the running.
Phase -change materials are those which,
when heated, change from amorphous, noncrystalline molecular arrangements to organized crystalline structures or vice versa. In
thin layers of metallic phase -change materials, such as alloys of antimony and selenium,
the change from the amorphous to the crystalline phase causes a change in reflectivity.

This change is triggered when the layer is
heated to about 170° C (338° F). It is irreversible and can therefore be applied to WORM

media. If a disc coated with a thin layer of
antimony -selenium is heated by a modulated

recording laser, data can be recorded as
spots of differing reflectivity. When a record-

ed disc is read by a playback laser, the

change media can
be used as WORM
or archive systems by
increasing the power of
the recording laser to the point
where a hole is melted in the
coating, thereby creating a permanent record.
The difference in reflectivity between a crystalline and an amorphous surface is typically 30%
or less. The specification for a
commercially produced CD calls
for a reflectance between 70%
and 90%. The overall reflectance
of a phase -change surface does not
reach 70%; therefore, reliable playback of a phase -change recording will
require CD players to be more sensitive to
low levels of reflectance and to the relatively
small changes in this reflectance generated

.

by data. This does not create any major
technical difficulty, but it is probable that
Other materials have the property of re- many players now in the field will not be
versible phase change, making them suit- capable of satisfactory performance; therevariation in reflected light permits the data to
be recovered.

able for erasable media. Complex combinations of rare earths and elements, including
layers of gallium antimonide with indium antimonide and tellurium alloyed with elements
such as germanium and indium, have been
developed. In their neutral state, these com-

fore, phase -change recording can only realistically be considered a forward -compatible
system. Another difficulty with phase change
appears to be with volume production at an

economical cost: Years of work by several
technically powerful companies have not yet
pounds are usually in the stable crystal yielded a completely satisfactory process.
phase, but when heated to a temperature a Both private and public demonstrations of
little above their melting point, the heated prototype systems have been made, but
spot solidifies in the amorphous state. Be- there has been no announcement of a syscause the crystalline phase is more stable tem at consumer prices.
than the amorphous, the coating will tend to
The materials used for the active coatings

return to this form; thus, erasure can be of phase -change discs are somewhat similar

achieved by heating the recording layer to a chemically to those of MO discs; therefore, it
temperature just below the melting point, is not surprising that the corrosion problems
which triggers a return to the crystalline can be similar. As with MO, the maximum
phase and erases the data. Erasable phase - information density that can be recorded is a
function of the wavelength of the recording
Michael B. Martin is a retired electroacous- laser, and it is diffraction -limited.
tics engineer who spent approximately half
The recording systems known as dye polyof his 40 -year career designing consumer mer rely on the use of optical dyes as aband professional recorders (analog and digi- sorption filters. All dye -polymer media use
tal) and the other half in the field of magnetic the principle of energy absorption by an optirecording tape. The last three years of his cal dye loaded into a layer of normally clear
career were devoted to optical recording.
polymer that has the same refractive index

Michael B. Martin
as the plastic or glass substrate of a disc. laser. The beam produced by an arWhen a laser beam passes through a plastic

gon laser is blue in color and has a

layer containing a dye that absorbs at the wavelength of 488 nm, which perwavelength of the laser, the layer is heated mits the production of precise
very rapidly (hundreds of degrees per microsecond). A dye -polymer medium can be de-

signed to achieve one of several possible
results. The heat generated can be used to
burn a hole in the dyed layer, bleach the dye,
locally vaporize the surface of the substrate
(thus forming a pit in the substrate surface),

or cause rapid local expansion of the dyed
layer to create a bump or pit.

The majority of dyes in existence were
developed for applications such as textile
coloring and photography; few are suitable
for the dye -polymer field. Suitable dyes can

be and have been synthesized in small
quantities; some dyes designed for other applications have been used for experimental
studies but have less than desirable efficienIt is a drawback of all dye -polymer
systems that even if all the media used the
same dye and the annual production were to
be in the tens of millions of discs, the dye

cies.

requirement would still be insufficient to justi-

fy even a small manufacturing unit for this
special dye. The established dye manufac-

turers are conditioned to producing vast
quantities for traditional applications such as
textiles and photographic products. They do

not become enthusiastic about producing
annual quantities in the 1 -ton region; they

pits at a very high density.
Unfortunately, practical laser
diodes now available to designers of consumer recorders
emit at much longer, near infrared wavelengths (840 or
780 nm) instead of blue. As
a result, the typical holes
prod aced in a dye -polymer
layer are larger and less
well formed than the pits
in a commercial CD.
Large holes force a lower in"ormation density than can be
achieved by CD
manufacturers, resulting in an overall
play time of perhaps
60 minutes for an
ablative disc, much
less than the 78 to
80 minutes possible for a CD.
The development of laser
diodes that
emit a shorter

only begin to get interested at 1,000 tons! As

a result, dyes for optical recording will be
produced with laboratory -scale equipment at

very high cost. Fortunately, because of the

minuscule amount of dye used in a disc
coating, the impact on the final cost of the
media will be very small.
Sytems that burn holes in the active coating are known as ablative systems. Obviously, an ablative disc is a WORM medium, but it
has the advantage that, by coating the polymer with a reflective layer that is burned off
with the polymer, the disc can support a CD compatible recording. The master discs for a

commercial CD are made by an ablative
system, i.e., a photo -resist coating on a glass

substrate is burned off using an argon -gas
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wavelength of light will definitely improve this
situation because they will permit proportionally smaller holes to be burned into the coating of the disc.

layer to relax. The re,ax[ng expansion layer
pulls the bump flat in all three layers, thus

erasing the information.
The principal attraction of the bump -formA dye -polymer approach to making an ing technology is that presently it is the only
erasable and compatible CDR disc is the one which has a chance of being fully commulti -layered layer -distortion or bump -form- patible with commercial CDs. Unfortunately,
ing system. A laboratory sample was demon- several difficult problems must be solved bestrated early in 1988, but there have been no fore bump -forming discs can be considered
public demonstrations since then. As with all fully developed and out of the laboratory.
dye -polymer approaches, the bump -forming Some of these problems are:

system depends on optical dyes absorbing
energy from a laser beam, with the difference that there are two layers that absorb at
wavelengths different from each other. Two
possible configurations for bump -forming
media are shown in Fig. 5. The bumps produced by the upper structure (the system

DiSCS USING
BUMP -FORMING

TECHNOLOGY
HAVE A CHANCE

OF BEING FULLY
COMPATIBLE WITH
COMMERCIAL CDs.

information pits.

demonstrated in 1988) will project away from

Unusual eutectic alloys of metals with

the substrate. This allows the recording,

low melting points are needed to overcome
the reflective layer fatigue problem and will
also require the development of new coating

play, and erase lasers all to operate from the
substrate side. The bumps produced by the
lower structure will project towards the sub-

TO DATE, ONLY

The number of times the disc can be
erased is limited by fatigue in simple reflective -layer materials or the formation of small
artifacts in the polymer layers. Both of these
phenomena worsen the signal-to-noise ratio
and decrease the response to the shorter

techniques.

Disc -controlled tracking during the restrate, and the record and erase lasers will
operate from the coated side, opposite the cording process is difficult, because the replay laser on the substrate side. With the first fractive indices of the polymer layers and
type, the recorded media will be fully com- polycarbonate are the same.
Existing dyes are far from ideal, and the
patible with all CD players that have three beam tracking. A two -laser recorder will be close proximity of the wavelengths of availpossible because one of the lasers can be able diodes (780 and 840 nm) makes the
dual-purpose, used in a high -power mode development of special dyes very difficult.
for erase or recording and at much reduced The introduction of 640-nm laser diodes will
power for playback. With the second type, simplify the development of dyes whose abthe recorded media will be compatible with sorption spectra do not overlap; they will also
CD players that have either single -beam improve the recorded information density.
push-pull or three -beam tracking, but the re-

corder will be more complicated. Also, the
recorder will require three lasers-one each
for recording, playing, and erasing.
The principle of operation is exactly the
same for both structures. The dye in the
expansion layer absorbs energy from the re-

cording laser and appears transparent to
both the play and erase laser beams. The
dye in the retention layer soaks up energy
from the erase laser and is transparent to the

other two beams. At normal temperatures,
the retention layer is rigid compared to the
expansion layer, which is relatively elastic.
When the recording laser is energized, the
expansion layer is heated to very high temperatures in picoseconds and expands locally with explosive force. The retention layer
is thus heated by conduction to its softening
point and deformed into a bump by the swollen expansion layer. The reflective layer is in
turn deformed by the retention layer. When
the recording laser is de -energized, the re-

(See Fig. 6.)

Interrelationships of
Hardware and Software
As a product for home recording, recordable CD will have unique relationships with
commercially produced software. Unlike any
other home recording medium, either audio
or video, when CDR is introduced into the
consumer market a huge library of program
material will already exist on a nonerasable
medium-the commercial CD. CDR will have

a structure different from that of the CD,
unlike magnetic tape systems where both the

blank media and the prerecorded product
have identical structures and are recorded
by essentially the same process. With the
cassette and DAT systems, the prerecorded
library came after the blank media system
was launched; DCC will fit into this pattern. In

probability, CDR will also have quite a
different appearance from the well-known
all

shiny CD. For example, a dye -polymer disc

tention layer becomes rigid before the ex- will have a blue or cyan color because its
pansion layer is fully contracted and the polymer layers absorb red light. The relativebump becomes permanent, with the expan- ly high cost of CDR discs, coupled with the
sion layer in a state of tension. Erasure is difficulty of high-speed duplication, is likely
achieved by heating the retention layer to its to make CDR an uneconomical system for
softening temperature with the erase laser, high -volume commercial applications, inwhich allows the tension in the expansion cluding piracy.
38
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As with other memory systems, CDR must
be developed with an eye towards both the
price of the media and the price of the recorder. Many blank tapes or discs are pur-

t
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chased for each recorder. Thus, a small
increment in the cost of the media to the
consumer can result in a much higher total
operating cost over the life of a recorder than

will a larger addition to the recorder's initial
cost. An important consideration is whether
to have tracking during the recording process controlled by the disc itself, by a head positioning mechanism in the recorder, or by
a combination of the two. In addition to cost
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considerations concerning the tracking
method, there are significant technical problems to be solved with any technique. Currently, the general opinion is that recorder controlled tracking is not cost-effective.
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The reasons for the strong bias towards
disc -controlled tracking are to be found in
the physical dimensions of CD tracks and
the data recorded on them. (These dimensions were given last month in Table I.) At a

PROTECTIVE
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pitch of 1.6
there are over 15,000 tracks
per inch, and the information pits are comparable in size to smoke particles. The accura-
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cy required of any mechanism that must
work to these dimensions is almost beyond
comprehension. It is believed that the pits in
a CD are the smallest artifacts produced in a
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controlled manner by any manufacturing
process. The lathe used for mastering a CD
is built like the proverbial battleship, the motion of the head carrying the argon laser is
totally computer -controlled, and the position
of the sled carrying the head is controlled by

an elaborate feedback system which constantly refers to the pits just cut by the laser.
The sled is mounted to the lathe on air bearings in order to eliminate any irregular motion

generated by mechanical imperfections in
the supporting unit. In addition, the lathe is
mounted on a massive steel plate or granite
block which is isolated from outside vibration
by complex shock absorbers. Within the limitations of a consumer -oriented recorder, isolation of this order is impossible to achieve.
Consumer CD players track satisfactorily
by virtue of the fact that they follow the information recorded on the disc. Therefore, it is
logical to believe that recorders can be designed to track to the necessary tolerances if

tracking information is buried in the blank
discs. The favored means of providing guid-

ance for the recording head is to mold a
spiral groove into the disc's transparent sub-

strate on the side to be coated with the
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Fig. 5-Cross section of two types
of 3ump-forming media. Note how
each dictates o different laser layout
n the recorder.
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recording material.

The molding die used to produce a
grooved substrate is made in a manner similar to the way a CD mold is fabricated, and
the master groove is cut on a CD mastering
lathe. The dimensions of the groove are cho-

sen so that interference takes place at the
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wavelength of the recording laser. Similarly,
the tracking servo is designed to position the
recording head in the area of minimum inter-

ference, in other words, between the
grooves. When the recording is played back,

there is no interference from the grooves
because the playback head tracks on the
recorded information and does not see the
grooves in the substrate. A problem arises
with this particular system if the refractive
index of the active coating is the same as
that of the substrate and the coating flows
into the tracking channels. If this happens,
the grooves become invisible to the record-

er. A solution to this difficulty is to add a
primer coating which fills the grooves and
makes them visible to the recorder's laser. In
dye -polymer systems, the primer may have

an adverse impact on the overall performance of the media.
The recorder's servo system must be toler-

ant to the errors created by disc run -out
created by the interface between the mounting chuck and the disc's center hole, flatness
errors in the disc itself, and molding errors in
the groove. These errors can add up to eccentricities that are equal to several times the
pitch of the groove and take place at least

CRDABLE CD
WILL LE THE F. RST
RECORDABLE

MED:UM TO BE
C RE ETED ON

AREAL BY A HUGE
LIBRARY CF
COMPATIBLE
PRERECORDED

MA7ERIAL.

once per disc revolution. Some disc -controlled tracking systems use a more complicated guide than a simple groove, such as
having recorder -control information embedded in the pilot channel.
All tracking controls embedded in the disc
substrate increase the manufacturing cost of
what is already an expensive piece of plastic. The substrate blank for a CDR must be
free from optical and mechanical flaws which
can cause errors, such as dropouts, during

the recording process. The tight specifications for substrates result in a higher manufacturing cost than that of a finished CD.
When the costs for coating materials and
processing are added, the result is a high
basic cost. This generates a retail price for a
blank CDR greater than that of a commercial
CD that already includes music.
The high costs associated with the blank
discs cause the developers of the media to
pressure the designers of recorders to con-

sider ways of having the recorders control
the tracking. No recorder designer has yet
developed a cost-effective tracking system.
Also, as discussed above, the technical difficulties are such that unless a brilliantly conceived floating-point servo is designed,
which automatically isolates the focused light

beam from outside influence, a recorder controlled tracking system will never appear
on a consumer machine.

Conclusion
The audio community has been allowed to

believe that the principal block to CDR is
opposition by the music industry to digital
40

recording equipment for the consumer mar-

ket. The release of Digital Audio Tape recorders to the stores suggests that the music
industry's objection is no longer the overriding problem facing home digital media such

as the recordable CD, especially since the
Serial Copy Management System now built
into consumer -level DAT recorders to prevert multiple copying can also be included
in a DAD machine. It is far more likely that the

important reasons why consumer CDR has
not appeared are that the systems the engineers are offering to the marketeers have too
high a level of projected costs and that they
lack compatibility with CD. Without CD com-

patibility, rapid random access to recorded
programs is the only advantage CDR has
over such less costly alternatives as DAT
and DCC. Quick random access may well be
important to the professional user, but it may
not weigh very heavily in a consumer's decision to buy when DCC is available at a much
lower price. If the only compatible CDR available is a WORM system, it is questionable
whether the ability to play the recordings on
standard CD players will outweigh the severe

disadvantage of not being able to correct
mistakes and erase and reuse the media.

The CD is a remarkable and successful
product, one of those rare developments that

is a technical success, a commercial success, and a revolutionary product. The CD
has caused rapid and permanent change in
the audio industry as a whole because the
convenience in use and the matchless quali-

ty of the reproduced sound proved to be
irresistible to the public. Nevertheless, there
is a definite possibility that a commercially
successful CDR will never exist.
A
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onight, enjoy the performance that continues where others end. The
Optimus' CD -6120 changer plays Lp tc five ccmpact discs in sequence, up
to 32 selections in any order, even random selections for a differert concert
every time. You get remote cor trol -Lon renienoe plus a design that lets you
view titles anc add or remove discs during play. Mcst importantly, the sounc is

superb-pure digital stereo with all tie energy of the, live performance.
Like all Optimus brand audio equipment. the CD -6-20 is designed, crafted and
tested to the highest quality standards in consumer electronics. It's technology hat
performs for you. Hear it today.
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AM Suppression: 50 dB.
Channel Separation: At 1 kHz, 40
dB; at 10 kHz, 30 dB.

Carrier Leakage: At 19 kHz, -35
dB; at 38 kHz, -50 dB.

S/N (re: 1 Watt): High level, 70 dBA;

High level, 27 mV; phono, 0.4 mV.

Composite Video Output Voltage: 1.0 V peak to peak, ± 0.1 V, for
1 V input.

S -Video Input and Output Volt-

peak to peak.

Input and Output Impedance: 75
ohms,

unbalanced.

ages: Y (luminance),

1

V peak to

peak; C (chrominance), 0.286 V

stereo, 40.2 dBf.
S/N: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70 dB.
THD: Mono, 0.2%; stereo, 0.3%.

Digital Section
Harmonic Distortion: 0.005% at 1

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, + 1.0, -2 0 dB.

Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20

Spurious -Response Rejection:
80 dB at 98 MHz.

phono, 70 dBA.

Maximum Phono Input Voltage:
160 mV at 1 kHz.

Tone Control Range: Bass, ± 10
dB at 50 Hz; treble, -± 10 dB at 20
kHz.

Four -Band Parametric Equalizer
Range: ± 10 dB.

Loudness Compensation at -30
dB: +9 dB at 50 Hz.

Damping Factor, 8 Ohms: 30.

peak to peak.

50 -dB Quieting: Mono, 20.2 dBf;

Capture Ratio: 1.0 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB at 98 MHz.
If. Rejection: 90 dB at 98 MHz.

Channels: High-level inputs, 7 Hz
to 70 kHz, ±3.0 dB; phono, RIAA
standard curve, ±0.8 dB.

Video Section

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section

65 dB.

SMPTE-IM Distortion, Front

Input Sensitivity for 1 Watt Out:

SA-GX91 0
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Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

Front

Selectivity: 55 dB.
Image Rejection: 40 dB at 1 MHz.
if. Rejection: 60 dB at 1 MHz.

Maximum Input Voltage: 1.5 V

dBf.

Headroom,

Channels: 1.2 dB.
Channels: 0.01%.

Sensitivity: 20 j.LV; 330 11.V/m.

Mono Usable Sensitivity: 11.2

center, 0.8% at 1 kHz.

Dynamic

Frequency Response, Front

AM Tuner Section

TECHNICS

Rated THD: Front, 0.008%; rear and

kHz.

kHz, ± 0.3 dB.

Amplifier Section
Rated Power: Front channels, 125
watts/channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to
20 kHz; rear channels, 30 watts/
channel into .8 ohms at 1 kHz; center
channel, 60 watts at 1 kHz.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 500 watts, 650 VA.
Dimensions: 1615/16 in. W x 61/4 in.
H x 167/8 in. D (43 cm x 15.8 cm x
42.9 cm).
Weight: 331/2 lbs. (15.2 kg).
Price: $899.95.

Company Address: One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
For literature, circle No. 90

More than an audio receiver, the Technics SA-GX910 is amount of boost or cut. Three EQ curves have been preset
designed to serve as a complete control center for home at the factory, and the user can set three more for one AN entertainment systems. It therefore has such features as button recall. Conventional bass and treble tone controls
Dolby Pro -Logic surround sound decoding, digital signal are also included. And settings can be checked with the 11 processing (DSP), one -bit D/A signal conversion, and a element, 15 -band spectrum -analyzer display.
four -band parametric equalizer that can be used as an
The tuner section of the SA-GX910 offers rotary digital
alternative to the receiver's conventional tone controls.
The receiver contains five power amplifiers: Front -channel
amps rated at 125 watts per channel, rear -channel amps
delivering 30 watts per channel, and a center -channel amplifier that can pump out up to 50 watts. The built-in Dolby
Pro -Logic circuitry utilizes all five of these outputs for threedimensional reproduction of stereo audio tracks on videotapes or LaserDiscs.
The receiver's MASH one -bit D/A converter and digital
interface allow digital input from, and output to, CD players
or DAT recorders. The unit's DSP circuits can simulate the
acoustics of a concert hall, jazz club, or stadium, and the
DSP's adjustable time delay enables you to vary the apparent size of these simulated environments.
The four -band parametric equalizer lets you choose from
among 28 center frequencies and select bandwidth and the
42

tuning, with memories for up to 30 AM and FM stations and
a choice between manual and automatic tuning modes. As
for other signal sources, the receiver has two more analog
audio inputs and two analog tape loops, one optical digital
input and tape loop, AN loops for two VCRs, and two AN

inputs. All of the unit's video connections, including the
front -panel camcorder input, have both composite and S video jacks. The front -panel AN and headphone jacks are
gold-plated.
The infrared remote control can learn command codes
from the remote controls of other components, even if those
components are made by other companies. The receiver
has a fan to prevent heat buildup during extended periods
of high -power operation. might mention that at no time
during my tests (including those involving full power output)
did the fan operate.
I
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Control Layout
This receiver's versatility necessitated the design of a

whenever these controls' settings are changed, reverting to
a spectrum analysis of the signal at other times. In addition,

control -laden and perhaps intimidating front panel. Even the
most experienced audio enthusiast will need to spend some
time consulting the owner's manual-at least during the first
week or so of use. That owner's manual, incidentally, contains 75 pages of text and diagrams!

the display tells the user the status of just about every

control and function of the receiver.
Directly be ow the display are 10 numbered buttons used
in memorizing and selecting AM and FM station frequencies. For presets with double-digit numbers (10 through 30),
A "Power" switch, a pair of speaker pushbuttons, and a two buttons must be pressed in sequence-i.e., "1" and "6"
stereo 'phone jack are at the extreme left of the panel. for station 16.
Buttons associated with the parametric equalizer and a
Another row of buttons below the presets takes care of
button for varying the display mode are arranged to the right various surround functions. These include selecting Dolby 3
of the speaker buttons. The "Display Mode ' control selects Stereo (a three -speaker setup for those who do not wish to
either bar -graphs or dot outlines of the spectrum -analysis or employ all five speakers needed for Dolby Pro -Logic), adequalization curves; pressing it for more than 3 S starts a justing "Delay Times," and activating a Dolby test signal for
demonstration of the parametric equalizer's capabilities. adjusting the relative levels of all five speakers for uniform
Additional buttons further down on the panel take care of surround.
turning the parametric EQ feature on Of off, fine-tuning the
Larger pushbuttons along the lower portion of the panel
center frequency of each EQ band, adjusting the slope or Q take care of program source selection and tape monitoring.
of each filter, and, finally, switching from the parametric EQ The upper right corner of the front panel sports a large,
to conventional tone controls. Two rotary controls adjust calibrated "Volume" control, a rotary "Tuning" knob, and a
boost or cut levels in either the EQ or the tone -control mode. "Tuning Mode" pushbutton that selects manual, automatic,

A graphic display shows the selected response curve or "locked" tuning. This last-named mode prevents acciAUDIO/JULY 1992
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Technics quotes all their
amplifier specifications in
accordance with IHF/EIA
Standards. Would that
more companies did so!
AMPLITUDE (dB) VERSUS FREQUENCY

FM TUNER SECTION;

(Hz),

dental detuning of the current station if the rotary tuning

TECHNICS SA -00910

4.0000

Ap

2.0000

buttons, an FM stereo mode button, a "Memory Scan"

RIGHT

0.0

LEFT
2.000
4.000
100

20

knob is inadvertently turned. The AM and FM band selector

20k

10k

lk

Fig. 1-FM tuner
frequency response.

FM QUIETING CHARACTERISTICS,

TECHNICS SA -60910

0.0

Ap

AUDIO OUTPUT
-10.00

-20.00

-30.00

button, and a button for presetting station frequencies are
all beneath the volume knob. Further down, at the lower
right-hand corner, are a "Loudness On/Off" button, a Dolby
"Surround Input Balance" control (to minimize dialog leakage in the surround channel), the "Balance" control, and a
set of audio and video input jacks.
The rear panel of the SA-GX910 receiver is almost as
densely populated as the front panel. Here are found the
optical digital, analog audio, composite video, and S -video
jacks corresponding to the inputs and outputs mentioned
earlier plus a center -channel preamp-level output, front channel preamp-out/main-in jacks (normally strapped together), and the speaker outputs -40 jacks in all. Binding
posts are provided for the front and center speakers; terminals for the rear speakers are the smaller, spring -loaded
type. A coaxial FM antenna connector and AM antenna
terminals are at the left end of the rear panel, along with a
ground terminal. Also on the rear are a pair of switched a.c.
outlets, a speaker impedance -matching switch, the recepta-

cle for the detachable line cord, and a "Remote Control
Out" jack. The circular opening for the exhaust fan com-

-40.00

/'

-50.00

STEREO NOISE
-60.00

'
-70.00

Measurements
As with all receivers that test, I measured the FM tuner
section's performance first. All measurements were made at
the front speaker outputs, which listeners use most, rather
than at the record outputs. Figure 1 shows the frequency
response of the FM tuner section. Response is down 0.6 dB
at 20 Hz and 1.7 dB at 15 kHz. There is a marginal difference in level between channels, no more than 0.4 dB at any
frequency, with the balance control centered.
I

MONO NOISE
-00.00

-90.00
0

pletes the panel layout.

0

10 00

20 00

30 00

40.00

50 00

60 00

70 00

80 00

Fig. 2-FM quieting
characteristics. Quieting
and sensitivity are
actually better than

Measuring the quieting characteristics of this tuner

shown; see text.
DISTORTION r NOISE VERSUS FREQUENCY;

FM SECTION; TECHNICS SA -60910

3

Ap

proved to be something of a problem, because the antenna
input's coaxial connector is not the standard U.S. type and I
lacked an exact adaptor for it. Technics supplies a 300/75 ohm transformer to fit that connector, but using it also meant
that I had to use a second transformer that comes with my
75 -ohm signal generator. The two transformers in series

introduced a signal loss that
STEREO

estimate at about 6 dB.

dB quieting point for mono occurs at 27 dBf, the correct
figure is more like 21 dBf; for stereo reception, the 50 -dB

MONO

quieting point is about 42 dBf rather than the 48 dBf shown
on the graph. Ultimate quieting, however, needs no such
correction factor: The signal is strong enough at 65 dBf so

0.1

that no further quieting takes place with stronger signals

0.010
50

100

Fig. 3-FM section
THD + N vs. frequency.
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I

Accordingly, in examining Fig. 2, it is appropriate to subtract
6 dBf from the readings. Thus, while it appears that the 50 -

lk

106

20k

applied. Best S/N in mono for strong signals is truly around
78 dB, better than claimed by Technics. For stereo reception, S/N reaches the specified 70 dB at an input level of 70
dBf, then increases a bit more, as shown.
Figure 3 shows how THD + N varies with frequency. For
mono reception, THD + N at 1 kHz is a bit more than 0.2%,
dropping to about 0.1% at 6 kHz and about 0.075% at 100

Hz. Stereo THD + N measures 0.65% over much of the
frequency range. Figure 4 shows how THD + N varies with
AUDIO/JULY 1992
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I can't think of another
high-powered receiver that
offers as much control and
flexibility as the SA-GX910.

NOISE

THO

IS)

VS. SIGNAL STRENGTH;

input signal strength. Here again, the losses incurred by my

FM SECTION; TECHNICS SA -6X910

3

having to use a pair of impedance transformers in series
must be taken into account. So, usable mono sensitivity is
really around 14 dBf as opposed to the 20 dBf shown.
Channel separation falls somewhat short of published
specifications but is adequate for creating a satisfactory

Ap

STEREO
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Fig. 4 -FM section
THD + N vs. signal input
level. Usable sensitivity is
actually better than
shown; see text.
SEPARATION (dB) vs. FREQUENCY (Hz):

- 37 dB, at least 3 dB lower than would be implied by

-MOOULATE0 CH.,

(

UMMOO.CH.)

10.000

Ap
0.0

...-____

10.00

referring to the graph of Fig. 5. Note, too, that the 19 -kHz
component, in both the modulated and unmodulated channels, is down by only about 30 dB from reference level, and
the sidebands at 33 and 43 kHz (5 kHz to either side of the
suppressed 38 -kHz subcarrier) are also quite large in amplitude. Although all of these subcarrier components are generally inaudible, the high level of 19 -kHz output might well

0.0

have an adverse effect on tape recordings made using
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200
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Fig. 5 -Channel
separation for 65-dBf
FM signal.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS,
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Fig. 6 -Spectrum
analysis, FM stereo mode,
one channel modulated
with 5 kHz (top), other

-6 dB attenuation points occur at 80 Hz and 3.3 kHz. The
NRSC standards dictate that response should be within ±3
dB of flat out to 7.5 kHz! Enough said.
Preamplifier and amplifier measurements for this receiver
were made via the CD inputs (with the exception of phono
and direct digital input measurements). Figure 8A shows the
frequency response obtained using the analog CD inputs.
Response is down by barely 0.5 dB at 20 Hz and by 0.4 dB
at 20 kHz. At 50 kHz, response is down by 1.5 dB. Frequency response was also measured by feeding digital signals
from my test system to the SA-GX910's optical digital input.

The results, shown in Fig. 8B, do not differ in any great
I

0 0

made for the FM section include capture ratio, which was
1.5 dB; selectivity, which was 67 dB; image rejection of 55
dB, and AM suppression of 52 dB.
The less said about the performance of this receiver's AM
section the better. With so much effort on the part of AM
broadcasters to improve their signals (if not their program
content) and to comply with recent NRSC standards, it is
surprising to me that makers of superb receivers such as
this one still pay virtually no attention to AM performance.
Figure 7 shows how poor the AM frequency response is; the

-20.00

-40.00

Dolby B or Dolby C noise reduction. I was somewhat surprised to see that these high -frequency components had
not been effectively attenuated as they are in many other
tuners and receivers. On the other hand, I commend Technics for at least specifying the level of 19 -kHz carrier leak-

age pretty realistically as -35 dB. Other measurements

-40.00

46

stereo image (Fig. 5). Separation is 34.5 dB at 1 kHz, 30 dB
at 100 Hz, and 28.5 dB at 10 kHz. However, I soon discovered that this seemingly reduced separation was due to the
high level of subcarrier products in the output signals rather
than to actual crosstalk of the modulating signals. Consider,
for example, the spectrum analysis of a 5 -kHz signal that
was used to modulate only the left channel. As shown in Fig.
6, the 5 -kHz "spike" has an amplitude of 0 dB (the reference
level), while the crosstalk at that frequency is at a level of

25 Ok

30 Ok

35 Ok

40.0k

45.0k

50 Ok

channel unmodulated
(bottom). Use the righthand scale for the bottom
curve.

respect from those obtained via the analog inputs.
Using the equalizer's tone -control mode, I next plotted the
range of the bass and treble controls, and results are shown
in Fig. 9. Note that midrange frequencies are only minimally
affected even when the bass and treble controls are turned
to their extreme boost or cut positions. This, to my mind, has
always been the preferred approach to tone -control design.
Switching to the parametric equalization mode, I set up an
AUDIO/JULY 1992
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Being able to tweak the
response with the top band
of the parametric equalizer
tamed my room's high end
as no treble control could.
AMPLITUDE (0) VERSUS FREQUENCY (Hz); AM TUNER SECTION; TECHNICS SA -GX910
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0.0

2.000

admittedly arbitrary (and no doubt exaggerated) response
curve just to see how flexible the parametric EQ circuitry is.
My test curve (not shown) had a sharp peak at 100 Hz, a
sharp dip at about 1.6 kHz, and a broad peak from 10 to
about 17 kHz, followed by a slope that was down to -15 dB
at 80 kHz.

4.000

Checking the loudness compensation next, saw that
Technics has wisely confined the action to the bass region
only. The amount of bass boost varied smoothly, from just a
couple of dB at volume settings of -10 dB to the full +9 dB
I

-5.000

8.000

at settings of -30 dB and lower.

-10.00
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00

Fig. 7-AM section

20k
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using 75-µS pre -emphasis
and de -emphasis.

frequency response,
AMPLITUDE (dB) VS. FREQUENCY (Hz);

CO INPUTS,

I

10). Over much of the frequency spectrum, THD + N is
around 0.01% at this high power output level, but at low

TECHNICS SA-GX910 RECEIVER

4.0000

Turning to the power amplifier sections for the front
speakers, next measured THD + N versus frequency for
the rated output of 125 watts/channel into 8 -ohm loads (Fig.

Ap

2.0000

frequencies, THD tends to rise, reaching a still insignificant
level of 0.068% at 20 Hz. Good correlation with these results
was obtained when I plotted THD + N versus power at 20
Hz,

0.0
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10k
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50k

A
B
FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASURED VIA OPTICAL DIGITAL INPUT;

TECHNICS SA-GX910
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1

kHz, and 20 kHz. The results (Fig. 11) are nearly

identical for the 1- and 20 -kHz test frequencies but show a
higher level of distortion at 20 Hz.
In order to isolate actual distortion components from residual noise, I used the FFT spectrum -analysis facilities of
my Audio Precision test equipment to display the harmonic
components associated with a 1 -kHz signal at rated output
of 125 watts. The significant harmonic components were at

2 and 3 kHz, with much smaller harmonic components
visible at 4, 5, 6, and 7 kHz. The most significant component

2.0000

(3 kHz) was 81.9 dB below reference level, which corresponds to a true THD value of 0.008%, precisely the value
specified by Technics. As to SMPTE-IM distortion at rated

RIGHT
0.0

LEFT
2.000

output, it was 0.023% for the left channel and 0.025% for the
right channel.

4.000
20

00

30k

Ok

1k

Signal-to-noise ratio for high-level inputs, referred to

1

Fig. 8-Frequency
digital signal via optical
response, at front speaker input and receiver's
outputs, for analog signal internal D/A converter (B).

watt output with an input of 500 mV, measured - 76 dBA for
the left channel and - 75.1 dBA for the right. These results

via CD inputs (A) and

tions, since Technics quotes all of their amplifier specifications in accordance with the IHF/EIA Amplifier Measurement
Standards adopted in 1978. (Would that more manufacturers would do so!) A third -octave spectrum analysis of residual noise (again referred to watt output) showed noise
peaks of about -90 dB at the 60 -Hz power -line frequency
and its harmonics of 180 and 300 Hz; otherwise, the curve
sloped from about -108 dB at 30 Hz up to about - 82 dB at

TONE CONTROL RANGE

(dB)

VS. FREQUENCY (Hz);

TECHNICS SA -G)(910 RECEIVER
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may be compared directly with the published specifica-

1

10.000

20 kHz. For the phono inputs, for a volume setting that

5.0000

1111116

0.0

1.: la

1

produced 1 watt from a reference input of 5 mV, S/N with the
signal removed and input jacks shorted was -75.9 dBA for
the left channel and -75.2 dBA for the right.
Sensitivity for the high-level inputs measured 24 mV for 1
watt output, while for the phono inputs, the signal required
to produce the same output was 0.29 mV at 1 kHz. Applying
an RIAA-equalized signal to the phono inputs produced the
frequency response curve shown in Fig. 12. Deviation from

II

5.000

-10.00

correct RIM playback equalization is negligible from 20
kHz down to around 50 Hz. Below this frequency, Technics

-15.00
20

00

Fig. 9-Bass and treble
control range.
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1k

10k

20k

elected to use the IEC playback curve (which attenuates
response below 50 Hz to reduce the effects of turntable
rumble) rather than the RIAA curve.
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This receiver should help
convince people that they
needn't spend $30,000 for
a home theater system.

Use and Listening Tests

IHD NOISE

As I have stated in previous reports; it is difficult to graph
frequency response for the center and surround channels

(5)

FRONT CHANNELS,

VS. FREQUENCY (HO,

TECHNICS SA -6X910

O1

Ap

because of the time delays in surround and ambience
decoding circuitry. Accordingly, the most meaningful evalu-

ation of surround sound circuits lies in listening and in

0.010

hooking the component up to a complete home entertainment system, including a large -screen TV, a VCR or two, a

videodisc player, and the appropriate number of loud0.001
speakers (in this case, five). That's precisely what I did, and
the results were extremely satisfying.
.0005
20
100
The receiver's remote control truly allows you to clear your
coffee table of all those other remotes. Just about everything Fig. 10-Front-channel

1k

20k

10k

wanted to do (short of loading my VCR and videodisc amplifier THD + N vs.
player) was accomplished from the comfort of my easy frequency, at rated output
chair. can't think of another high-powered receiver that (125 watts/channel into
offers so much control and flexibility. My "home theater" has 8 ohms, both channels
always suffered from a bit too much high -end brilliance, driven).
owing to wood panelling that was there long before I conI

I

verted the room to a home theater. Being able to tweak the
response with the top band of the SA-GX910's parametric
equalizer really tamed that high end in a manner that is not
possible with an ordinary treble control. I had a great time

-ffi=iiii
........
il.iiimmiu.

beautifully performed by the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus under Robert Shaw's direction (CD -80267). If
some CDs are criticized for an overly brilliant high end, such
was not the case once I adjusted the parametric equalizer
to take the edge off the room's highs.
The real thrill came when I integrated video viewing with
listening. A recent limited -edition LaserDisc from Pioneer
and Sports Illustrated, called On the Edge, contains footage

shot around the world to provide viewers with the excitement of adventure from the athlete's point of view. There's
everything from windsurfing to hang gliding and bobsledding. The thrills are augmented by the Dolby Surround
soundtrack, properly reproduced by this receiver and my
five loudspeakers. Then, to calm the spirit and come down

=ESEliii----MESEEinEra

,m......,....m.q....m.
mim=MENIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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just listening to some of my latest CD acquisitions from
Telarc, notably the Cleveland Quartet's rendition of Dvorak's
Quartet No. 12 (CD -80283) and Mahler's Eighth Symphony,

.........
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Fig. 11-THD + N vs.

from the visual and aural "high," I watched and listened to a power output for front
channels.
Sony Classical LaserDisc, The Loves of Emma Bardac. This
imaginative French Impressionist musical docudrama, originally shot in 1,125 -line, 60-f rame/S high -definition video,
intertwines no less than seventy 19th -century Impressionist
RIAA EQUALIZATION DEVIATION (08)
paintings with music by the duo pianists Katia and Marielle 3.0000

VS. FREQUENCY,

TECHNICS SA-GX-910 (PHDNO)

Ap

Labeque. As the music was not recorded in Dolby Sur-

round, I used the receiver's "Hall" surround mode to advantage while watching this enchanting video.

To have created such a complete electronic entertainment package in a single component was, I am sure, no
easy task for the engineers at Technics. They have done a

2.0000
1.0000

0.0

remarkable job and produced a receiver at a price that

1.000

should prompt many audio enthusiasts to go the whole route

2.000

toward a home theater system. The Electronic Industries
Association has been sponsoring a series of exhibits designed to convince consumers that home theater need not
involve an investment of $30,000 or more. Technics' SAGX910 receiver goes a long way toward corroborating the
EIA's message.
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Leonard Feldman
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Fig. 12-Deviation from
RIAA equalization; see
text.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Turntable Type: Belt drive, with solid lead platter on air bearing.
Speeds: 331/. and 45 rpm.

Speed Accuracy: Within 0.3%.
Wow & Flutter: Less than 0.03%.
Rumble: Less than -80 dB, per DIN
45-529.

Tonearm Type: Linear tracking, with
air bearing.

Effective Tonearm Length: 7 in.
Cartridge Weight Range: 3 to 16
grams.

Tracking Force Range: 0 to 6

grams.
MAPLENOLL
Tracking Angle AdjustSIGNATURE ARIADNE Vertical
ment: 1 inch, in 1/200° increments.
TURNTABLE AND ARM Overhang and Anti -Skating:

Air Pump Pressure: Nominal, 40
pounds per square inch; maximum,
100 psi.

Dimensions: 143/4 in. W x 171/4 in. D

x 7 in. H (37.5 cm x 43.8 cm x
17.8 cm).

Weight: 135 lbs. (61.4 kg) with 50 -lb.
lead platter.

Prices: With standard 50 -lb. lead
platter, $4,095; with 70 -lb. platter,
$4,275; with 30 -lb. platter, $3,915.

Company Address: 1095 Bellbrook
Ave., Xenia, Ohio 45385.
For literature, circle No. 91

None.

In the past, have written reports about turntables that
had an air -bearing tonearm mounted on them, such as the
Eminent Technology and the Goldmund, but Maplenoll's
Signature Ariadne goes a step further: It utilizes air -bearing
technology for both the main bearing of the turntable and
the vertical and lateral bearings of the tonearm. Actually, the
Signature tonearm's air bearing combines the vertical and
lateral functions into one bearing. If you are not familiar with
how air bearings work, you need to know that the bearings
I

are used as the contact area between the load and its
support, that is, the air bearing floats the load on a thin film

of air. An air compressor is used to supply air that is forced

through tiny holes in the fixed part of the bearing; the air
spreads out and suspends the moving part of the bearing.
Friction, which is present in other types of bearings, is
practically nonexistent in an air bearing, but the fact that a
compressor is necessary has limited the use of air bearings
for most applications.

Bob Dilger, the president of Maplenoll Electronic Co.,
related some of the history behind the use of air bearings for
turntables and tonearms. He told me that Prof. Lew Eckhard

developed the air -bearing turntable platter and tonearm.
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stabilizing plate inside the Signature turntable base. The
base itself is machined from mottled gray and white DuPont
Cohan, then polished to a high gloss.
The Maplenoll turntable base is 143/4 inches wide, 171/4
inches deep, and 33/4 inches high. It is made as a sandwich
that is held together by special epoxies and clamped during
the long curing process. Polishing the base takes about 5
hours and involves many hand operations. The total height,
including the tonearm, is about 81/4 inches. The tonearm
counterweight rod extends about 33/4 inches beyond the rear
of the base, so the actual depth required for the turntable is
about 21 inches. A slot, 41/2 inches long x 13/8 inches wide,

9

extends through the base, near the right rear. This slot
allows free passage of the extremely fine tonearm wires
from the arm to a plate on the left rear of the base that holds

The Wayne H. Coloney Co., which had the rights to Eckhard's patents, made an air -bearing turntable in 1978, but
by 1980 it was no longer being produced. When Dilger
retired from the Air Force, he came across Eckhard's origi-

the phono jacks and the ground terminal. The a.c. power
cord and the air hose exit from the left rear of the base.

nal air -bearing designs. He was intrigued with the idea and
bought the rights to the air -bearing turntable and tonearm in

MEAS

1980. The first turntable and tonearm system Dilger pro-

Maplenoll Signature Ariadne Turntable

duced, the Athena, was introduced in 1981 and remained in
production until 1988; it cost $795. The original tonearm was
similar to the Eminent Technology arm. Bruce Thigpen, the
president of Eminent Technology, had been with the Wayne

Coloney Co. before it got out of the hi-fi business. Dilger
says that both the Maplenoll and Eminent Technology air bearing arms have gone through many design changes and
refinements. As a result, although conceptually the same,
the two arms have many design differences.
The Shure Ultra 500 moving -magnet cartridge (now discontinued) was selected for this report because it was the
top of the Shure line and I felt it would be a worthy companion to the Signature tonearm for the technical measurements
and listening tests. I used other cartridges which also performed well, but the data in this report was generated using
the Shure Ultra 500.
The platter of the Maplenoll turntable is the heaviest that I

have ever seen or heard of, and it is made of lead. The
standard platter is 50 pounds, and lead platters from 30 to
120 pounds are available. The unit I tested had a 70 -pound
lead platter, although would recommend you check out
one of the lighter platters, which I think would be more than
sufficient. Besides its air bearing, the Signature tonearm is
I

also unusual in having a damping system in front of the
cartridge position. A bracket, extending out over the cartridge mount, holds a damping plunger that sits in a plastic
trough ahead of the cartridge. Damping is provided by a
high -viscosity oil in the trough. Motor oil is used because it
is soluble in cleaning solutions for vinyl records. If the oil
should happen to drop on a record, it will not irreparably
harm it. Maplenoll is not the only maker to use this idea; a
turntable produced by Townshend Audio in England, the
Elite Rock, used a trough for tonearm damping, as does the
Well Tempered, which I have reviewed.
The Signature turntable has no suspension and relies on
its mass for stability and isolation from outside vibration.
Even with the 70 -pound platter removed, it weighed 67
pounds. The heaviness is due mainly to the 40 -pound lead
AUDIO/JULY 1992

PARAMETER
Speed Stability

MEASURED

COMMENT

±0.20%

Wow, DIN Unwtd.
Wow, DIN Wtd.
Flutter, DIN Unwtd.
Flutter, DIN Wtd.
Wow & Flutter,
DIN Unwtd.
Wow & Flutter,
DIN Wtd.
Long -Term Drift
Rumble, Unwtd.
Rumble, Wtd.

0.18%
0.08%
0.10%
0.04%

Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

0.22%

Very good

0.08%
0.14%
74.6 dB

Excellent
Very good
Excellent
Excellent

89.7 dB

Maplenoll Signature Ariadne Tonearm
Pivot -to -Stylus Distance: 7.375 in. (187 mm).
Pivot -to -Rear -of -Arm Distance: 7.3125 in. (185.7 mm).
Tracking -Force Adjustment: Adjustable counterweight.
Tracking -Force Calibration: None.
Cartridge Weight Range: 5 to 12 grams.

Low -Frequency Resonance: 6.3 Hz with Shure Ultra 500
cartridge.
Counterweights: Three, 12.8 grams each.
Counterweight Mounting: Direct to threaded rod.
Sidethrust Correction: None needed.
Pivot Damping: Special oil -filled trough located in front of
cartridge.
Lifting Device: Finger lift.
Headshell Offset: Not needed.
Overhang Adjustment: Slots in headshell.
Bearing Type: Air.
Bearing Alignment: Excellent.
Bearing Friction: Extremely low.
Lead Torque: Very low.
Arm Lead Capacitance: Left, 14 pF; right, 16 pF.
Arm Lead Resistance: 0.8 ohm, each channel.
External Lead Length: None.
Mounting: Integral with turntable.
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Listening in the 90's
Today people have become more and more space
conscious. Many apartment dwellers don't want to
give up valuable floor space for large speaker systems.
Others who are planning a surround sound or
home theatre system simply don't have the
room for more speakers in their listening
rooms or hesitate to commit
the floor or wall space to a good
sounding pair of speakers.
Until now, serious music
lovers have had little, if
anything, to choose from
that would produce a large,
bigger -than -life sound in a
small, compact size.
Systems that fit one's space
requirements have been
woefully disappointing in
sound quality.

The RM 3000
Three Piece System

The Legendary
Sound of Polk

The RM 3000's satellites measure 7"H x 4 114"W "x 5 318"D and
are available in black matrix, gloss black piano or paintable white.
The subwoofer is 12 112"H x 20"W x 12 112"D and is available
with black wood grain sides and a black, mar -resistant top.

Polk's engineers had determined long ago that
there were indeed certain technical advantages in

w

Scytmoras big as
ILL

sonic performance.
The small satellites can be located on shelves,
mounted on a wall or placed on their own floor
stands. They are very attractive and yet small enough
to be hidden from view if desired.
The RM 3000 subwoofer is also small
enough to sit behind your furniture
and can be used on its side to fit
into tight spaces. And since it is
beautifully finished, it can be
used as a piece of furniture.

mist& aff

small speaker systems. Both high and mid
frequencies could be faithfully reproduced with
superior transient response and dispersion
characteristics, and the convenient, more flexible
placement of small enclosures within the listening
area could create an ideal sound stage.
Unfortunately, reproducing the life -like, full body of
the lower frequencies could not be achieved in a truly
compact enclosure.
Polk's RM 3000 replaces the traditional pair of
speakers with three elements, two compact
midrange/tweeter satellites and one low frequency
subwoofer system. This configuration makes it easy
to properly and inconspicuously place the system
within your listening room while offering superior

In the tradition of Polk
Audio, Matthew Polk and his
team of engineers were
determined to make the RM
3000 sound better than any
other speaker of its type.
Initial reactions have been
filled with superlatives

including Julian Hirsch of
Stereo Review magazine who says, "...they sound
excellent...spectral balance was excellent-smooth and
seamless."

w
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Behind these accolades is an impressive technical
story.

The Technical Side
The big sound of the RM 3000 is due, in part, to
the unique arrangement of the tweeter and midrange
elements. This "time aligned system" delivers the high
and mid frequencies at precisely the same instant.
The result is a clear, lifelike and expansive
presentation.
The cabinet materials selected for the satellites
are over four times as dense as typical enclosures.
The black matrix finish is a non -resonant polymer
aggregate (FOUNTAINHEAD®). The gloss black piano
and paintable white finishes are rigid ABS

peuker System
me decor

small er-Totigli tc)
surrounding a mineral filled polypropylene inner
cabinet. Polk engineers have all but eliminated any
"singing" or resonating of the satellite enclosure. You
hear the effortless, free sound of a much larger system.
Most subwoofer systems look alike on the outside,
but the Polk is worlds apart on the inside. Utilizing
twin 6 112" drivers coupled to a 10 inch sub -bass
For deep, well defined
bass, Polk uses twin
drivers coupled to a
sub -bass radiator.
Normally, one sub woofer system is used

radiator, the bass is tight and well defined. There is
no tuned port to create "whistling" or "boominess"
of the bass frequencies.

You Have To Hear It To Believe It

-

You really won't believe how good the RM 3000
sounds until you hear it. We invite you to your
nearest authorized Polk dealer for a demonstration.
You'll hear sound as big as life...from a speaker you
can live with.
You'll hear the next generation of loudspeakers.

for both channels. For
those desiring even
greater low frequency
performance, a second
subwoofer can be

For More Information

added, one fed by the
left channel, the other
by the right channel.

The Speaker Specialist®

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215 (301)358-3600
Enter No 16 on Reader Service Card

Call 1-8D0-992-2520

Air -bearing tonearms are
unusual enough; however,
Maplenoll applies this
principle to a heavy lead

turntable platter as well.
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turning the bolts, and then locking them into position against
the bottom of the base with a hex nut. The left front foot's
threaded rod extends through the base and is topped by a
knob that allows the final levelling of the turntable to be set
very accurately. This adjustment is critical because the air bearing tonearm will drift to the right or left if it isn't exactly
level.

BM( Z010

CP 824

The motor is mounted directly to the left rear of the base.
The dual -diameter pulley on the motor shaft is easily accessible, so the drive belt can be shifted from one diameter to
the other to change between the 331/3- and 45 -rpm speeds.

The Signature turntable's three mounting feet are made
from threaded rods and ground to a point. I wouldn't recommend mounting the turntable on anything that you wouldn't
mind marking with three indentations, but you can place a
quarter under each foot to prevent this. The feet at the right
front and center rear are adjusted first, to level the turntable
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There is a separate switch for the air compressor and the
turntable motor; the compressor should be turned on first
because it takes a few minutes for a thin film of air to build
up between the bearing surfaces. The platter sits on the
upper bearing plate and rotates with it. The bearing plates
are 8 inches in diameter, and their surfaces are machined to
0.0002 inch. While the bearing could have been smaller, an
8 -inch diameter was chosen to improve rigidity and resistance to rocking. The system is preset to provide 50 pounds
of air pressure. Since the surface area of the bearing is 50
square inches, the net result is a uniform pressure across
the bearing surface of 1 pound per square inch. You can tell
if the air bearing is working because the platter turns freely;
if the platter doesn't turn at all, then the compressor has not
been turned on.

The motor can be turned on next. Because of the high

Fig. 2-Low-frequency
(5 to 20 Hz) arm cartridge
resonance with arm's
viscous damping,
cartridge's damper, and
no damping; see text.
E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL & SHURE ULTRA
OUTPUT FOR MECHANICAL IMPULSE TO ARMTUBE
MSEC TOTAL PERIOD

LEFT

inertial mass of the platter, it takes about 5 or 6 S to come up
to speed at 331/3 rpm and even longer at 45 rpm; in fact, at
the faster speed, a gentle push by hand is useful to give the
motor an assist. You might wonder why the platter has to be

so massive; the high mass provides a flywheel action to
smooth out any variation in speed, and even more important, according to Dilger, record vibrations are damped by
the direct contact between the record surface and the mass
of the lead platter.

The air compressor is housed in a wooden box made,
appropriately enough, from maple. It measures 141/4 inches
x 131/4 inches, is 11 inches high (including its rubber feet),
and weighs 40 pounds. The plastic air hose and the power
cord, which has an in -line power switch, exit from the bottom of the box. The turntable comes with long hoses that will

allow the compressor to be placed far from the listening
area. This is important because the compressor, while rea-

sonably quiet, does make a certain amount of noise. My

I

-r

Fig. 3-Output vs. time
from an impulse applied
to armtube.
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sample also emitted an odor that would not be appreciated
in a listening room, but Maplenoll now provides a charcoal
filter to prevent this.
As mentioned, the Signature tonearm uses a single air
bearing to do the job performed by the vertical and horizon-

tal bearings of a conventional tonearm. A large polished
aluminum block serves as the housing for the fixed part of
the air bearing; a black polished aluminum rod, 5/8 inch in
AUDIO/JULY 1992
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Even with the damping
turned off, low -frequency
resonance is well damped

by the air bearing.
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Fig. 4-Spectral

to the left side of this rod, to which the main tonearm tube is
attached; the right side of the rod has a bracket to which the
threaded counterweight rod is bolted. The counterweights
are three round leaden nuts and a locking plastic hex nut.

The armtube bracket has adjustments for the cartridge
azimuth and height above the record surface. The other end
of the armtube has a mounting bracket with slots for mounting the cartridge and adjusting its position; as mentioned,
the tonearm extends past the cartridge mounting bracket to

provide a mounting for the damping plunger. The plunger
interacts with the viscous fluid in the trough to provide the
damping for the tonearm.

Measurements and Listening Tests

output (averaged) from
16 impulses applied
to armtube.

The setup adjustments and technical measurements were

made before the listening evaluations so that

I

could be

certain that everything was functioning correctly. The abso-16.7 dBR

0. 60 0 00 HS

diameter, passes through a slightly oversized hole in the
aluminum block. The inside surface of the block and this
surface of the rod are machined to 0.0002 of an inch. The
rod, which is free to rotate, provides the vertical bearing
action, and it moves laterally as well. A bracket is fastened

CURSOR
1Hz

OdB.1OCWSEC
10Hz

100Hz

30%

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLE

-WOW AND FLUTTER SPECTRUM TO 100 Hz
0dB-10CM/SEC

lute polarity of the reference system and the Maplenoll/
Shure system was also checked, and the recorded selections were marked for correct absolute polarity. The members of my listening panel were given a form to rate the

1 0%

reference system and the Maplenoll/Shure system from zero

03%

(perfect) to -5 for each musical selection. Panel members
are encouraged to write comments about the perceived

0.1%

0.03%

0.01%

0.003%

quality of the sound, but they are asked not to talk or make
any outward sign during the playing of a selection. I put the
Signature Ariadne's air compressor in a separate location
so it would not distract them.
Figure 1 shows the crosstalk and frequency response of

the Maplenoll/Shure combination. The output of the left
channel is very uniform all the way up to 9 kHz. There is no

0.001%

0.0003%

Fig. 5-Wow and flutter.
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strings, very close to perfection. The crosstalk is exceptionally low and should remain so across a record because the

tonearm tracks linearly across the record and holds the
lateral tracking angle constant. The increase in crosstalk in
the low -frequency range is an artifact of the B & K 2010 test
record.
Figure 2 shows something very interesting. The low -frequency resonance, caused by the interaction of the Signa-

ture tonearm's effective mass (including the cartridge's

11

Fig. 6-Speed drift over

"sway -backed" depression in the range from 2 to 5 kHz,
which has been the case with so many moving -magnet
cartridges. The listening panel wrote such comments as
"detailed," "articulate," and "sonorous" and gave the Maplenoll/Shure system a " -1" for the sound of voice and

9.45 -gram mass) and the Ultra 500 cartridge's compliance,
was tested under three different modes of damping operation: With only the tonearm's damping trough, with only the

cartridge's integral damping brush, and with no damping
system. The curves are almost identical, which is amazing!
It appears that the damping provided by the air bearing is
sufficient to control the low -frequency resonance of this
tonearm/cartridge combination.
did use the Signature
damping system during the listening evaluations. Comments that the sounds of double bass and drums were
I
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stock most AudioQuest cables and accessories, including at
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CO, Denver
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A few very dedicated dealers have made a total commitment to
guarantee you access to all AudioQuest cables.

AQ Full Line Centers stock, demonstrate, and loan virtually
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The tonearm's smooth
energy absorption allows
each note of a rapid series
to be distinguished clearly.
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"deeper," "tighter," and "more realistic" from the Maplenoll/
Shure than from the reference system can be directly correlated to the excellent damping.
I checked for resonances in the range from 20 to 1,000 Hz
(not shown) by using the slow sweep on band 6 of the B & K
2011 test record. I found a minor glitch at about 65 Hz that I
couldn't correlate with any listener comments. used the
I
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Fig. 7-Speed stability
at 331/3 rpm, which is
excellent.
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10 to 100 Hz and showed a slight increase in the vertical
mode at about 6 Hz.

Figure 3 shows the output for a mechanical impulse
applied to the Signature armtube, and Fig. 4 shows the
spectrum of the output for a series of 16 such mechanical
impulses. The output in the range from 2 to 3 kHz may
correlate with a panel member's comment about the sound
of brass being "brighter."

Interestingly, this can sometimes produce a negative reac-

0dB10CM/SEC
50Hz

planes of the system; the curves were virtually identical from

The Shure Ultra 500 cartridge's phase response was
almost perfectly matched between channels-as good as
any cartridge I have ever measured and better than most.

-60.7 dBR
6.25000 HZ

slow sweep on bands 1 and 2 of the CBS CTC-300 test
record to check for resonances in the vertical and lateral

10

-20

tion to the reproduced sound from recordings whose
spread of reverberance is less than ideal. Comparing the
Maplenoll/Shure system's sound to that of the reference
system, some panel members found it "less spacious" and

"more confined" on certain orchestral recordings. This
seeming problem was due to the reference system's less
than perfect interchannel phase response, which added a

.40

50

false spaciousness. The clue to determining this was another comment from the panel that the Maplenoll/Shure system
had "less spatter ng of the sound of cymbals." These com-

ments and the explanation for them might help you when
you are trying to decide between any two systems you may
want to purchase.
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Fig. 8-Rumble spectrum.
E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLE
MECHANICAL IMPULSE TO EDGE OF RECORD
2.05 SECONDS TOTAL PERIOD

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the wow and flutter of the
Signature Ariadne turntable. The major output is at 0.5 Hz,
which is close to the turntable's 0.56-revolution/S rotational
speed; if the resolution of my spectrum analyzer were greater, it would show that the maximum output is, indeed, at
0.56 Hz. The increase in output at the rotational frequency is

caused by the fact that the test record is not perfectly
centered. Normally, the high 0 of most tonearm/cartridge
combinations' low -frequency resonances causes a peak in
the wow and flutter spectrum, but the Maplenoll/Shure's
output at the 6.3 -Hz resonance is very low, which verifies
the low Q of its arm/cartridge resonance.
Figure 6 shows the drift in speed of the Signature turntable over a 42-S period. This indicates very good performance and that the Signature provides stable speed, with
very little drift over a long period. Figure 7 shows speed
stability another way; it is a graph of the variation in the
frequency of the 3,162.5 -Hz wow and flutter. test tone of the

B & K 2010 record, averaged over 16 samples. (The test
tone is supposed to be 3,150 Hz, but it appears that the

Fig. 9-Output vs. time
from a shock applied to
the edge of a stationary
record.
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turntable which cut the 2010 test record was running about
0.4% slow.) The deviation, ± 6.33 Hz, represents a variation
of only ±0.20%, which is excellent. No adverse comments
were made by any panel members that would correlate with
this slight speed variation.
AUDIO/JULY 1992

My overall impression was
that the Maplenoll/Shure
provided very clear and
precise sound.

In Fig. 8, the spectrum of the rumble for the Signature
turntable, the rumble is most pronounced at the 6.3 -Hz arm/
cartridge resonance. However, because the Q is so low at

this resonance, the measured rumble is extremely low.
Some panel members commented that the rumble seemed

slightly lower from the Maplenoll turntable than from the

-13.5 dBR
Hz

CURSOR
50Hz

500Hz

Od13.10CM/SEC
5kHz
10dB

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLE

0

-SPECTRUM FOR MECHANICAL IMPULSES
TO EDGE OF RECORD
0dB-1 OCM/SEC
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reference system.
Figure 9 shows the output versus time for a mechanical
impulse applied to the edge of a stationary record, with the
stylus of the cartridge resting in a groove near the middle of

-20

-30

the record. The mechanical energy is well damped and
dissipates quickly. The spectrum produced by a series of

-40

16 mechanical impulses, applied to the edge of the record
and averaged, is shown in Figure 10. The spectrum above
75 Hz slopes very smoothly downward as the frequency
increases, and there are no peaks or dips that would color
the perceived sound. Such smooth energy absorption al-

-50

-60

-70

lows each note of a rapid series of musical notes to be Fig. 10-Averaged
distinguished clearly. The listening panel rated the Maplen- spectrum of 16 shocks.
oll/Shure system very high for this and indicated by their
comments that it exceeded the performance of the reference system, which has consistently been rated very high.

The output from the Maplenoll/Shure system, with the
stylus resting in a stationary groove near the middle of the
record when a mechanical shock was applied to the solid
platform on which the turntable rested, is shown in Fig. 11.

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLE
MECHANICAL SHOCK TOPLATFORM
2.05 SECONDS TOTAL PERIOD

The spectrum of this output, for 16 shocks applied and
averaged, is shown in Figure 12. There is a decease in
energy transfer for most of the range above 100 Hz except
for peaks at around 2.8 and 4.0 kHz. Despite the lack of a

suspension system, the high mass of the turntable, the
stability and low Q of the tonearm/cartridge resonance, and
probably the small transmission path of the pointed turnta-

ble mounting feet give the Maplenoll/Shure system very
good isolation from outside mechanical vibration.

Conclusions
The panel members rated the Maplenoll/Shure system
slightly better than the reference system for voice, strings,

I

I

I

F'g. 11-Output vs. time turntable was resting,
with stylus in a stationary
for a shock applied to
the platform on which the groove.

brass, acoustic guitar, drums, and piano. The systems were

rated as being equal when reproducing the sound of a
double bass and complex orchestral works. The Maplenoll/
Shure caused the sound of solo violin to be perceived as
being "sweeter" and "a little smoother," the sounds of an

acoustic guitar were more "precise," and drums were
tighter sounding. Ambience was reproduced more faithfully;

-48.0 488

2800.000 HE CURSOR
50Hz

500Hz

0d13.10CWSEC
5kHz
10dB

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLE

0

'SPECTRUM FOR MECHANICAL SHOCKS
0dB-10CM/SEC

-10

however, this can sometimes cause a perceived lack of
spaciousness that should rightfully be blamed on the re-

-20

cording technique and not on these components. On well recorded material, there was a real sense of openness and
space. Both systems were rated equal in presenting a
stereo image that allowed panel members to point at the
location of specific instruments. My overall impression of the
Maplenoll/Shure was that it provided a very clear and pre-

-30

40

50

cise sound while being very "polite and subdued" compared to the reference system. If you are considering the
purchase of a high -quality record playing system, you Fig. 12-Averaged
should consider the Maplenoll Signature Ariadne turntable
spectrum of 16 shocks
and (if you can still find one) the Shure Ultra 500 cartridge.
Edward M. Long to platform.
I
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

BRIGHT STAR
ALTAIR
SPEAKER
Manufacturer's Specifications
System Type: Three-way, aligned driver, floor -standing, dynamic dipole system.
Drivers: 10 -in. carbon -polypropylene
cone woofer, 5 -in. open -back cone
midrange, 1 -in. polymer -dome front
tweeter, and 3/4 -in. dome piezo rear
tweeter.

Frequency Range: 44 Hz to 24 kHz.

Sensitivity: 88 dB at

1

meter with

2.83 V rms applied.

Crossover Frequencies and Filter Slopes: 450 Hz (12-dB/octave
low pass, 6-dB/octave high pass)
and 3.15 kHz (6 dB/octave).

Impedance: Nominal, 6 ohms; minimum, 4 ohms.

Recommended Amplifier Power:
20 to 300 watts per channel.
Dimensions: 273/4 in. H x 201/4 in. W

x 12 in. D (70.5 cm x 51.4 cm x
30.5 cm) without stand; stand, 8 in.
H x 21 in. W x 12 in. D (20.3 cm x
53.3 cm x 30.5 cm).

Weight: 40 lbs. (18.2 kg) each without stand.

Electronic Foundation Control stereo
equalizer, $319.

Finish: Natural granite; black, white, Company Address: 2363 Teller Rd.,
or dark granite; high -gloss black or
#115, Newbury Park, Cal. 91320.
white granite.

Prices: $999 to $1,145 per pair, depending on finish; stands, $159 to

For literature, circle No. 92

$199 per pair, depending on finish;

Bright Star Audio, a relative newcomer to the high -end mounting scheme that provides a rounded sound -radiating
loudspeaker market, was founded in 1989 by Barry Kohan, aperture to minimize interference and diffraction. The dewho, after 14 years managing a chain of high -end audio sired dipole nature of the system dictated that the back of
salons in the Los Angeles area, decided to go into business the midrange be open to radiate freely to the rear. To
for himself. Kohan's previous background as a professional provide dipole radiation at the highest frequencies, and
musician and part-time loudspeaker designer prepared him knowing that no high -quality bidirectional direct -radiator
well for this endeavor. His early love of the involving sound tweeters were available, he added a rear -mounted tweeter,
produced by dipole -based speakers such as the old ESS wired with reversed polarity. To keep the system of reasonAMT 1, which utilized the Heil Air Motion Transformer, chal- able size, true dipole radiation was sacrificed at the low
lenged him to design a reasonable size, moderate -price, end, where a quasi -closed -box system with a highly
direct -radiator dipole system that would exhibit some of the damped rear port was used. To acoustically align the drivexcellent qualities he remembered.
ers for coherent time response, the baffle was tilted back.
Kohan started out by selecting a good midrange driver
This process eventually lead to the unusual design of the
and then working out a unique hidden behind -the -panel Altair system. On first sight it looks like none that you have
60
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seen before. It is a tall, truncated pyramid coated with a
granite -like material. The three circular shapes on the front
panel locate the system's drivers, but closer examination
reveals no obvious means of driver attachment, only gentle

rounded surfaces. The lower two drivers, the woofer and
midrange, are protected by rigid metal -screen grilles. The
tapering enclosure minimizes the baffle area around each
driver, improving dispersion.

A large section of the enclosure is open at the rear,
exposing the backs of the tweeter and midrange. However,
the sides continue upward, forming slanted wings that direct the signal radiated from the midrange straight back. An
additional small dome tweeter is mounted on the sloping top
of the woofer enclosure, aimed upward and slightly back.
All exposed surfaces, including the bottom and inside top

rear of the cabinet, are covered with a quite good-looking
granite -like material that leaves no evidence of the underlying wooden construction. In addition, all corners and edges

of the structure are rounded to minimize diffraction. The
shape of the enclosure means that none of the walls are
parallel to each other, which reduces the effect of internal
standing waves and strengthens the assembly. The exposed wiring of the tweeter and midrange is dressed and
treated very tastefully, with shrink-wrap tubing over the
soldered driver terminals and tie -downs.
The bottom rear of the cabinet had separate input terminal cups for the woofer and midrange/tweeter connections,

ILF capacitor in parallel with the woofer is actually composed of three parts: A large electrolytic, with smaller value

Mylar and polystyrene units in parallel. All internal wiring
consists of paired Tara Labs Space and Time 18 -gauge
wires, paralleled to form roughly 16 -gauge cable. All connections to and inside the Altair's crossover, and to the
drivers, are soldered (using silver -based solder, according
to Bright Star).
The design of the crossover consists of all first -order, 6-

dB/octave networks for the midrange and tweeters plus a
second -order, 12-dB/octave low-pass filter for the woofer.
The midrange is connected via a second -order, series connected LC bandpass filter, which functions as a 6 -dB/
octave cascaded high-pass/low-pass combination. Bright
Star states that they hand -match the crossover components
between right and left speakers to within 1%. The piezo rear

tweeter is driven through a series RC network that serves
both to set level and provide protective high -frequency
current limitation. The connections to the woofer part of the
crossover and the midrange/tweeter portion are brought out
separately to the rear of the cabinet to allow bi-wiring.
Measurements
Figure 1 shows 1 -meter anechoic frequency responses of
the Bright Star Audio Altair. In addition to the usual on -axis

curve, the figure shows curves taken directly behind the
system and 1 meter overhead, which is on the axis of the
with short pairs of heavy Tara Labs cable provided to link upward -facing tweeter. The front and rear measurements
the cups for single wiring. Units now in production have all were taken at a distance of 2 meters, 36 inches from the
the connections in a single cup, with heavy go d -plated bottom of the system (including stand), with 2.83 V rms
meter. All curves
straps instead of cable links. A fiberglass -filled Scan -Speak applied and then referenced back to
aperiodic loading chamber (a type of vent active only when except the overhead one were smoothed with a tenth 1

cabinet pressure exceeds a preset level), 4 inches in diameter, is mounted above the terminal cups.
Bright Star offers a separate line -level equalizer, the Electronic Foundation Control (EFC), which is said to extend the
response of the Altair down to 32 Hz and to smooth the low frequency response. The speaker system is designed to be

used with an optional metal stand, which raises it to the

octave filter.
The on -axis curve is shown with and without the equalization provided by the Electronic Foundation Control equalizer, whose frequency response is shown in Fig. 2. With

equalization, the on -axis curve fits within a tight, ±2 dB
tolerance from 60 Hz to 20 kHz. The main effects of the
equalizer are to pull down a woofer response peak in the

proper height for a seated listener.
The enclosure is constructed from medium -density fiberboard, 3/4 inch thick, and covered on all sides with multiple
applications of Bright Star's granite -like spray coating. Multi-

range from 80 to 300 Hz and to extend the response below
50 Hz. The effect on frequency response of the Altair's metal

ple coats of a flexible rubber -like damping material that

grilles, which cover only the woofer and midrange, was
minima0, less than ±0.2 dB over the whole range. All the

granite -like coating), and to the inside of the woofer cabinet,

following measurements, except for distortion, were made
with the grilles in place. The right/left matching of the systems was quite good, about ±0.8 dB.
The rear on -axis output between 400 Hz and 1.6 kHz is

to damp vibrations and control surface resonances: No

actually 3 to 6 dB greater than the front output. The in-

internal bracing was evident (or needed) in the low -frequency enclosure, which is completely stuffed with a white polyester batting material.

creased output in the rear is presumably due to the directivity of the midrange's rear radiation, channelled by the enclosure's side wings. The polarity of the rear output is reversed
in this range, because thus signal comes from the back of
the midrange cone.
Because the rear tweeter is essentially aimed upward, it

Bright Star calls "flexible borosilicate" have been applied to

the open areas at the rear of the enclosure (under the

The crossover of the Altair is wired point-to-point on a
piece of 3/8 -inch -thick particleboard mounted to the bottom

of the enclosure. It contains 16 parts (two inductors, nine
capacitors, and five resistors), though paralleling reduces
the effective capacitor count to four. Both inductors are air core types and are well separated. All capacitors are bypassed with small -value, 600-V polystyrene capacitors. All
signal -path capacitors are high -quality, high -voltage Mylar,
polypropylene, or metallized polypropylene units. The 205AUDIO/JULY 1992

contributes little output directly to the rear. The curve labelled "Above" in Fig. 1, measured directly on axis and 1
meter away from this tweeter, shows that the rear tweeter's

output is about 6 to 10 dB below the level of the front
tweeter. Its response is quite ragged due to numerous close
reflections from the rear structure of the system.
61

Harmonic distortion at
41.2 and 110 Hz proved
quite low for such a system,
and distortion at 440 Hz
was unmeasurable.
100

The Electronic Foundation Control equalizer Bright Star
supplied me was just a preproduction prototype, so I tested

TEF

only its frequency response, impedance, and overload

90

characteristics. Figure 2 shows a flat unity -gain response
except for a relatively narrow, 11 -dB peak at 23 Hz and a
broader, 5.6 -dB dip at 155 Hz. Below 3 Hz (not shown), the
equalizer's response rolled off at 6 dB/octave. The EFC's
audible frequency response is roughly reciprocal to the
speaker's low -frequency response. I say roughly because,
although the 155 -Hz dip is a good match to the Altair's
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hump in this region, the 23 -Hz peak is somewhat mis60
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100

1k

20k

10k
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Fig. 1-One-meter, on axis frequency response,
with and without
equalizer. Also shown are

1 -meter responses taken
at the rear and above the
system; see text.

matched to the speaker's response and actually overcompensates, resulting in a narrow peak in the equalized response at 23 Hz (see Fig. 1).
The schematic of the equalizer disclosed the use of highspeed AD712JN op -amps and all 1% tolerance resistors
and 2% tolerance capacitors in the signal path. The EQ's

input impedance measured about 330 kilohms, and the
output impedance was about 100 ohms.
The equalizer's overload (clipping) point occurred at an
output level of 10.5 V rms, about ± 15 V peak, though the

unit did not overload gracefully. When the lower -15 V
supply rail was reached, during the negative part of the sine

20

...III OB @23 Hz

wave, the output voltage would switch very rapidly to the
+ 15 V supply rail, then return rapidly to the negative rail

TEF

10

when the negative portion of the wave came out of overload.

0

-10
-56 dB @ 155 Hz

-20
5

10

100

20k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 2-Frequency
response of the EFC
equalizer.

This essentially created a sharp -edged square wave at
twice the input frequency for only slight sine -wave overloads. Fortunately, normal program material never attains
levels that would trigger this overload. Only a situation
where the equalizer was inserted between a preamp and
power amplifier, and the power amplifier gain was turned
down quite far (thus forcing the preamp and equalizer to
operate at high levels for reasonable playback levels), might
this occur.
Figure 3 shows the phase and group delay responses of

the speaker, referenced to the tweeter arrival time. The
phase curve is nearly flat, only rotating about 67° between 1
and 20 kHz. The group delay is also quite flat from 600 Hz to
20 kHz, a result of the careful alignment and positioning of

the system's drivers. The fluctuations in group delay between 600 Hz and 2 kHz correspond mostly to minimum phase deviations in the Altair's frequency response.
1.0
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Fig. 3-On-axis phase
response and group
delay.
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Figure 4 displays the system's excellent energy/time
curve (ETC) for a test signal swept from 1 to 10 kHz. The
Altair's alignment results in a very tight main arrival at 3 mS
with only some minor late arrivals, 25 dB down.
The horizontal off -axis responses of the Altair are shown in

Fig. 5. On -axis response is shown by the bold curve at the
rear. The horizontal coverage is very good, as the off -axis
curves uniformly carry over the irregularities of the on -axis
response. High -frequency coverage is maintained to beyond 15 kHz for angles out to about ± 40°. The 180° rear

curve (seen in the front of the display) shows that the
system's output actually exceeds the on -axis output by
several dB in the range from 400 Hz to 1.6 kHz; as noted,
this is due to the rear radiation of the speaker's midrange.
The high rear curve obscures the off -axis dip in the midrange's response toward the sides, caused by the bidirectional midrange radiation.
AUDIO/JULY 1992

The Award Winning
SA -9/11 Preamplifier
SA -4 Mono OTL Amp
About $18,000 The Set

The Award Whining
Solid 8 Control Stage
Solid 1 Power Amp
About $1,900 The Set

COUNTERPOINT
2610 Commerce Drive Vista, California 92083
FAX (619) 598-9413
Enter No. 4 on Reader ServiL;e Card

1-800-275-2743

The Altair could handle
more than 150 watts below
30 Hz without generating
any unacceptable noises!
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sponse asymmetries are the primary indication of lobing,
Energy/time indicating that there is a significant difference in acoustic
phase between the midrange and tweeter outputs through
curve.
the crossover region.
The mean axial ( + 15° to - 15°) horizontal response curve

Fig. 4-

TEF
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in Fig. 7 is quite smooth and essentially the same as the on axis response. The 30° to 45° off -axis response is also close
to the axial curve but is somewhat rougher and lower in level
above 1 kHz, coupled with rapid roll -off above 13 kHz. The

70

w

60° to 75° off -axis response is two -tiered, shelved down
above 1.4 kHz by about 8 dB. Rapid roll -off above 11 kHz is

60

also noted. The individual horizontal curves, averaged to
yield the mean curves, all grouped quite close together.
2
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The mean vertical axial curve (Fig. 8) reflects the in-
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creased directivity of the system in the vertical plane. Response is generally uneven, with a dip at 3.6 kHz. Examination of the individual curves averaged to make the -± 15°
mean axial curve (not shown) revealed that the up curves
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(+5° to + 15°) were significantly flatter than the down
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Fig. 5-Horizontal off -axis
frequency responses.

curves ( - 5° to - 15°). The 3.6 -kHz dip in the mean axial
curve is a result of interference at crossover in the downward direction. Fortunately, the response in the upward
direction, which is heard by standing listeners, exhibits the
smoothest responses. The 30° to 45° and 60° to 75° mean
curves are more uneven than the mean axial curve and
have greater high -frequency roll -off above 11 kHz. As before, considering the individual curves that make up the
averaged curves, the up curves are significantly smoother
than the down ones.
Figure 9 shows the Altair's impedance. Three low points
are evident, with te lowest, 3.6 ohms, at 150 Hz. A peak of
24.4 ohms is reached at 4.3 kHz. This corresponds to a
fairly high max/mir variation of 6.8 to 1, so the systems will
be quite sensitive to series cable resistance, which should
be limited to a maximum of about 50 milliohms to keep from
causing response peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB. For a

standard run of about 10 feet, 14 -gauge or larger wire

.
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Fig. 6-Vertical off -axis
responses.
The vertical off -axis curves are shown in Fig. 6, with the
on -axis response curve shown in bold. Fortunately, within
the main -± 15° listening window, the above -axis curves are
the flattest. Only below axis do the expected off -axis dips

should be used.
The complex impedance is shown in Fig. 10. The phase
angle of the impedance (not shown) reached a maximum of
+41° (inductive) at 300 Hz and a minimum of -39° (capacitive) at 71 Hz. The system will be a relatively easy load for
most amplifiers.
A high-level low -frequency sine -wave sweep revealed a
very solid enclosure with no significant cabinet resonances.
The grille over the woofer did resonate slightly at about 180
or 190 Hz. The woofer did not exhibit any dynamic offset
effects, a rare characteristic. Some whistling and air -rush
noises from the damped rear port were evident at high bass
input levels. The woofer enclosure was quite well sealed; it

took about 1 S for the woofer to return to its rest position
when manually depressed. This also shows that the flow
resistance of the rear port is very high, so the port output
should not contribute much to the total system output.
Near -field curves run on the Altair's woofer and rear port
(not shown) indicated that the rear port's output was at least

10 dB lower than the woofer's through most of the low frequency range. Essentially, the low -frequency portion of
occur in the response (not clearly shown in the graph the Bright Star system operates as a closed box. In this
because of the above -axis viewpoint). These up/down re- situation, however, the high port losses do somewhat re -
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THE MONOLITH III
The Monolith III stands alone. Powerful. Imposing. Thrusting you into a world of harmony and purity that
both caresses an d assaults you in its beauty, truth and timelessress.
The challenge was to maintain the famous Martin -Logan electrostatic purity and still deliver uncompromised

levels of power and frequency response. This was achieved by incorporating a massless transducer in a
perfectly linear field with no crossovers in the critical music range, yet dispersing energy in a controlled
wavepath.
By seamlessly integrating this advanced ESL technology to a tailored superfast subwoofer, a new standard
has been achiev ed.
The challenge now is for you to determine our success. Go, hear, exper ence the Monolith III for yourself.

MA RT111 LOGP n, LTD.
The electrostatic loudspeaker technology company

913-749-0133 lawrence, kansas 66044

The Altairs' sound was
spacious, with precise
imaging and a revealing
sense of depth.

100

ing any unacceptable noises! This is higher than any system

TEF

I have measured. The woofer's linear excursion capability
was a healthy 0.5 inch, peak to peak, with additional capaci-

+16° TO -15°

90

ty to 0.75 inch before hard limits were reached. The sys-

ON AXIS

tem's high low -frequency power handling is partly due to the

woofer's excursion capability and to the added stiffness
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provided by the somewhat small enclosure.
Figure 11 shows the 3 -meter room curve of the Altair with
both raw and sixth -octave smoothed responses. The system
was in the right-hand stereo position, aimed at the listening
location, and the test microphone was placed at ear height
(36 inches), at the listener's position on the sofa. The system
was driven with a swept sine -wave signal of 2.83 V rms
(corresponding to 1.33 watts into the rated 6 -ohm load). The

Fig. 7-Mean horizontal
responses from Fig. 5

direct sound plus 13 mS of the room's reverberation are
included. Between 2 and 18 kHz, the smoothed curve is

data.

quite flat, with a slight high -frequency emphasis, and fits a
tight envelope of ±2.0 dB. Including the room dips below 1
kHz, the complete curve fits within a ±6.3 dB window from
100 Hz to 20 kHz.
Figures 12 and 13 show single -frequency harmonic distortion versus power for the musical notes E1 (41.2 Hz) and

100
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90

+15. TO -15°

A2 (110 Hz). Distortion for our usual 440 -Hz tone is not
shown because the harmonics were below the detection

ON AXIS
03
I

80

floor of my test gear. The power levels were computed using
the rated impedance of 6 ohms.
At full power, the second and third harmonics of E1 (41.2

CL

30° TO 45°
OFF AXIS
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Hz) reach only 2.8%, quite low for this kind of speaker
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Fig. 8-Mean vertical
responses from Fig. 6
data.
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Fig. 9-Impedance.
duce the hump in the low -frequency response caused by
the woofer's somewhat small enclosure. Displacement measurements of the woofer cone with high input levels, with the
port open and closed, did show that the port reduced cone
displacement somewhat in the range from 30 to 60 Hz when
the port was open.
Happily, the Altair could handle voltages in excess of 30 V
rms (150 watts into 6 ohms), below 30 Hz, without generat66

system. Higher order harmonics are only significant above
10 watts. At 100 watts, the system generates about 98 dB
SPL at 1 meter at 41.2 Hz.
The second and third harmonics of A2 (110 Hz) reach only
about 1% at full power. The higher order harmonics are not
significant. At 110 Hz, the system generates a loud 110 dB
SPL at 1 meter, for 100 watts input.
Figure 14 shows the IM created by tones of 440 Hz (A4)
and 41.2 Hz (E1) of equal input level. At 100 watts, the IM
distortion reaches only 4.5%, a relatively low value due to
the three-way system configuration. Overall, the Altair exhibited respectably low values of harmonic and IM distortion.
The short-term peak -power input and output capabilities
of the system, as a function of frequency, measured using a
6.5 -cycle tone burst with third -octave bandwidth, are shown
in Fig. 15. The peak input power (calculated by assuming

that the measured peak voltage was applied across the
rated 6 -ohm impedance) rises smoothly with frequency,
reaching about 5,100 watts above 1.25 kHz (175 peak volts
across the rated 6 -ohm load). Between 100 and 250 Hz, the
Altair actually taxed the output of my test amplifier because

of its low impedance through this region. At 200 Hz and
below, the speaker's power handling was excellent.
The upper curve in Fig. 15 shows the maximum sound
pressure levels the system can generate at 1 meter on axis
for the input levels shown in the lower curve. Also shown is
the "room gain" of a typical listening room at low frequencies, which adds about 3 dB to the response at 80 Hz and 9

dB at 20 Hz. The peak acoustic output rises rapidly with
frequency up to 160 Hz and then levels out at about 124 dB

SPL. With room gain, the system exceeds 110 dB SPL
above 40 Hz and 120 dB SPL above 90 Hz.
AUDIO/JULY 1992

RAVE REVIEW

"Krell... Threshold... Madrigal... Rowland...
Research... Coda... Parasound. What!!!

Parasound?

RAVE REVIEW

RAVE REVIEW

HCA-2200 Power Amplifier
Designed by John Curl

How does Parasound manage a mention with
the above said heavy hitters of the transistor

the transformers, filtering caps,

the feeling of a live event in the listening room.

amplifier world? Easy, the new 2200 power

chassis, output devices and

Resolution of inner detail was natural and very

amplifier from Parasound has the type of power

resistors are just about as good as

revealing, without seeming hyped or exagger-

and performance that would be expected from

you can get.

ated. Images at the back of the stage were crisp
and easy to locate..

the big guys, were they to build an amplifier at

OPERATION. ...Preamps

the two grand mark. The fact that the 2200 only

that worked great with the amp

costs $1,585 certainly sweetens the deal,

included the Cary SLP-70, the Muse

Parasound 2200 I got a funny feeling... regarding

making it a ridiculously great bargain.

But why Parasound?

Actually, this is the amplifier that I had been
expecting to see from PS Audio, Superphon or

CONCLUSION. When I first listened to the

Model One and the Counterpoint

how to evaluate it. I'm sitting here with the Allegro

Solid 8... However, the 2200 was

Cantata and the Krell KST-100 thinking how they

quite capable of driving, with ease,

defined high -end performance at prices that were

any speaker tied to its outputs. I have operated

starting to be accessible to "Blue Collar Audio-

this amplifier under grueling and strenuous

philes", even if it was still a stretch dollar -wise...

conditions for almost three months without so

I will continue looking for and examining products

much as a hint of trouble or breakdown....

of quality and value so that we can talk about them

Aragon; a real high calibre audio product that reeks
of power, engineering savvy, and bang for the

on these pages, and yes, I prefer talking about

THE SOUND. It sounds balanced. No aspect

Parasound and Fried products... because the

buck. Instead, a small firm from northern

of its operation unduly draws attention to itself.

Parasound and Fried are not aimed at people with

California had the sense to recruit one of the best

The highs aren't grainy or smeared; the bass isn't

more money than brains.

minds in the business - John Curl - to design

bloated; the midrange isn't recessed, or forward for

for them a product capable of superior perfor-

that matter; the stage isn't cramped; and dynamics

review of the Parasound 2200 power amplifier.

mance without a typically prohibitive price tag to

aren't compressed. What we have here is an

I want you to add it to the list of truly fine products

go along with it. John brought with him a full

amplifier that flat out refuses to do much wrong,

that have something special to offer in terms of

suitcase of engineering and design experience that

while doing almost everything right.

value regardless of what it's compared to or what

...

So this is how I'm going to approach the

few others in the industry could match or even

The 2200 is one of the most powerful

anyone else says about it. It stands on its own in

dream of. Remember the "JC" designation on

amplifiers you will ever come across, controlling

terms of build and performance, being basically

some of the Mark Levinson designs of the 1970's

loudspeakers with such aplomb so as to seem

as good (accurate) as any amplifier that I am

- that's John Curl. More recently, John has

effortless. Transients with the 2200 can be

aware of, and better (more accurate) than most...

enjoyed great critical success with his Vendetta

awesome... Without seeming forward (remember

phono section electronics, it being declared "State

the balance referred to), the 2200 extends into the

- Martin DeWulf -

of the Art" by several of the glossy mags...

bass region with incredible authority. Combining

Excerpted with permission from
Bound For Sound, November, 1991.

this amp with the Chapman T-7 loudspeaker, I was

THE AMP. The 2200 weighs in at 58 lbs.,

able to shake loose the neighbors fillings

that's 6 lbs. more than the Krell KST-100 ($2,700),

and send the dog running for cover under

and only 2 lbs. less than the Madrigal No. 29

one of the kids beds... but the bass wasn't

($2,800)... It has balanced and single ended inputs

there unless it was supposed to be...

After such praise, all we can say is...

Hear It Now.

(XLR & RCA), with a switch to convert to mono
operation. The rear of the amp also has two sets of

Clarity and the sense of

speaker terminals for those who desire to bi-wire...

space on a three dimensional

Both sides of the amp are flanked by an impressive

stage were very good.

array of "Rowland -like" heatsinks... to dissipate the

Without effort I could pick out

considerable heat generated by the 12 high -bias

the location of instruments

(over 6 wpc in pure class A) bi-polar output

and vocals. Saxophone on

devices per channel. Considering that nearly all

"Jazz at the Pawnshop" had an

listening is done at one or two watts per channel,

excellent sense of presence, the

the 2200 delivers a lot of class A -biased power.

sax standing clearly apart from the

Inside you'll find two 1.2 kva toroidal transformers

other instruments on the stage.

(one per channel) and 100,000 mfd of filtered

Drums at right rear had perfect placement,

power storage...bypassed by smaller film caps for

and there was a nice feeling of left and

improved performance... the first amplifier I have

right, up and down, as the drummer

seen in a long time that goes so far as to even

worked his way around the drum kit ...

bypass the larger filter caps in the power supply...

this amp has some pretty remarkable

Parts quality throughout is good...

abilities when it comes to reproducing

PARASOUND
Afibrdahle (India Jw the er,lirnl listener.

Parasound Products, Inc., 950 Battery Street. San Francisco, CA 94111

800-822-8802 / 415-397-7100/ FAX 415-397-0144

Thanks to the systems'
rear output, you can walk
between them without
having the sound collapse.

29 kHz

Use and Listening Tests
Visually, the Altairs are very striking, quite modern and

TEF

j10

contemporary. The granite -like coating on the speakers fits
quite well their modernistic high-tech look. Their pyramidal
smooth -cornered contours are quite distinctive and create a
very memorable appearance.
I was quite impressed with the printed documentation that
came with the Altair. The eight -page owner's manual is quite
complete and was supplied with several information sheets

+.15

o2

Iz

0
aP

0

0
<<
LC

-

covering such topics as bi-wiring, power handling, and

j10

dation "that you always wash and dry your hands before
handling the speakers," good advice for any system& The

()

protection. The manual even starts out with the recommen61 kHz
0

10

5

20

15

last two pages contain a list of 60 recommended audiophile quality recordings for use in auditioning the Altairs. In addition, a four -page manual was supplied with the Electronic
Foundation Control equalizer.
The Altairs' optional stands are substantial, sand -filled,

25

RESISTANCE -OHMS

Fig. 10-Complex
impedance.

metal units with attached spikes. When the speakers are
mounted on them, the tweeters are slightly above the ears of
a listener seated 3 meters away. The 15° tilt of the systems'

90

front panels means that the listener's ears are about 14°

TEF

below the tweeter's axis.
Connections to the Altair are through multi -way binding
posts on the bottom rear of the cabinet. The separate input
terminals allow for bi-wiring or biamping. As noted, conventional single connection is accommodated by a set of short
jumper links.

80

Fairly detailed placement instructions were included in
60

the owner's manual. Bright Star recommends a location out

from the wall and well away from surrounding objects to
50

minimize early reflections. They emphasize that the speak20

1k

100

10k

20k

Fig. 11-Three-meter
room response.

100 MAXIMUM POWER: 100 WATTS
10

3rd, 2.8%

2nd, 2.8%

from my sofa and separated by 8 feet-my usual source

5th, 1.2%

1.0

4th, 0.6%

positions, and in agreement with Bright Star's recommendations. I found that the sound was best with the systems toed

100 -,,,111'11,

10

POWERWATTS

in toward my listening position but with their axes crossing a
bit behind me. Most listening was done before the measurements, using both bi-wire and single -wire connections and
with all grilles on.

h

..11,11"

.A ,

t

100

150

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 12-Harmonic
distortion of the musical
tone E1 (41.2 Hz).
68

er's dipole dispersion characteristics may require some
experimentation to find the best cabinet position. The systems are supplied with absorptive pads, which Bright Star
calls "rear wave controllers," for attenuating the midrange
drivers' rear output. These pads allow you to fine-tune the
proportion between the midrange's front and rear output
levels. Bright Star does not recommend using the Altairs in
so-called live-end/dead-end listening setups, where the region behind the speakers is highly absorptive. They recommend a reflective -diffusive environment behind the systems
to properly handle the rear radiation.
I listened to the Altairs driven by Jeff Rowland amps and
preamp and Onkyo and Rotel CD players with Straight Wire
cables and interconnects. The systems were placed 10 feet

FREQUENCY -Hz

200

250

On first listening, the Altairs presented a very spacious
sound coupled with precise imaging and a revealing sense

of depth. There were some problems in the upper bass,
however, where the systems exhibited some excess fullness

and a tendency towards tubbiness on male voice. The
upper bass emphasis was also quite evident on pink noise,
as the systems took on a moderate one -note tonal quality in
AUDIO/JULY 1992

These Bright Star speakers
offer super -modern good
looks, low distortion, high

power handling, and an
impressive sonic performance.
this range. Subsequent use of the Electronic Foundation

100-

Control equalizer completely eliminated this emphasis. With
the equalizer, the speakers' tonal balance was quite close to
that of my reference B & W 801s. The Altairs' and B & Ws'
sensitivity was also very close.
The EFC unit provided additional weight in the very low frequency region, where the unaided system was somewhat

deficient. The high boost of the EFC at low frequencies
( + 11 dB at 23 Hz) did not seem to restrict the speaker's
power handling with most of the CDs I played. Only CDs
that had high energy content from 20 to 25 Hz (such as the
20- and 25 -Hz third -octave pink -noise bands on the BrOel &
Kjaer CD -4090 Pro Audio test CD) presented headroom
problems at high playback levels. The low -frequency power

handling of the Altairs was superb on all the material

MAXIMUM POWER 100 WATTS

'0_I

1.0 -

POWER WATTS

2nd, 0.99%

3rd, 0.94%

k -.11k

0.1

Jk\
350

250

150

450

550

65C,

FREQUENCY- Hz

I

played. Even my favorite low -frequency test CD, the very Fig. 13-Harmonic
demanding organ version of Mussorgksy's Pictures at an distortion of the musical
Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117), was handled very well, gen- tone A2 (110 Hz).
erating clean and very respectable bass levels. The only
noticeable problems occurred at high levels below 50 Hz,
10
on the band -limited noise tracks on the B & K test disc,
where the Altair's rear vent generated sign ficant chuffing
noises. Fortunately, these air -rush noises were attenuated
significantly in front of the systems because of the vent's
rear mounting.

investigated the rear radiation characteristics of the
loudspeaker by using the supplied rear -wave controller
I

pads. With the midrange's rear output attenuated, there was
a subtle but noticeable decrease in the spaciousness of the
system's sound. preferred the sound with the pads reI

moved and left them off for most of the listening tests. At
0
01
least in my listening room, I could tell no difference with the
POWER -WATTS
rear tweeters operating or covered up. Unless stood directly over the speaker, with my head on the rear tweeter's Fig. 14-IM distortion of
axis, I couldn't tell the difference.
440 Hz (A4) and 41.2 Hz
The Altairs' rear output was most evident when I walked (E1) mixed in one-to-one
from the front to the rear of the speakers along the center proportion.
1

10

100

I

line between them. The sound of a conventional front -radiating system just simply collapses as you walk to the rear, but
the sound of the Altairs held up very well in this test. When I
listened at the rear, the tonal characteristic of the rear sound
radiation was somewhat restricted and sounded quite "mid -

rangy" (not unexpected, as it's mostly the midrange that

130
PE

WON

Fig. 15-

TEE

Maximum input
power and peak
sound output.

110

GAIN

wiuOu
ROO. GAIN

PEAK INPUT POWER

radiates to the rear).

The Altairs exhibited only moderate changes in upper
midrange response on the stand-up/sit-down pink -noise
test. Unlike other phase -aligned systems, no "phasiness"
was evident. Laterally, the Altairs' coverage was even and

ACOUSTk. OUTPUT

FO:A1

120

2

00

0.

excellent.

The Bright Star systems are well suited for loud rock

20

100

1k

20

FREQUENCY-Hz
music, as authenticated on John Fogerty's Centerfield CD
(Warner Bros. 25203-2); the percussion and vocals were
reproduced very cleanly at high levels. John Bayless' piano 9, "Choral," with Otmar Suitner conducting the Berlin State
playing on Bach on Abbey Road (Pro Arte CDD 346, Beatle Orchestra (Denon C37-7021).
Everything considerd, the Altairs represent quite good
melodies improvised in the style of J. S. Bach-a super
performance and recording!) demonstrated the Altairs' value for the money. Even with optional stands and equalizsmoothness, clean output, and dynamic range. The spa- er, the price is just slightly less than $1,500. These systems
cious nature of the Altairs' soundstage and accuracy of offer an excellent combination of super -modern good looks,
imaging were manifested by the choral movement, and impressive performance, low distortion and high power hanD. B. Keele, Jr.
especially the baritone solos, of Beethoven's Symphony No. dling, and premium audiophile traits.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Decoding System: 18 -bit, with
eight -times oversampling.
Filtering: First -order,
phase -linear.

Analog

Inputs: Coaxial and optical.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
THD: Less than 0.01%.

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 21/2 in. H x
9 in. D (43.2 cm x 6.4 cm x 22.9
cm).

PS AUDIO

DIGITAL LINK II

D/A CONVERTER

Weight: 12 lbs. (5.4 kg).
Price: $799.
Company Address: P.O. Box 1119,
Grover City, Cal. 93483.
For literature, circle No. 93

I have known the folks at PS Audio for a number of years
and have frequently been impressed by their ingenuity and
the timeliness of their new products. The Digital Link II is a
good case in point. Here we have a relatively inexpensive
digital decoder that can be used with a CD player, satellite
receiver, LaserDisc player, or DAT recorder. And it sounds
good to boot. There are a lot of people who would like to
upgrade to outboard converters but can't afford the prices
of most better sounding ones. The Digital Link II could be
what these people are looking for.
The Digital Link II is an external processing unit that takes
the Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (SPDIF) serial digital output available from many CD players, CD transports,

and other compatible digital sources, in either coaxial or
70

optical form, and converts this signal to the left and right
recovered audio outputs. The main reason to use a dedicat-

ed device such as this is to get better sound than the
circuitry of most CD players and other digital sources can
provide. The Digital Link II does the D/A decoding and
feeds the audio into the system preamp.
Some of the features of the Digital Link II are automatic
adjustment for incoming sampling frequencies from 22 to 50
kHz, automatic signal output muting when there is no suitable digital input signal, and the potential for upgrading to
newer, better performing integrated circuit chips as they
become available.
The front panel has three touch switches on the left side
and a single green LED on the right side. The first switch
AUDIO/JULY 1992

JAMO SHEDS NEW LIGHT ON THE LOUDSPEAKER

CONSIDER n more enlightened approach to the loudspeaker -JAMS ATMIIIPIERE. Discreetly and tastefully,

ATMOSPHERE

combines the

clarity of a 1" dome tweeter with the response of a 5 1/4" woofer. Uniquely, its recessed top surface houses a halogen light that

makes it the only sconce/speaker truly suitable for the discriminating home environment. In black or white lacquer finish.
How's that for a bright idea? (701)415-4141.

Jam°

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU'VE HEARD TILL NOW.

19911amc Hi-fi USA. Inc.425 Huehl Rood, 131.1dtn,

,
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Unusual current -to -voltage
conversion circuitry is used
to reduce the possibility of
slewing-induced distortion.

BHK LABS

PRORSPGR 2-CHAN(dBr) a LEVEL(dBr) ve 1120(He)

toggles the unit between standby and operation and illumi-

1 0000

nates the LED when the unit is on. The external power

;40

supply should be plugged in all the time to keep the internal

.501300

LEFT
0,0

8.8

On the rear of the unit are a power input connector, a
phono jack for coaxial digital input, a Toslink optical connector for optical digital input, and two audio output phono

RIGHT

-1.000

-1.00
5

10

circuitry always powered up and running for best sound.
The other two switches select coax or optical inputs.

188

1k

18k

28k

Fig. 1-Frequency
response without

jacks. All three of the phono jacks are of high quality and are
gold plated.

Circuit Description

pre -emphasis.

The incoming digital signal to the coaxial input is terminated with a 75 -ohm resistor in the unit to match the presumed

characteristic impedance of the interconnect cable. After
termination, the signal is fed into a C-MOS logic inverter to
amplify and square up the waveform. This inverter is biased
BB LOBS

into the middle of its linear range by a feedback resistor.
Another inverter chip follows and further squares up the

DE -EMPH 2 -CHAN(dBr) 9 LEVEL(dBr) ve PREG(He)

1.0®

signal pulses. The optical input is a neat little circuit module
that converts the incoming optical digital signal to TTL logic
level. Selection between the conditioned coaxial input and
the output of the optical input module is implemented by a

8.8

combination of three NAND gates controlled by the front
panel's switch circuitry.

Next in the signal path is a digital receiver chip that
-1.000
20

100

Mk

1k

28k

Fig. 2-De-emphasis
error.

performs many jobs: It locks to the incoming sampling
frequency, outputs subcode information (such as presence
or absence of pre -emphasis and the status of the copyenable/prohibit flag), tells whether a suitable digital signal is
present or not, and generates timing and data signals.
These timing and data signals then go to an eight -times
oversampling, digital low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of about 21 kHz. This is a steep "brick -wall" filter but still has
a desirable linear -phase characteristic. All of this filter action

is generated by a fixed, internal digital signal processing
BOO LABS

(DSP) algorithm.

2811S0-8 DANDPASS(00 ve LIUM(00

10.000

Ap
8.0000

6.01310

4.8888
2 . DEEM

0.9

2.000
-120

-110

-100

-98.0

Fig. 3-Fade-to-noise test.
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48.8

-88.8

Following the digital low-pass filter are two Analog Devices 1860N 18 -bit D/A converters, one for each audio
channel. Converting the D/A circuit's current to an audio
signal voltage usually involves the summing junction of an
op -amp, but this is done differently in the Digital Link II.
Output current from each converter is fed into a low -value
resistor. The resulting voltage is then fed into a passive RC
low-pass filter followed by a passive de -emphasis network
that's switched in when required to play a pre -emphasized
disc. Next, a signal amplifier with flat frequency response

builds the signal up to the several volts required at full
modulation. The rationale for doing the D/A output's current to -voltage conversion this way is to reduce the likelihood of
slew -induced distortion (a possibility with the more common
summing -junction approach) by keeping any out -of -band

residue of the sampling frequency out of the amplifier circuit. According to PS Audio, this approach produces better
sound. A measurement consequence is higher random
noise in the final output or signal-to-noise ratios that are not
as good as the CD medium is capable of. This increase in
noise level is of little practical importance, as the noise is still

far enough down to be inaudible in most circumstances.
The output amplifier is a Burr -Brown OPA602, chosen for its
72
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The Digital Link II's
linearity is very good
compared to that of other
CD players and external
D/A converters.
sound quality. A proprietary circuit is said to force the output
stage of this IC op -amp to operate in Class A. This circuit is
truly d.c.-coupled, from the D/A converter output to the main
output, with no artificial ingredients like servo amps or ca-

INIC LABS

1.®
8.8

the final capacitor at the rectifier output. Four three -terminal

Me LABS
2.8668

.

I

results of the dithered fade -to -noise test, while Figs. 4A and

4B show performance as deviation from perfect linearity.

The apparent positive shift below -100 dB in Fig. 3 is
actually an increase in noise, the result of hitting, the noise
floor of the CD player or decoder, and is fairly characteristic
of this test. The linearity of the Digital Link Ii is very good
compared to that of other CD players and external converters I have seen measured.
Related to linearity, certainly, are various kinds of steadystate distortions. In Fig. 5, THD + N as a function of
recorded level with a 997 -Hz tone is shown. The readings
here are for THD + N as a percentage of full-scale output
rather than as a percentage of actual recorded level. Figure
6 shows how THD + N varies with frequency at full recorded level.
For linearity and distortion, I measured the output spectrum up to 50 kHz with two equal -amplitude tones of 11 and
12 kHz (Fig. 7). Each of these tones is 3 dB below full scale,
so their rms sum is 0 dB. The 1 -kHz difference tone is about
at the level of the noise and therefore doesn't really show on
the plot. Second harmonics of the tones can be seen at 22
and 24 kHz, and there is a 23 -kHz tone that came creeping
in from somewhere. Notably absent is anything at the 44.1 kHz CD sampling frequency. This performance looks pretty
good to me.
AUDIO/JULY 1992
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-168
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voltages to make an additional ±.- 5 V supply.
All in all, the Digital Link II's circuitry has some unusual
and interesting features not found in other D/A converters
I've studied.

Measurements
For all my measurements, I used a Magnavox CDB-560
CD player as a transport and the CBS CD -1 test disc. The
first thing noticed when measuring the Digital Link II's
performance was that its full-scale output was higher than
the standard 2 V -closer to 3.4 V, in fact.
Frequency response without pre -emphasis is shown in
Fig. 1. think the slight irregularities below 20 Hz are an
artifact of the test since they were not consistent in shape
when I did the test at different times. High -frequency roll -off
is smooth and is about 0.7 dB down at 20 kHz. Figure 2 is
the response with de -emphasis switched in, and it appears
to be a bit up in the high end. All other things being equal,
this response will be noticeably brighter than if it were flat.
Next I conducted a series of tests for linearity of output
level as a function of recorded level. Figure 3 shows the

-

..

LEFT

pacitors in series with the shunt feedback resistor to limit
d.c. gain to 1. A trimming arrangement in the output amp is
used to adjust d.c. offset in the output to near zero.
The external transformer feeds in a.c. that is then half wave rectified into two positive and two negative supplies.
This rectifier scheme uses a novel approach -two rectifiers
in series, with a filter capacitor between them in addition to

voltage regulators provide outputs of + 12, -12, + 5, and
-5 V. Four LEDs in series with each 12-V supply drop the

BAIIIDPASS(Or) d WINDPASS,,d0r) ve LEVEL(dir)

2.6688

-05.8

-80.8

-65.6

-00.8

-75.0

-78.8

-65.8

-80.8

Fig. 4 -Deviation from
perfect linearity for
undithered signals (A)
and dithered signals (B).
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-98.0 -00.0 -78.0

-611.8 -511.0
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Fig. 5-THD + N vs.
recorded level.
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Fig. 6-THD + N vs.
frequency.
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The sampling frequency
and its harmonics are
notably absent from the
output spectrum, a sign
of good performance.
BHA LABS

Noise within the bandwidth (approximately one-third octave) of the Audio Precision system's tracking bandpass

CCIP.IND AMP1(d8r) w FREO(8.)

8.8

filter is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of frequency, measured
in the presence of a 997 -Hz test tone at -80 dB. The noise

-MAN

shown rises at 10 dB per decade because it is closer to
white than to pink noise. With a filter of constant percentage
bandwidth such as the tracking third -octave filter used here,
the density of white, or uniform, noise will rise at this rate.

-48.80

Some leakage at the sampling rate, and the second and
third harmonics thereof, are visible. The right channel has

-88.80

more noise below about 200 Hz. Some third -harmonic distortion is just visible at about 3 kHz.
Crosstalk versus frequency is plotted in Fig. 9. Results are

-08.88

not outstanding, but they are probably good enough to
5.881

18 Bk

15 Bk

28 Bk

25 81

38 Bk

35 Bk

48 Bk

45 Bk

58 8k

Fig. 7-Output spectrum
for 11- and 12 -kHz signals

at -3 dB.

100C 1.185
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-88.88

Ap

avoid affecting stereo imaging and soundstage properties.
The impulse response of the Digital Link II (not shown)
indicated that the unit is noninverting, and the nature of the
ringing on that impulse showed that the unit's phase behavior is linear. The integral of impulse response is related to
the step response, which is shown in Fig. 10 for a 997 -Hz
square wave. You can see an artifact of the Yamaha digital
filter used here (and, I understand, of some Sony filters too):
With a full-scale step signal, the filter clips off the natural
excursions that go above full-scale. The symmetry of the
ringing again shows the filter's phase linearity.

-78.88

Table I-S/N ratios, referenced to 0 dB.

-88.88

S/N, dB
-188.8

RIGHT

Bandwidth

LEFT

Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz

81.0
93.4

RIGHT
70.8
92.2

-118.8

-172.8
lv

LEFT
-138.11

se

18k

1k

188

1881 2881

Fig. 8-Third-octave
noise vs. frequency for
997 -Hz tone at -80 dB.

Signal-to-noise ratio, relative to a full-scale signal, was
measured for several bandwidth conditions (Table I). The
sampling frequency and its harmonics were major contributors to the wideband reading in the Table.
My measurements yielded an EIAJ dynamic range of
some 94 or 95 dB for the Digital Link II. This figure is arrived
at by adding 60 dB to a THD + N measurement (made with
A -weighted filtering over the range from 22 Hz to 22 kHz) of

a 1 -kHz test tone recorded at -60 dB.
also measured quantization noise in an attempt to assess the noise contribution of the D/A converter when handling a full-scale signal. In this EIAJ test, a full-scale signal
I

BIC LABS

012.0-1A XT18X(0) vs FRE0010

Ap

at a low frequency (such as 20 Hz) is played, and that signal
and its harmonics are removed by a 400 -Hz high-pass filter.
What remains is random system noise plus the noise from

the D/A conversion process-in this instance, 91 or 92 dB.
This test does not use the A -weighting filter used for measuring dynamic range, so the results may really show random 'system noise rather than quantization noise per se;

-50.EM

-88.88
LEFT T( RIGHT

with quieter systems, I would expect to see true quantization
artifacts, unmasked by noise, in this test.

-78.88

IGHT TO LEFT
-08.8B
ae

188

Fig. 9-Separation vs.
frequency.
74
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Use and Listening Tests
When evaluating the Digital Link II, I used the Magnavox
CDB-560 CD player and a Krell MD -1 CD transport plus
such D/A converters as a Wadia 2000, a VTL Straight Line
AUDIO/JULY 1992

I find the sound quite good,
with an excellent sense of
space and dimension and
well-defined bass.

20 -bit model, an Audio Alchemy DDE, and a number of

MK LABS

1KSOUARE AMP2IV) ye TIME eye)

experimental components. The output of whatever D/A converter was in use was fed to the main input of a First Sound
Reference II signal selector and attenuator, a passive model
that I use in preference to having a preamp output stage in
the setup. also tried such power amplifiers as the Carver
Silver Sevens, Quicksilver M135 prototypes, and an excellent switching amp now under development. The speaker
systems were the Martin -Logan Monolith III, Spica Angelus,
and Win Research SM-10. had no operational problems

Ap

I

I

except for an occasional mild click or pop heard when
muting the Magnavox player.
I find the sound of the Digital Link II to be quite good, with
excellent sense of space and dimension and well defined
bass. Compared to the better (and certainly more expensive) units use all the time, the Digital Link II is flatter
spatially, and it is a bit more sterile, with more noticeable
I

grain structure but more apparent detail and a bit more
irritation. Considering the PS Audio's price and good sound,
it would be a worthwhile improvement to many CD systems.
In fact, a discriminating friend of mine, who has a terrific -

288u

48Ou

888u

888U

1.80n

1.28n

1.48n

1.88n

1.80n

2.88n

Fig. 10-Square-wave
response; see text.

sounding system using Apogee Divas, has been happily
listening to CDs through a Digital Link II for months.
In summary, think the PS Audio Digital Link II is a very
good -sounding decoder, and it may well be what you have
been waiting for. Go get one and enjoy. Bascom H. King
I

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSGEIATION
MEMORIAL PRGERAM .
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Association
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MIDWEST

P.O. Box 5000

Suite 319

ELECTROrlICS inc. Carpentersville,
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Note: Decocers and Descramblers must not be used
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SOUNDAID
MODIFICATION KIT
FOR REALISTIC
MINIMUS 7 SPEAKER
Company Address:

P.O.
30315, New York, N.Y. 10011.
For literature, circle No. 94
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Personal involvement in high-fidelity

sound reproduction has diminished
over the years. Most audio components have become so sophisticated,
with such things as microprocessors,
memories, digital signal processors,
and infrared remote controls, that even
if a listener had the desire to put in time
and effort to improve the quality of his

system, he would find

it difficult to
know where to begin. That's too bad,
because audio used to be more fun. It
has changed from a hobby, where one
could actively participate in designing
and building audio components and
reap the reward of personal satisfaction, to a more passive recreational
pursuit. Some people may complain
about the lack of science in many of
the "tweaks" we hear about, and certainly there are many silly things being
promoted, but the reason for their popularity is at least partly due to the fact
that many audiophiles want to be actively involved in the pursuit of good
sound reproduction.
One of the last components of highfidelity sound reproduction that is still
available for personal input is the loud-

inch woofer. The enclosure, a die cast- performed. A Phillips -head screwdriver
ing with a wall mounting bracket on the is needed to remove the bass driver,
rear, measures 71A6 inches high x 47/16 and a soldering iron and some solder
inches wide x 45/16 inches deep. The are needed to remove the original gray
system weighs 41/2 pounds and has a capacitor and replace it with the new
perforated metal grille. Optional Solen capacitor. Needle -nose pliers

mounting brackets are available for

might be handy for removing the ca-

$17.95 per pair.

pacitor leads but aren't essential.
The first step is to remove the grille,
sheets of damping material that mea- which can be pried off easily because

The SoundAid Kit includes eight

sure 73/4 inches long, 3/4 inch wide, and
about 3/16 inch thick; two 4.7-µF, 150-V

is held in place by small pieces of
sticky damping material. Next, the
it

speaker system. If you have an interest

Solen capacitors; a small plastic jar

bass driver is removed to give access

in getting actively involved in audio, a
great way is modifying an inexpensive
one. If you have any trepidations, consider the SoundAid Kit.
The SoundAid Kit, which costs $30,
contains all the materials and instructions necessary to guide you through
some simple modifications intended to
improve the sound quality of a pair of
Realistic Minimus 7 loudspeakers. The
Minimus 7 has enjoyed a long life compared to other speaker models offered
by Radio Shack. It is listed on page 19

(not shown) containing a white liquid to
coat the 4 -inch bass cone, and a brush
to perform this operation. The instruc-

to the inside of the cabinet. After re-

tions are clear and the steps easily

the inside walls of the cabinet by mere -

of the 1992 Radio Shack catalog and is

reasonably priced at $49.95 apiece;
have seen it in the company's monthly
flyer for as little as $29.95. The Minimus 7 is an 8 -ohm, two-way system
with a 1 -inch dome tweeter and a 4 I

76

moving the acoustic material, you ap-

ply the slabs of damping material to

KT EVALUATIO\
PARAMETER

RATING

Overall Sound

Good

Bass
Midrange
Treble
Value

Fair

Good
Good
Very good

COMMENTS
"No change"
"Improved definition"
"No change"

GENERAL COMMENTS: A good way to get involved in improving the sound of a
loudspeaker system with minimum expenditure while learning something at the
same time.
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THE OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA IS SO
INTELLIGENT, IT CAN READ.
Where other vehicles meet the road, Bravada" communicates with it.

It's SmartTrak:"

All -wheel drive sends power where traction is best. Anti -lock brakes apply pressure when
it's needed the most. It's two forces working together. Continuously. Intelligently. It's

something Ford Explorer hasn't learned yet.

It's power. It's the new 200-horscpower

43 -liter V6. Standard. Its the power to tow up to 5,500 pounds:'

1! It's luxury. The kind

you'd find in a luxury car. It's the Oldsmobile Edge The most comprehensive owner

satisfaction program in the industry It's Bravada. The vehicle that speaks to your needs
while it reads the road. To experience the Oldsmobile Bravada for yourself, visit your Olds
dealer for a test drive or call 1 -800 -242 -OLDS, Monday- Friday, 8 am. -7 p.m.

*With optional towing package and GT4 axle. Includes trailer, passengers, cargo and 2quprr:ent.

Buc.Kie _ip. America'

c 1992 GM

Ocismobile
THE POWER OF INTELLIGENT ENGINEERING_
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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Audio has become a passive

recreational pursuit, but
a great way to be active
in audio is to modify
an inexpensive speaker.
ly pressing them in place; they are
sticky and will adhere quite easily. The

next step is the replacement of the
capacitor, which is a reasonably easy
task. After this is finished, the acoustic
material is inserted back into the cabinet, and the woofer is replaced. The
last step is to coat the woofer cone with

the white liquid. If you want to experiment, you can put on a light coating,

comparing an unmodified Minimus 7

listen to the results, and then put on

Since I had previously determined that
the lowest bass was unaffected by the
modification,
saved time by using
program material that would allow the

versus a SoundAid modified one.

another coating after the first coat has

dried. This will allow you to hear the

I

change more gradually.
I asked a number of people to listen
and write down their comments while

actual differences to be heard more
clearly.
played recordings that featured brass, strings, and voice. also
I

I

used the interstation noise from an FM
tuner, because it is an excellent way to

Discover Superb Performance

hear subtle colorations very easily.
Some of the listeners' comments about
the sound of the unmodified Minimus 7

VA\DERSTEE\ AU DO
With innovative design and
costly components normally
found only in very expensive
loudspeakers, Vandersteen
loudspeakers are absolutely
unparalleled in value
and performance.

The Model 2Ce features:

Cast -basket drivers.

Multi -enclosure,
minimum -baffle
driver alignment.

Genuine transparency
and openness.

Powerful and extended bass.

Unrivaled quality control.

were: "Sharper sounding," "more nasal," "unable to listen to it for long
periods," "shrill," and "more forward."
Comments about the SoundAid modified Minimus 7 included: "Smoother,"
"more natural," "tolerable," "clearer on
voice," and "more definition in middle
register." From these comments it is
clear that the SoundAid modification
improved the sound quality of the Realistic Minimus 7.

also made a number of technical
measurements on the modified and
unmodified systems, and the results
tended to verify that the SoundAid Kit
I

really does do some good things. The
response of the bass driver is better
between 1 and 2 kHz because there is
less cone breakup. The Solen capacitor improves the sound between 3 and
5 kHz by increasing the tweeter output

in this range and making the sound
cleaner. The increased tweeter output

does increase the level of the baffle
reflections in this range, however. You

might want to experiment with using
some felt or foam material around the

tweeter. Because the grille causes
some loss of high frequencies above 9

kHz, the sound might be even better
with the grille removed if you've added
the felt or foam.

recommend the SoundAid Kit to
anyone who has a desire to get more
I

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

-)IVENSIO\AI PURIM,

involved in the fun part of audio but
feels cautious, inhibited, or even timid

about trying something as daring as
modifying a speaker cabinet or painting a woofer cone. Try it. Let's bring

If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency range of music and

some fun back to our audio hobby. By
the way, as an added incentive to buying the Minimus 7s and modifying them
with the SoundAid Kit, these systems

recreate the full dimensions of the origina! performance, we can direct you to your nearest

make very good rear -channel loud-

carefully selected Vandersteen Audio dealer.

speakers in surround installations.
Edward M. Long

For 15 years, Vandersteen Audio has built affordable loudspeakers true to both science and music.

Vandersteen loudspeakers are priced from under $700 per pair.
Enter No 19 on Reader Service Card
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N° 30
REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS

.

.

.

Mark Levinson" components have earned a reputation
for their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even it the realm of
so-called high -end audio. The quality that you see and hear
in a Mark Levhson component is not the result of automated
mass production-rz -her, it is the result of painstaking at-ention to the details of :esign, and of pride in the art of
craftsmanship.

REFSMEIME DIGITAL

Mt SO

Mark Levinson com "onents are handctafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate
in their production share the feeling of pride that comes
from knowing that tney contribute to a product that
defines quality.

It is with great pride, then, that we introduce the Mark Levinson N2- 30 Reference
Digital Processor.
years of exhaustive

research into digital audio yielded a
processor worth waiting for, deserving of
the Levinson marque.
The N2 30 is a true reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music. It
brings to your home the accuracy as well
as the essence of the performance. Finally,
the promise of digital audio is fulfilled.
The NQ 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of
music is in the listenng. To fully appreciate the quality
of the N2 30, we recommend that you visit your
Mark Levinson dealer for a full audition.

Levinson
Mark Levinson. products are designed and manufactured by
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

FAX (2031 346-1540

Company Address: 7320 Hollister
Ave., Goleta, Cal. 93117.
For literature, circle No. 95

have known Sao Win for a long
time, as we both live in the same city
and are heavily into audio. About two
years ago, helped him test some of
his speaker prototypes. I was taken by
I

I

the astonishing resolution of his speak-

ers, though it was accompanied by
some edginess and irritation when listening with source material and electronics I knew to be good. Further refinement of the diaphragm materials
and adjustment of the crossover eliminated the irritation while leaving the
resolution and transparency intact.
I've been lucky enough to get a pair
of the Win Research Group's final version to listen to for an extended period.

I am now getting the most incredibly
musical and realistic sound that I have

had so far in my home. The SM-10
speakers are so good that although the

differences between amplifiers and
other electronics are clearly audible,
they don't seem to matter as much as
with other speakers I have lived with.
Among the CD equipment used to
listen to the Win Research SM-10s was

a Krell MD -1 transport feeding a VTL
Straight Line D/A converter going into

the wonderfully transparent First
Sound Reference II passive signal se-

have is that the bass doesn't go down

deeper. Its quality is excellent, however, and is very good down to a perceived 40 or 50 Hz in my room. (I will
try various subwoofers in the near future.) After living with the SM-10s, if
I

lector and attenuator. Records were had to opt for lesser reproduction
played with an Oracle turntable fitted above 60 Hz in order to get good low
with a Well Tempered Arm and Spec- bass, I wouldn't make that trade.
tral Audio MCR-1 Select pickup feedThe fit and finish of these speakers is
ing an EAR Head step-up transformer classic Win. Sao Win is such a perfecand a tube phono preamp. Power am- tionist that he worked with the compaplifiers used were a pair of Quicksilver ny that finishes the enclosures for
M135 prototype mono tube amps, the months until he was satisfied with the
fabulous Carver Silver Sevens, and a perfection of the black lacquer.
very good little switching amplifier deWhat are some of the technologies
signed by my good friend and mentor, that make such an outstanding speakMack Turner.
er? First, the transducer unit is a flat How realistic is the SM-10's sound? plane coaxial design whose woofer is a
Imaging is wide and deep, and record- ring radiator with an outer diameter of
ing spaces and boundaries are re- 61/2 inches and about a 3 -inch inner
vealed with newly perceived precision. diameter. The flat -plane tweeter diaTonal accuracy and resolution of musi- phragm is mounted inside that 3 -inch
cal details are simply stunning-and circle. By "flat -plane," I mean that the
all this with very low amounts of harsh- woofer and tweeter membranes are
ness and irritation! The only complaint I approximately in the plane of the front
80

surface of the enclosure. This arrangement eliminates the tunnelling and diffractive effects of having a tweeter lo-

cated back at a conventional cone's
apex, as in other coaxial designs, and
helps to improve the alignment of the
two radiators in time.
The woofer diaphragm is driven nodally (about halfway between its center
and outer diameter) by a voice -coil of
very large diameter, and it is laminated
from thin layers of woven carbon fiber
and a silica -gel catalyst, compressed
under high temperature and pressure.
The result is a moving assembly of
surprisingly low mass, some 29 grams.
Very high damping of breakup modes
above the woofer's operating range is
another important benefit of this construction technique.

The tweeter diaphragm is also flat
and is a disc about 1 inch in diameter.

This disc is made out of mica and
alumina ceramic and is, like the woofer, compressed under high pressure

and temperature. The resulting diaAUDIO/JULY 1992

"There is an inherent quality of
ruggedness, reliability, and sonic integrity
that has always impressed me favorably
when I have had the opportunity to test and
listen to Soundcraftsmen products."
Leonard Feldman, Audio

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN UTILIZES ITS LEGENDARY
CRAFTSMANSHIP AND RELIABILITY TO PRODUCE THE
FINEST LINE OF AUDIO ELECTRONICS AVAILABLE.

MADE IN THE USA AND CRAFTED TO EXACTING
TOLERANCES, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN ELECTRONICS ARE
AMERICAN INGENUITY AT ITS HIGHEST LEVEL.

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE A400, P100, AND T100

MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
Technical Assistance: 2200 S Ritchey, Santa Ana, Ca 92705,
Phone 714-556-6191
Sales Support: 555 W Lamm Rd, Freeport, IL 61032,
Phone 815-232-2000
MTX, 1992
Quote reprinted with permission from Hatchet* Magazine, 1989

The Win SM-10s produced
the most incredibly musical

and realistic sound I have
ever heard in my home.

phragm is nodally driven, like the woofer. This tweeter's suspension has con-

Considerable research and comput-

the coaxial driver unit. It is made of an
inert aluminum/zinc alloy.

ing went into the magnetic design of

siderably more excursion capability the drivers. The magnetic material
than I have seen in other tweeters. Win

Research says that this tweeter diaphragm has 10 times the bending stiff-

ness and twice the internal damping
loss of titanium.

Beneath the enclosure's beauty is

used is Alnico 8. In my experience, the

design technology as extensive as that
used for the drivers, including the use
of computerized finite -element analysis
to reduce and optimize vibration. The

use of Alnico magnets in speakers
makes them sound fast and accurate.

Last, but certainly not least, is the
die-cast basket and frame assembly of

material used

in

the enclosure is

Medex, 11/4 inches thick, with complex

internal bracing. The driver assembly

CD STORAGE+

is mounted to some of the internal
braces rather than the front panel itself.
All edges of the enclosure are rounded
with a large radius, to eliminate diffraction radiation.
The stands are an integral part of the
SM-10 system and were designed especially for these speakers to get the

Sorice Systems - Setting the Standards in Audio /Video Storage
We pioneered the "bookshelf with bookend" method of CD Storage. Far superior to
narrow-minded slotted systems, our method easily does what slotted systems cannot:

+ Stores Single, Double and Boxed CD sets + Stores more in less space

transducer up at listening ear height.
Special "Neural rubber" isolation

+ Simplifies organizing your collection + Saves time when re -arranging your

collection + Many Models allow storage of CD's, Cassettes and Videos all
in ONE Cabinet + Fully adjustable bookends keep Discs & Tapes upright

mounts decouple the speaker from the
stands.

Protect and Organize your valuable Audio/Video collection in our Premium Solid
Hardwood Line of cabinets. All Models come fully assembled in your choice of Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Here's just a sampling:

legs is the passive crossover unit. The
crossover is outside of the enclosure to
reduce vibration effects on the crossover components and to eliminate any

Mounted on the rear of the stand

magnetic coupling from the drivers.
This crossover has two sets of inputs,
for bi-wiring the speakers to amplifiers.
The crossover's electrical characteristics and the drivers' electromechanical
characteristics yield a net fourth -order
low-pass roll -off for the woofer, mated
to a second -order high-pass characteristic for the tweeter, at an effective

10111111111

Model No. 8100

crossover frequency of around 3.5

Stores 100 CD's. Can be stacked or wall
mounted (feet are removeable). Shown in Solid
Golden Oak with optional Smoked Glass Sliding

kHz. The quality of the components in
the crossover is first-rate, with Litz -wire
inductors used along with all film ca-

Doors 13',

\X

r

X

71/21).

pacitors. The damping resistors are
made in semiconductor TO -220 cases
with little finned heat -sinks to dissipate
heat!
At $6,250 a pair, these speakers are
not cheap, and they certainly won't appeal to all buyers looking at speakers
in this price range. For many, however,
firmly believe that the SM-10s' compelling honesty and realism will make
the price worth it. For my part, I have
I

Model No. A150
Model No. A300 Stores 100 CD's, 186 Cassettes,
80 Videos or any combination. Can be stacked or wall mounter1.

Stores 150 CD's, 93 Cassettes, 40 Videos or
any combination. Can be stacked or wall mounted.

Shown in Park Brown Solid Oak with SmokedClassD
39:: '1.1
x 7H"D.

Shown in Solid Walnut with optional Clear Glass

soRce

Doors. 201/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D.

A Division of Alyssa Creations, Inc.

JJ(formerly Creative Woodworking)
P.O. Box 747, Nutley, NJ 07110

We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Checks and Money Orders. All
come with a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full Ono Year Warranty.

For FREE Full Color Literature and
Prices on our Complete Line of Audio'
Video Storage Systems: Call Toll Free
1-800-432.8005, or FAX your name
and address to 1-201.748.2592.

not enjoyed reproduced music as
much as

asked if

have in the recent months

would send the pair that
have to Audio for photography, my
heart stopped momentarily and
I

I

I

quickly said to myself, "No way, Jose!"
I

couldn't bear the thought of being

without them!
82
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with the SM-10s. When my editor

Bascom H. King
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We Sell For Less!
And still give you the best service!
STEREO RECEIVERS
Call Melissa today for Low Prices!

rl

Toshiba Laptop

IMPAIMIN =

LCD display
1MB RAM, expand-

la=
JVC RX-507
II NN ISMNSIN DISCM Al till72H;o

able to 9 MB

Special

New for '92, 80 watts, digital Pro Logic, 7 band EQ.

Call

JVC RX-307
New for '92, 80 watts, 40 presets, 0.03% THD.

Call

JVC RX-807
New for '92, 120 watts, Dolby Pro Logic, digital delay
69 key remote with power on/off

g

Call for prices on our complete selection of
Pro Logic Surround Sound Receivers!

40MB hard drive
light weight, only
6.9 lbs1

Call!
CMS 386 M100

CPU 2mb/100mb HD.... $949
... all!
hard drive .......0

486-33MhZ 4mb/200mb
$229
Citizen 24 pin printer ...........................

Call!
Wide carraige ....... Call!

Panasonic KXP1123 24 pin wide printer...

Panasonic KXP1624

))

MINI COMPONENT SYSTEMS
JBL L100t3
Factory authorized closeout
ight walnut finish.

g-

o

Call

JVC MX -77

4 amps, 7 band EQ, motorized volume, 6+1 CD changer

$599

Denon G-05

36 wts/channel, Tuner with 12 presets, Dolby B, music search

Special

Panasonic SC-CH7
Cfc

20 watts/channel, CD with 20 track programming, Dolby
B/C, tri-chamber bass, 2 way speackers

$699/pr.
BIC M-6 Muro

Call

Top quality, easy to install in -wall speaker system

Design Acoustics PS -CV

$89

Center channel speaker, shielded for video

CAR AUDIO

$588

Yamaha YST-C11

CD player, dual A/R casette deck, 4 band EQ, 3 way speakers

Mcfd

CASSETTE DECKS
JBL

T903

6 x 9, 3 way system, 120 watts

$159

JVC KM- 175

JVC TDW805

$237

Twin A/R, synchro-dub, full logic, digital display

CV

OO

Alphasonik PMA 2050i

$138

50 watts x 2, bridgeable to mono, 4 or 8 ohms

$229

JVC TDV541TN

00

$177

22 watts/channel, 20 presets, auto -reverse, fader

3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/Hx Pro, MPX

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

JVC TDW307
New for '92, full logic, A/R, hi -speed dub, peak meter

Call

Teac V390 CHX

$99

Center mount mechanism, Auto tape selector

Brother FAX 380
10 page document feeder,
FAX/telephone switch

$449

CD PLAYERS

Sony C-202 Discman, 8X, Mega -Bass .... $179
Pana IKXT4200, Cordless answer/phone ... $136
Whistler 2SE, 3 band radar detector
$139

LL
Magnavox CDC -552

$1

59

5 disc changer, 16 bit, 20 track programming, can change 4
during play!

JVC XLM 407

Call

6 + 1 CD Changer, music calendar, random play, remote

JVC XLI451
Single CD, optical output, random play

$168

VISA

or C.O.D Some Items closeout,
some limited items

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713
10 -Day Return Policy: Returned items accepted within 10
days of purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original
condition. 10% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not
refundable.

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

EXHIBITION PIECES
Johann Pachelbel: Music for Organ.
Werner Jacob, organ.

Virgin Classics VC7 91087-2, CD;
DDD; 72:58.

About time! Now those who have
become familiar with the name Pachelbel via the all -too -well-known Canon

may discover the real man, the most
eminent of the immediate predecessors of J. S. Bach in Central Germany
and a composer whose music is startlingly like that of Bach, out of the same

splendid tradition. The Pachelbels
were even friends of the Bach family.
The present organist, Werner Jacob,
interestingly holds the same position in

the same church at Nuremburg that
Pachelbel did in his mature years (he
died in 1706, 44 years before Bach's
death). But this man had to go elsewhere to find an appropriate, presentday organ for Pachelbel's music, the

1833 organ in Alsace. To old Bach
organ fans, this organ will sound strikingly like that on which Dr. Albert

Schweitzer played his famous organ
recordings of Bach, released in 78 rpm,
the first lengthy Bach recordings on an

instrument appropriate to the music

Murray Perahia Plays Franck and
Liszt.
Sony SK 47180, CD; 60:13.

Murray Perahia, his youth tending
now towards early middle age, is without a doubt one of our most intelligent

and musical pianists, with a remarkably reliable understanding of many
kinds of music as well as the expected
super -technique. In the more intellec-

tually difficult works of the Romantic
age, this man is outstanding-especially in Liszt.
Everybody knows Liszt as the great
Romantic devil -pianist, the greatest
ever, whose music for that instrument

mented triad, never resolved, moving

on to more of the same; he was the
earliest to make music of the sort, emphatically before Wagner perfected his

musical flotations that went on and
on. .

.

.

Few pianists can fathom these aspects, for they are surrounded in so
many works by the finger fireworks that
demand all the attention a pianist can
muster! Hidden behind a billion tones,

like points of flashing light, is the real
sense of the music, the harmonies and
the melodies. Mostly, they are lost.
Need I say more? Perahia is astonishingly aware of every shade of Liszt-

ian meaning while tossing off the in-

and the playing of Bach himself. That
organ, too, was Alsatian.
The music here is Bach -like through-

out, including preludes, fugues, a toccata, and two chaconnes (ciaconna).
There are also more than a half dozen

chorale settings on familiar German
tunes, every one of which Bach also
set numerous times, not only in his
organ music but in his major works
such as the Passions and the cantatas.
Pachelbel, unlike the somewhat peasant -like and often jolly Buxtehude, out
of the north, is as serious as Bach, as

elegant and as rigorous, but capable
also of lightness and color when it is
appropriate. Pachelbel is simply "low-

was the final challenge-and yet so credible fireworks not only with utter er voltage"-Bach was indeed the
often seemed fussy and hideously ease but in the right proportion to the greater musical mind. But this man
over -ornamented. It surely does- "meat" they so easily cover up. I've nevertheless was a tremendous influwhen played with mere technique, and

without depth. More and more,

it

seems to me, we can realize the profound and even unsettling profundities

that hide behind so much Liszt, the

never heard better Liszt than this-and
that means communicative. It makes

ence on German music, notably

ear sense.

J.

The big Franck at the beginning, a
major concert piece, is wonderfully
clear and balanced, but not as much

Christoph). And, needless to say, on

through his numerous pupils (including
S.

Bach's older brother Johann

tear at his soul as he writes-even in

an accomplishment as the Liszt.

It

Bach himself.
This is a fine organ, on the mild and
chaste side but very much of the older

There is no other harmony like Liszt. It
is not imitable. Everywhere is the aug-

doesn't have to be. Did I hear B A C H
in it? Never noticed it before.
Edward Tatnall Canby

school in spite of the late date. It was
built before the era of the French "Romantic" organ. It is, of course, a me -

acrid, restless harmonies that seem to

many of the frothiest showpieces.
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chanically operated "tracker" organthere was no other kind in 1833. So

bles et Sentimentales" serves as an
introduction to the also dance -like "Ori-

seasoned pros who themselves knew
Stravinsky and the greats involved in

were the early Romantic instruments.
But this one, like Schweitzer's, looks

ental" of Granados, and then a more
impressionistic mood is set by Debus-

so many of his works-the styling is

perfection, totally communicative.
That's only half the record. A filler to
The Empire's collective virtuosity is finish off? I wondered-Ernst Toch? A
something to hear. On most of these prominent modernist in the post -WWI
transcriptions, we don't miss the full period along with Stravinsky, but of a
orchestra at all. Telarc's rich and wide very different nature. This is early prestereo spread places the instruments war Toch and absolutely lovely as a
far enough away that their consider- late -Romantic youthful work composed

back to a long and sturdy tradition sy's Sarabande.
rather than forward to such as Franck,

Vidor, and the "symphonic" organ
school.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Romantic Brass: Music of France
and Spain. Empire Brass.
Telarc CD -80301, CD; 61:02.

The Empire Brass is much in evidence these days, with their six previ-

able reflective energy in the hall can when Toch (1887 to 1964) was 26,
be sensed with just a pair of Schoeps perfecting his technique after the mutube mikes for the brass. John Sunier sic he knew, the grand tradition. No
doubt about it, here was a real genius.

ous Telarc recordings, world tours,
and many broadcast appearances

But could he fit into the violently
Stravinsky: Suite from Pulcinella changing world of the 1920s? I found a
here. The 16 selections on this CD are and other works for violin and piano; peculiar pleasure in this music betranscriptions of works seldom or nev- Ernst Toch: Sonata for Violin and cause it is exactly my own age! Totally
er before heard played by a brass Piano. Eudice Shapiro, violin; Ralph irrelevant, but I recommend it and the
quintet. The Spanish and French composers include AlbOniz, Turina, Granados, Rodrigo, Debussy, and Ravel.

Berkowitz, piano.
Crystal CD302, CD; 64:54.
Here is one of Crystal's most effec-

When one notes that the quintet is
joined by a percussionist and guitarist
for many selections, a feeling of hesita-

tive recordings, a program for violin

tion may suggest itself to the purist.
But not to worry-all works smoothly,

and focus on just the two instruments.
For anyone who has been around, so

and piano that has so many interesting

facets you forget the "recital" aspect

Stravinsky as ageless CD.
Edward Tatnall Canby

Janacek: Piano Sonata 1.X.1905; In
the Mists; On the Overgrown Path,
Series I. Leif Ove Andsnes
Virgin Classics VC 7 91222-2, CD;

to speak, in Stravinsky, every one of DDD; 70:47.
from Rodrigo's "Concierto de Aran- the featured works here is familiar, but
From the cover of this CD, Leif Ove
juez" for brass and guitar. At 11 min- not one is in the original form. All are Andsnes stares at you with a wary petutes, it is the major work on this spar- brilliant piano -violin recastings, mostly ulance that suggests a self-indulgent
especially the lovely middle movement

kling recording.
The pieces by the same composer
are spaced out in the program for variety; thus, a work by one composer can
comment on those just before and after

by Stravinsky himself. This opens up a
whole new look and listen, and there is
endless interest in what happens in the
changed format. To hear ultra -familiar

by other composers. For example, a

parts of Firebird and Petrouchka in
such a precise and sharply defined

short excerpt from Ravel's "Valses No-

form is fascinating. The performers are

teenager. Don't be fooled. Though he
may have been just emerging from his
teenage years when he recorded this
(in 1990), the pianism is mature and
poetic: A feast of tonal coloration and
rhythmic sophistication. What is moody
and introspective actually is Janaeek's
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Leif Ove Andsnes performs
rubato and color changes
in these piano works as if
they had been generated by
Jandeek's own imagination.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims

of advertisers, including product availability
and existence of warranties. Therefore, the fol-

lowing infcrmation is provided for your protection.
1. Confirm price and merchandise information
with the seller, including brand, model, color or
finish, accessories and rebates included in the

Joaquin Rodrigo: The Complete Music for Piano. Gregory Allen, piano;
Anton Nel, piano 2. Bridge 9027 A/B.
This first recorded collection of Joa-

price.

2. Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period and
who pays the postage for returned merchandise.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a
U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller itself offer a warranty? In either case, what is cov-

quin Rodrigo's works for both two- and
four -hand piano is a treasure-trove of

fascinating and picturesque pieces.
We get to see a different side of the
Spanish composer known for his melodic works for guitar and orchestra.

ered by warranty, how long is the warranty period,

where will tie product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the

The early efforts show an appreciation
of Debussy, Ravel, Satie, and Stravinsky. After study with Paul Dukas, Rod-

written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including
cancelled cnecks, receipts and correspondence.
For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date,
expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the

rigo began a study of early Spanish
art music, and later pieces bear many
familiar hallmarks of the culture of Andalusia. Gregory Allen is an exciting
performer, captured in clean and resonant sonics.
John Sunier

6. Merchandise substitution without your ex-

subject matter in these frequently moving pieces.
The 1905 date that serves as a title
for the sonata memorializes the killing

press prior consent is not allowed.

of a Czech worker by Austrian troops

If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all

Ravel: Piano Works, Vol. 1. Andre

for no greater offense than having sup-

Laplante, piano. Elan CD 2232.

promised time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you generally have
the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

7.

the pertinent information and keep a copy.
8.

If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from

the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.
If,

after following the above guidelines, you

experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let
us know. Write to Nick Matarazzo, Publisher of
Audio Magazine. Be sure to include copies of
all correspondence.

ported the Brno University. Although
the events that helped Janacek shape
the rest are generally personal and
sometimes very obscure, the tragedy
played a
clear role.

The useful booklet notes (by Mark
Audus) make clear that, to Janacek,

the piano while a master is playing

the piano was "his instrument" and that
the more personal quality of the writing
(vis-a-vis his operas, which are much
better known today) is to be expected.

the piano having been "his instru-

But the pieces are "pictorial" only in

DEMON

AgpliftIMIDEALER
The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized
Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are
not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the
protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.
Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.
Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.
So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.
It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.
To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810

(9:00 am 500 pm EST) DENON

This initial CD in a projected complete traversal is beautifully played but
somewhat marred by an overly close
pickup, which lets you hear the piano's
It gives
the impression that you're lounging by

the most abstract sense: They gain in
impact from our knowing what inspired
them, but they deal with patterns and
emotions rather than objects or events

some of Ravel's most idiomatic music,

ment." Included are "Gaspard de la
Nuit," "Valses Nobles et Sentimentales," "Menuet Antique," and the Sonatine.
Robert Long

as such.
The deftness with which Andsnes realizes these works is uncanny. Rubato

and color changes seem utterly unstudied-though the control with which
he produces them is undeniable-just
as though they had been generated by
the imagination of the composer himself. The loudest notes are a little hard
in sound, but otherwise it is almost
impossible to imagine how the performances could be improved.
Virgin Classics used The Maltings at
Snape for this CD. Recordings made
there demonstrate to those of us who
have never attended it why the Alde-

burgh Festival has such appeal for
those who have. Here, the burnished
ambience is a welcome presence that
never intrudes on some really exceptional music -making.
86
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
TRADING PLACES
Lovett's songs make this a dark album, far lonelier than Springsteen's
Human Touch. They don't come any

Human Touch: Bruce Springsteen
Columbia CK 53000, CD; AAD; 58:51.

Sound: B-

lonelier than "She's Already Made Up
Her Mind" or "She's Leaving Me Because She Really Wanted To" (the only
true country song here). Nor are they
bleaker than "Baltimore," a song about
his grandmother's death. Fortunately,
all of this darkness is cushioned by the
hopelessly horny "I've Been to Memphis" and "She Makes Me Feel Good,"
or by "Church," where cornbread and
beans prove more sustaining than the
long-winded preacher.
It's curious that Springsteen and Lovett are moving in opposite directions,
Bruce toward country (whether or not
he'd own up to it) and Lyle away from
it. Yet the public perception of each is
still stuck in first impressions. Artistic
growth is often rough on the artist, but
maybe even rougher on a public that
resists change.
Michael Tearson

Performance: B

Lucky Town: Bruce Springsteen
Columbia CK 53001, CD; AAD; 39:41.
Performance: B Sound:C +
Joshua Judges Ruth: Lyle Lovett
MCA/Curb MCAD-10475, CD; DDD;
57:41.

Sound: A

Performance: A

Bruce Springsteen is certainly a long

way from "Thunder Road" and its
sprawling landscapes. His new. albums, Human Touch and Lucky Town,
continue the process of his de-mythification, something he began on Tunnel
of Love five years ago. Touch is fueled

by loneliness, while Town celebrates
acceptance of his new family life.
find Touch to be the stronger alI

bum, probably because loneliness mo0 tivates the muse better than satisfaction. The yearning tone of the title track
is a perfect opener, while the desper-

Q.

ate "Gloria's Eyes" and the anthemic
"All or Nothing at All" serve as standouts. The moody "With Every Wish,"
featuring guest vocals by Sam Moore
and Bobby Hatfield, is the only song

0
0 on either album that might be con-

strued as any kind of stylistic reach.

Rise Robots Rise. TVT 3210-2.
Rise Robots Rise is a semi -anonymous 12 -piece ensemble (no names
On Lucky Town, the opener, "Better appear on the disc) founded by New
Days," sets a tone and theme that car- York University students Joe Mendelry through the album, with "Local son and Ben Nitze. They superimpose

Hero" and "Leap of Faith" the best rap- and funk -inspired vocals over hip it is "My Beautiful
Reward" that stands out as the most
haunting song. Appropriately, Springsteen dedicates this album to his wife

hop and industrial rhythms supplied by

and children.

guns -blazing hard rock to fat jazz and
wah-wah'd Jimi Hendrix psychedelia,
the songs serve as vehicles for biting

rockers. However,

There is a built-in familiarity to the
sound of both discs. Recording is adequate, if nothing special. One caveat:

On too many of the more raucous
songs, Springsteen's voice is submerged in the mix, obscuring his lyrics.

In the end, he continues to strip his
musical vocabulary down to its basics
while his songwriting is more introspective than ever.

With muted Miles Davis -like horns and

wailing guitar lines that glide from

social commentary. Yet you have to
work hard to cut through the odd juxta-

position of musical styles and the
dense, studio -happy mix to get the
message.

Michael Wright

Doppelganger: Curve. Charisma
92108-2.

The brainchild of media darlings

In contrast, while Lyle Lovett also
refines his musical vocabulary, his

Toni Haliday and Dean Garcia, Curve

sonic presentation on Joshua Judges
Ruth, his first album in three years, is

offers a dense backdrop of swirling
electric guitars and layers of breathy

crystal-clear digital, a very effective

ments-bluesy melodies, crisp yet

backing vocals that supplement Haliday's coy, throaty lead singing. The
fetching Haliday spins alternately between disappointment with some coldhearted oaf and revenge pacts made

stark arrangements, and his skewed -

of black cotton candy. Though Curve is

viewpoint songwriting-exist in both.
The key instrument here is Matt Roll-

seductive and enigmatic, they're not
really unique, and comparing them to
others would be too easy. Yet their

means for spotlighting his lyrics.
Joshua is much sparer than Lovett's

Large Band (1989), but similar ele-

ing's piano, the only sonic constant.
88

the treble click of a drum machine.
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success lies in blending elements of
style and substance, producing a luscious, compelling sound that keeps
you at the edge of your stereo, hitting

tour. Highlights abound, the very best

a duet wi:h fiddler Alison Krauss on

Toby Haber

"Prodigal Daughter (Cotton Eyed Joe)"
that segues into a jam with Alison's hot
band, Union Station. Among the other
standouts are "33 rpm Soul" with Pops

The Mandolin Man: Marvin. Restless

Staples, "Secret to a Long Life" with

72582-2.
Marvin is actually Marvin Etzioni, the

Levon Helm and Garth Hudson of The

the repeat button.

bass player (for one album only) and
contributing songwriter for the long dormant L.A. quartet Lone Justice. The
Mandolin Man, his debut recording, re-

calls nobody more than Leonard Cohen, for several reasons: Etzioni's gruff

vocals, the arch romanticism of his
songs, and the fearlessness of their
slow tempos. My particular favorites

Band, "Jump Jim Crow" witl Taj Mahal, "Over the Waterfall" with Ireland's
Hothouse Flowers, "Blackberry Blossom" with Norman and Nancy Blake's
Rising Fawn String Ensemble, and
"Strawberry Jam" with Doc Watson,
Jerry Douglas, and Mark O'Connor.

King's X. Atlantic 82372-2.
The eponymous fourth King's X album shows this hard rock trio at last
expanding its vision beyond obscure
C. S. Lewis concepts to explore more
personal emotions. In spite of the increased accessibility, however, even a
rock 'n' roll cliché such as the isolation
of the road receives more cerebral ex-

pression than found with ordinary
bands. These are very talented musi-

cians who stitch together complex
structures that please the listener's
mind while kicking you -know -what.
Michael Wright

Arkansas Traveler's diversity reveals a

lot about Michelle in a wildly careen- Poison Girl: Chris Whitley. Columbia
ing ride that will not fit into any radio 44K 74247.
include the paean to street musicians, format.
We're really not in the business of
Michael Tearson
"Clarinet Row," as well as the sadly
eviewing CD -5s, but this one desweet "Rosemary Nobody" and the
serves serious attention. Leading with
Guthrie-esque "My Ultimate Home."
"Poison Girl," a great cut from WhitMichael Tearson
ley's Living with the Law album, it also
includes five solo, live acoustic perforInner Revolution: Adrian Belew. Atmances-three from Whitley's living
lantic 82370-2.
room and two from a concert in BoulWith Inner Revolution, we find the
der. Whitley takes the blues and bends
clever ex-Zappa/Bowie/King Crimson
the genre into something fresh and ofguitarist Adrian Belew playing almost
ten startling.
Michael Tearson
every instrument and producing this
all -digital set. Belew lets his thoughtful
Anything Can Happen: Leon Russell.
lyrics wander over mature subjects
Virgin 2-91821.

After too long an absence, Leon

(self -transformation, divorce, and great
sex) while his guitar squeaks, squeals,

and shimmers through bouncy '60s -

Russell returns with a fine, characteris!ic album. He sounds as good as ever.

cum -'90s pop that more than once

Bruce Hornsby co -produced with

brings George Harrison to mind. Great
songs, artful arrangement textures, in-

Leon and also co -wrote five of the 10

novative guitar, fine singing, and the

Leon's own "Black Halos" (about De-

selections. The best of these are

feeling of a good time add up to a
brilliant record.

sert Storm), a goofy and somewhat

Michael Wright

rappy "Too Much Monkey Business,"

Hornsby's own "Stranded on Easy

On Track: Buckwheat Zydeco. Cha-

Street," and the title track.
Michael Tearson

risma 91822-2.

Buckwheat Zydeco, a.k.a. Stanley
Dural, has stated in the past that he

Remember Me?: Otis Redding. Stax

wants to do for zydeco accordion what
Jimi Hendrix did for electric guitar, and

SCD-8572-2.

Can you believe it? A full hour -22
cuts in all-of previously unreleased
Otis Redding. Some cuts are newly

in the riveting eight -minute jam on
"Hey Joe," he damn near does! Other
highlights are "Won't You Let Me Go?"
and "The Midnight Special." A whole
lot of fun.
Michael Tearson
Arkansas Traveler: Michelle Shocked.
Mercury 314-512 101-2.
This is Michelle Shocked's most fascinating album yet, each of the 14 selections recorded in a different location
with friends to create a frisky mystery
AUDIO/JULY 1992

unearthed songs, and some are fascinating alternate takes of "Dock of the
Bay," "Try a Little Tenderness," and an
early "l've Got Dreams to Remember"
with very different lyrics. Superb notes

by Rob Bowman, annotator of last
year's huge Stax/Volt box and the
Michelle
Shocked

three -disc Otis Redding Story before
that, round out this package.
Michael Tearson
89

JAZZ & BLUES
SHEETS OF SOUND
Mobley, Gene Ammons, Al Cohn, and
Zoot Sims, to name a few, in the same
place at virtually the same time.
Furthermore, we have the collaborative work and involvement of Rudy Van

Gelder, perhaps jazz's greatest recording engineer, and noted producers Bob Weinstock and Orrin Keep -

news. There's something strange
about not hearing any Monk/'Trane or

Miles/'Trane interaction among 16
CDs, but that's all explained vis-à-vis
unwanted boxed -set repetition.

Now, let's jump to the mid -'60s,
where we find Coltrane at the height of

his final and most spiritual stage. Although The Major Works of John Coltrane, a two -CD set recorded in 1965,
may be somewhat pretentiously titled,

does successfully and admirably
represent some of the saxophonist's
most revered, elongated, and percussive works. find the introductions to
pieces such as "Selflessness" continit

I

ually fascinating, while the dense, two tenor passages with Pharoah Sanders
are intriguing and mystifying.

Indeed, not only "Selflessness" but
also each of the compositions here-

"Ascension," "Om," and "Kulu Se
Mama"-underscore Coltrane's post-

humous impact during the '70s.

It

should be noted that this release arrives on the heels of last year's Im-

The Prestige Recordings: John Coltrane

scrutiny. But why focus on negative

pulse/GRP four -CD live set, Lost in Japan. Have they been issued too closely together? I don't think so.
Jon W. Poses

aspects? Why not pay attention to the
Prestige/Fantasy 16 PCD-4405-2, 16 fact that some of the genre's seminal
Tuskegee Experiments: Don Byron
CDs; AAD; 18 hours, 47 minutes.
players, particularly Sonny Rollins, are
Elektra Nonesuch 79280-2, CD; AAD;
Sound: B+
Performance: A- /A present on these recordings?
62:11.
The
package
is
overwhelming-as
The Major Works of John Coltrane
Performance: B much as, or perhaps more than, any Sound: B
Impulse/GRP GRD-2-113, two CDs;
other
boxed
set
I've
listened
to
these
With the death last year of John CarAAD; 2:37:05.
past few years. The Prestige Record- ter, Don Byron may be the last great
Sound: APerformance: A -/B + ings spoke to me about a specific spot hope for the jazz clarinet. Though not
I have discussed the massive 16 -CD on the jazz history spectrum. The mid - the conceptualist that Carter was, ByJohn Coltrane set with any number of '50s was such an important time for ron-who spends a lot of time with his
my colleagues, and some of them Coltrane and also for jazz development Klezmer group-draws deftly from jazz
don't view it as a "five-star" boxed set. as a whole, but simply put, I don't know traditions, often recalling the free -form
Everyone admits that it's an amazing any other collection making that case wanderings of flutist/saxophonist Hencompilation, but they don't regard it as more strongly than this one.
ry Threadgill's trio, Air.
housing 'Trane's best work.
Also, I'd like to emphasize that the
Byron is steeped to a fault in the '60s
I don't necessarily quibble with that. 18+ hours of material were recorded and '70s art -jazz classicism of Bill DixThose were Coltrane's "formative" within the span not of three decades, on, Leo Smith, and Anthony Braxton.
years, the mid -1950s, not necessarily but rather three years. Says a lot. And His more impressionistic works, like his
his most formidable. I do, however, feel it places pianists Tommy Flanagan, tribute to muralist Diego Rivera, have
that, in hindsight, we may be holding Red Garland, and Mal Waldron and an austere, contemporary classical
the -giant amqng giants up to unfair saxophonists Jackie McLean, Hank tone that works against them, creating
90
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power into 2 ohms $1198

SB30
INFARED REPEATERS

vaP

RF 2000 Power Amplifier
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Sound Inc. You've Never Heard!

A Division of Rockford Corporation
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DZ-92 Remote Compact Disc aver Orig 5280
Featues dual D/A converters 4X OS 3 arn $
mini

Loudspeakers_

AK -100

AUDIO PRODUCTS SOUND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

_7- 1/2

;price

PRICES
HUGHES

LUXMAN Compact Disc Player

AVAILABLE

$ I 69

'PHILIPS SUPER SALE 1 800 542
LASER
DISC
PLAYERS

LAST CALL

CDV 600

aser disc player features new

FC315XBK -

FCR5OXBK
Auto reverse cassEttvc deck

DFA9EOBK

Dual stereo cassete deck
features dual Azimuth ad-

bitstream PDM I -bit D/A with Dolby® B/C noise reconversion w/256X OS, 50 duction; Dolby® H.< Pro and justments, Dolby® B/C noise
button jog/shuttle remote, fine bias control, quick music reduction, Dolby® HX Pro
TS, S -video Output, 425 lines search, tape counter, auto headroom extension, mic
horizontal resolutionmusic search g more
mixing function and mere.

LH H500

Reference digital integrated Reference series CD playe.1
amplifier features 120W/ch features Bitstream pulse

RMS into 4 ohms, dual density modulation 1 -bit
monaural pre-amp/amp 256X oversampling D/A

ORIG $1100188

ORIG $400 $

ORIG $300 $

sections, D/A converter sec- conversion, FTS, remote,
tion, digital direct functions AMS, random P more
ORIG $750 $
ORIG t2000$

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

a/d/s/
SUPER SALE a,/00I/S
R4 Receiver
(,1w/ch receiver \A/remote Ong 51000 NOW

L400E Bookshelf speaker
7 woofer & soft dome tweeter

SW4 Subwoofer

L /Liar voice coil 10" driver in a tuned enclosure

M12 Tower Speaker
Ine or,,,nal MI2. B Stock

MI 5 90 Tower Speaker
I -way 15" woofers Biwirinq capability

$569
$399
$239
$799
CALL

SAT 5, SAT 6, SAT 7, STAND 1, SW5, SUBIO,
SUB12, 75011, L200E, C3001s, C4001s

110W ONLY

1599

PROTON D 9 4 0

/ In -wall

Speakers

750iL Oak Only

7" copolymer woofer,
-advanced 24dB/octave

The D940 40W AM/FM receiver features

crossover

Schotz noise reduction for FM, DPD w/peak
capabilities of of 160W/ch at 8 ohms (280W
at 4 ohms, 1v1M, MC phono switching, and
special bass equalization enhances low freq

Low-diff-action flush
baffle and bi-wire capable
I 50 W power handling
FR 42-20kHz

ORIG $1000
$1000
NOW ONLY

$629

ORIG $519
NOW ONLY

$26,

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER INFORMATION
ROUTE 23 SOUTH

KINNELON, N.J. 07405
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Firm (Reader Service No ) Page
Adcom (1)
AudioQuest

Cover III
55, 57
19 & 20

BMG

Cambridge Soundworks (2, 3) ... 28, 29
Carver
6&7
Columbia House
3, 9 & 10
Counterpoint (4)
63
Denon (5)
13, 86
Jamo (6)
71
Levinson
79
Martin -Logan

a series of half -spoken sentences and

Ornette, the spark and fire of this

unanswered questions. These influ-

collaboration, participates in several
ways. He not only plays over Shore's
score for orchestra but also contributes a 1973 recording with Moroccan
musicians, a neo-trance track that appeared on his album Dancing in Your
Head (1977) and that served as a ref-

ences also course through the polemic

of the title piece, a poem written and
read by Sadiq about vicious medical
experiments on blacks.
But most of Tuskegee Experiments
bristles with quirky compositions negotiated by a rhythm team that alternates
bassists Lonnie Plaxico, Kenny Davis,
and Reggie Workman and drummers
Ralph Peterson, Jr. and Pheeroan akLaff. Byron has recruited guitarist Bill

Frisell as his foil, and they are well
attuned to each other. On "Next Love,"
Frisell parallels Byron's lines before

erence and inspiration for Shore. A
"way-out" soundtrack for a very "wayout" movie.
Michael Bieber

The Cat: Johnny Griffin. Antilles 422848-421-2.
There's something magnificently deceptive about Johnny Griffin's The Cat.

breaking away in cavorting, graceful
arcs through the staccato darts of Byron's solo. Frisell's solos are conceived
with the precision of composition but
have the burn of spontaneous improvisation. Ellington's "Mainstem" is given
a rollicking treatment with ricochet gui-

Although he seems mellower on the
surface, he still has the edge in his
tone and the bite in his riffs. The only

early -'60s Miles Davis with a twisting

only improves as it goes along.
Jon W. Poses

65
Maxell (7)
30 & 31
Midwest Electronics
75
Mobile Fidelity (8, 9)
47, 87
MTX/Soundcraftsmen
81
Museatex Audio Inc. (11)
22 & 23
Oldsmobile/Bravada (12)
77
Paradigm (13)
27
Parasound
67
Pioneer (14, 15)
Cover II & 1, 25
Polk (16)
fl.. 52 & 53
Radio Shack (21)
41
Reel to Real (17)
Cover IV
Seagram's Gin
17
Sony
5
Sorice (20)
82
Sound City (18)
91
Vandersteen (19)
78
Wisconsin Discount Stereo
83
Yamaha
14 & 15
Touch Tone Participant

thing missing is input from some of his
now -deceased tenor sax colleagues,
such as Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis, Sonny

Stitt, and Gene Ammons. Neverthetar lines and Byron's high -end wail. less, The Cat is a refreshing, up-to-the"Next Love" recalls the modalities of minute date that is good initially and
solo from Byron.

Tuskegee Experiments is an ambitious, if uneven, work from a musician

who hasn't tightened his focus but who
nevertheless shoots in some interesting directions.
John Diliberto

Skeleton at the Feast: Gary Lucas.
Enemy EMY 126-2. (Available from
Enemy Records, 11-36 31st Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106.)
Skeleton at the Feast is the solo re-

Naked Lunch-Music from the Origi- cording debut from former Captain
nal Soundtrack. Milan/BMG 73138 Beef heart guitarist Gary Lucas. He
35614-2.
plays unaccompanied guitar while
Any film adaptation of a William S. making extensive use of digital delays
Burroughs novel deserves a sound- and other electronic effects, multiplytrack as vitriolic as the psychohallucinogenic story. Such is the case with film
composer Howard Shore's (Silence of
the Lambs, Dead Ringers) collabora-

tion with Ornette Coleman on Naked
Lunch. By combining Coleman's alto
sax with a minimalist score, majestical-

ly performed by the London Philharmonic Orchestra, Shore has created a
near -perfect musical complement for
director David Cronenberg's film.
92

ing his sound into a cascading orchestral blitzkrieg. His songs alternate between extraterrestrial rockers and sliding fingerstyle blues -based rambles
played on a 1920s National Duolian.
Skeleton at the Feast is hardly the lat-

Working

c.71/hracles
Every Day

One meal at a time,
The Salvation Army provided
more than 63 million meals last
year.

est guitar -freak AOR crossover record,

but it certainly can open the mind to
the interesting possibilities of what a
solo guitar and a lot of dexterity can
accomplish.

Photograph: Col Wells Braun

Michael Wright
AUDIO/JULY 1992

Sharing Is Caring

Visit these specialty retailers
for professional consultation

DEALER SHOWCASE

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

EFORf YOU INVEST YOUR MONEY,

HIGH -END!!
AE(Xil9:

AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES
Al11)100(1E5f RM. LINE CENTER

CRlig( CWD DAY SIICX/FRRA DPA
ENERGY EPOS EXPOSURE KRELL

KRELL 1)1(iIIAL LINN MAMMY,
MAGNI IM 1)YNAI AR Mc(X)121.1A(1(

MIRAGE.

NAKAMK111 PIITLIPS PAC. PROM' REGA
ROOM TUNE Rana. sc.-lo .111,1c FIDITITY
SIMPLYPHYSIES SIDUNDORGANIZNI1ON
IARA I ABS 'IVAIPORAL(XitilINUIJA4 lARGEE

Be well inf i.med before you make a major
p.irthase.

Cur staff eknowledgeable professionals wi I
guide you teirough today's maze of state-ofthe-art co aponents, as we help yoL design a
system that is perfect for your environment
ano lifestyle.

We feature the latest in audio & video
technologr at affordable prices. We offer fast
corwenien . shipping and provide unparalleled
service aft the sale to make your irvestment
a sc and axe

SOUNac LiKE MUSIC
REAL, HI F1 SYSTEMS

We ono/

arrvywmf rr,,no Vapor( irthi ,,,1,

Itelp,ar door lilt best

Purveyors of:

Adcom Audioquest Audiostatic B&W
B&O Carver Selestion Counterpoint
Definitive Technology Denon Fosgate
Grado Klipsch Lexicon Marantz
McCormack Mod Squad M&K NAD
Paradigm Proton Rock Solid Rotel
Sci-Fi Tesla Terk Theta

AUDIOAVIOI,

(3101317-1700 Fax (310) 517-1732
11214 Jelton Avenue

(310) 370-8575

Dept. S Gardena, CA 90041)

KOBUK AKG KICI AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO CON I ZOL AUDIO "RO
BEER DYNAMIC 30SE CAL AUDIO LABS CE lESTION COUNTE RPM.

rzfew ',zits

Def: That phenomenon whereby the end
result is greater than the sum of the parts:
i.e. a home entertainment system created
by The Systems Design Group.

REFERENCE

ARIZONA's PREMIERE AUDIO STORE

7734 Weal Hell Road Suite 1306 PhoeliKKAri7oaa10073

SYNERGY

SP/1D SOME TIME WITH US.

CALIDAHLOIY3 DEM FOSGATE HAFTER GRADO SIGNATURE
NARNAN KARDOI HUGHES lAMO 1111. IS ENGINE E R1113 LEXICOA.

MAGNUM, DYNALAII MELDS MFA MOD SQUAD (McCORM.:KI NAB 41111

NOES OHM OW( PARASOUND PHILIPSPIONEER PICISE PRCION
PROA: PS AUDIO ROOMTUNE RYAN REVOX SONANO SONYS AX

Systems
Design

Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave

Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Mon -Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

Sun 11am-5pm
Demonstrations Every Day!

TARGET 10K 110RENS TICE VELODYNE VP! AND 7.1NY MORE I

CONNECTICUT

Audiocom
fahigh technology audio

ILLINOIS

IOWA

Reel to Real Designs

hawkeyeRIMITI.

Authorized Dealer.

CODA
Counterpoint

ALUM: Adcom, ADS. Beyer. Boston Acoustics, B&W, CWD,
Celeshon, Denon, Grado. Jamo, KEF. Niles. Lexicon, Luxman.
McIntosh. Nakamichi, Parasound, Reyox, Rockustics, Velodyne

Cary
Sumo

MOBILE AUDIO: ADS Alpine. Blaupunkt, B&W. Boston
Acoustics, KEF. Zapco, Z Box

Soundcraitsmen
Thorens
Parasounc
Fosgate
Simply Physics

VIDEQ: CWD, Draper. Denon, JBL, Luxman, Pulsar, Stewart.
Sharpvision. Sony, Sony Pro, Uttrawsion

Audio/video systems from the Industrys leaders
Home video theaters/media rooms.
Surround system specialists
Multi -room remote control systems.
Delivery, Installation and in -home service.
Our own on -premises service department.
Custom mobile audio installation
Serving our customers since 1968.

10-6 Monday -Saturday
2 rights off of exit #5 on US$/95 in CT.

Sumiko
Quicksilver
New f ()(

Ipeaker

Room Turves

800-283-4644
(all fur literati. re

203 637-3621

Visir our S:EAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM

177 Sound Beach Ave., Old Greenwich. CT 06870

at 3021 Saigamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62713.1

MAINE

MASSACHUSETTS

Ortofon

Apature
Audioquest

B&K
Carver
Conrad -Johnson

Definitive Technology

Infinity
M&K
Marantz
Onkyo

Paradigm
Polk Audio
Sharpvision
Sonographe

Sony
Spica
Stax
Thorens
Yamaha

t 1ptonica Video

319.337-4878
401 S. Gilbert, Iowa City, IA 52240

MINNESOTA

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.
Acurus ... Aragon ... Ariston
... Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Audio Research .. . Bryston ... Canon ...
Compact Discs ... Creek ... CWD
Denon

Dynavector

... Lexicon ... Livewire

Grado
jam
Magneplaner
Mariah

... Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson ... Mission ... NAD
Near ... Nova ... Pinnacle ... PSB
Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME
Sota
Stax ... Stewart
Sumiko
Sumo ... Symdex
Thoren ... Tiffany
VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi ExchAriqE
FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:
Adcom, Advent, AR, Audible
Illusions, Audioquest, B&K, Bedini,
Beyerdynamic, Cardas, Celsestion.
Counterpoint, Dual, Hafler, Harman,'
Kardon, KEF, KLH, Klyne, Maplenoll.
Marantz, Mirage, Monster Cable,
Morel, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Proton, QUAD, Revox, Sennheiser,
SME, Shure, Sony ES, Stax,
Straight Wire, Teac, Technics,
Thorens, Velodyne, VP],
and many more.
303 NewDury St., Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001
414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA C214E.
(617) 277-0111
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

1 (8001 229-0644
R o ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

The reedie doctor sells all major lines of needles
and cartridges. Great variety! He stocks audio,
video phone accessories, record care,
& headphones too.
M-Sa' 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Reakin's
419 54th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

(612) 378-0543

FAX (612) 378-9024

DEALER SHOWCASE
MISSISSIPPI

NEW YORK

THE FINEST SELECTION

rYOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
phono cartridges and °rigLinal replacement styli only!!

AUDIO

Providing the Ultimate
In Products & Services

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Denon,
Mission, B&W, Soundstream, Audioquest,
Paradigm, Monster Cable, M&K, Ortofon,
AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Sharp Vision,
Sony ES, Target, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdyamic

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAIMC ORDERS

N.Y. STATE Ole 55*1112

OAP

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

LYLE CARTRIDGES

345 Cornelia St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

518-561-2822
Fax: 518.561-2961

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

SHURE

oilo(on

NEW YORK

SAVANT

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

We specialize In hard to find

100 RUSSELL STREET
STARKVILLE, MS 39759

Free delivery and installation within a 300 mile radius

sraNTon

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

60 Years in Business...
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Apogee Audio Quest C.A.L. Classe
Magnum Monster Cable B&W

,CP"."

ArGS`'c'ce',,er°36e°
r``,,..,ocssis

Consultancy Custom Systems
Acoustic Treatment Installation
Home Theater Retail Worldwide

NAD

-1111,70

IDEAL ACOUSTICS
601-324-1020

Quality Components, Professional Installation & Service

M11111111

Wi

B&W-801 LIMITED, 802 MATRIX
KLIPSCHORN LOUDSPEAKERS
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE AMPS
NAKAMICHI 1000 MUSICBANK

OPTONICA VIDEO
WADIA, DENON, NAD & MORE

ALPHA STEREO

audio lechnica

of equipment available for audition
in the Southeast
DUNTECH-SOVEREIGN, PRINCESS,
REGENT, MARQUIS

NEW YORK

NAD Nakamichi Straightwire
Sumo Velodyne Carver Rotel
Signet Genesis Kinergetics Target
B&O Arcici Fosgate Lexicon

Hype
cowp..06`°
t-e",As.0'
o

N -e'

SVA
,eor
cm°

Epce

Air Tangent Allego Apex

Arcici Athena Air Tight
Audio Prism AudioQuest
Audiostatic Basis Benz
Bitwise Cardas Chesky
Clarity Audio Creek CWD
Delos Dorian EAD
EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble
Epos Essence First Sound

Fosgate Geman Acoustics
Harman Video Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics Klyne Last
Lectron Magnan Merrill
Mod Squad Mogami Morch
Nestorovic Neutrik Nimbus
Opus3 Power Wedge
Presence Audio Pro Ac
Proprius QED Rega
Reference Recordings Roksan
RoomTune Rotel Sequerra
Sheffield Labs Sims Sumiko
Symphonic Line Tara Labs
Target Tice Audio Wadia
Water Lily WBT
and More

In New York & New Jersey
800-628-0627

609-799-9664

Listen Up Sonographe Sony ES
4 4,6;
ors' 0.9;9,, ,ro

Tice B&K Boston Acoustics
Thorens Denon Dahlquist
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Square Deal
456 Waverly Ave Patchogue, NY 11772
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Local: (516) 475-1857
others 1 800 DEAL441

PENNSYLVANIA

VERMONT

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

HERE IN VERMONT, PEOPLE 'DEMAND VALUE.

Acoustic Energy
Altis Audio
Audible Illusions
Audio Alchemy
Audiolab
Audioquest
Bitwise
BAK Components
Celestion
Classe
Counterpoint
Duntech
Dynavector
Eminent Tech.
Ensemble
Genesis
Jadis
J.A. Michell

Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Klyne
Koetsu
Maplenoll
Meridian
Micromega
Mission/Cyrus

Rega Planar
Roksan

MIT

Straightwire

M8K Sound
Monitor Audio

Sumlko/SME
Target

Muse

Unity Audio

Music Reference

VAC

NAD

Van Den Hul

Oracle
Parasound

VPI

PS Audio
PSB

Rotel

Snell
SOTA

WASTE CUSTOMERS' MONEY,

AND NEITHER DO THESE FOLKS:

AUD WOW'S r

ADLOM
GRADO

HAFLIR

B&W

LUXPIAN

Soundcraftsmer
Sound Lab
Stan

Well Tempered
Wheaton
XLO Electric

DAVID SEROTA AUDIO
At Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177

Doter

WE

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

ClObSGILIAD
ORACLE

SME

MONSTER CABLE

Rori

SIGNET

DUAL

MIT
ONK YO

Suns KO

TANNOY THORE NS iduAIRFEDALE

FIVE YEAR WARRANT1E3 ON ALt
104 FINANCING AgAiLAIBAE

NEW EQUIPMENT

90 NIS SAN( AS CASA
FREE

I msrAE.EAriod

IN

ColoacncEr RIVER VALLEY t NYC.

SCIENTIFIC STEREO

800-166-1/434
802- 257- 5853/29 /MIN Sr BRArragaRe Yr aSSet

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For advertising rates -please call 800-445-6066 (9am-5pm e.s.t.).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO CLASSICS

ACT AUDIO gives good sound!
A professionally designed listening room costs less than
some CD's. Send SASE for details. ACT AUDIO, 619 Moon
Clinton Rd., Coraopolis, PA 15108.

Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies. AMPLIFIERS: Aragon 200411$1099; Audio -Research D40 $795, D528 $449,
D115 $1395; Beming EA230 $399, EA2100 $1999; Cary
SLA7ODLH $1075; Classe DR8 $1825; conrad-johnson
MF80 $899, MF200 $1399, MV50 $1099; Counterpoint
SA12 $899, SA220 $2549; Dynaco Mark Ills $699, 120

$199; Forte 3 $899; Haller XL280 $349, XL600 $1099;
Heath W4AM $199; Jadis Defy 7 $4575; Krell KSA80 $2545,

KSA250 $4699; Lazarus H1 $499, H1A $1050; Marantz 8
$999; McIntosh MC2125 $1299, MC2150 $1299, MC2250

$1099, MC240 $1199, MC250 $429, MC2500 $2500,
MC2600 $3995; MC275 $3-5000, MC4Os $999, MC5Os
$559, MC75s $2499, MC754 $699; Motif MS100 $1999;
Precision Fidelity M7A $399; PS Audio 200C $1199; Quad
306 $599; SAE A205 $499; Sonograph SA120 $599; Sound craftsman ProPower 10 $799; Sumo 9 4 $499. CD PLAY-

UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI... Best sound
for dollars? We have many solutions! Dealer: B&K, KEF,

Paradigm, Vandersteen, Parasound, Micromega, AudioAlchemy, Rega, Roksan, AudioQuest, Symphonic Line,
Modsquad & others. (608) 284-0001.

TRAIN AT HOME FOR CAREER IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
Unique videotape-audiotape instruction from America's
largest photo school. FREE CATALOG. No obligation. NEW

YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Founded 1910
1-800-351-6100, Operator CI .

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and

ERS: Adcom GCD575 $359; Arcam Delta Black Box $299;

SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST

B80 4500 $499; conrad-johnson DF1 $699; Denon
DCD1500 $230, DCD3520 $899; Kinergetics KCD40
$1499; Krell MD2A $2375, SBP32X $2395; McIntosh

QUOTE. (800) 388-9443. The Stereo Trading

MCD7000 $749, MCD7005 $1099; NAD 5240 $249, 5300
$540; Philips DAC960 $499, LHH1002 $699; Wavetrace
Technologies CD50 $399. CROSSOVERS: Kinergetics

SW200 $499. EQUALIZERS: McIntosh M0101 $149,
MQ104 $199; SAE DC2215 $199. HEADPHONES: Stax
Demos ED1 $475, Lambda $199, Lambda Pro 3 $839,
Sigma $379; Signature $1499, SR34 Pro $149, SR84 $149.
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: Amber 50b $249; McIntosh
MA6100 $499, MA6200 $1099; Soundstream RA100 $349.
UNE CONDITIONERS: Tripp Lite LC1200a $129, LC1800
$149-249, LC2400 $199, LCR2400 $399, LX600b $75,
LX600 $95. PREAMPLIFIERS: Amber FF17 $199; audio research SP911$1395; Carver Cl $299; Classe DR5 $1499;
conrad-johnson DF1 $699; PF1 $999; Counterpoint SA2000
$1195; Denon DAP2500 $599; Dynaco PAT4 $149; Hailer
SE100 $287; Jadis JPL $4499; Levinson 26 $3499; Marantz

7T $495; McIntosh C11 $699, C20 $799, C22 $1900, C24
$335, C26 $299, C27 $599, C28 $499, C31V $1199, C32
$999, C504 $550; Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe $699; Motif
MC9 $799; Precision Fidelity CA711 $380; Reference Line

1000 $249. PROCESSORS: ads 10 $399; Burwen
DNF1201A $169; dbx 117 $99. RECEIVERS: McIntosh
MAC1900 $549, MA04100 $999; Nakamichi SR3A $449,
TA3A $599; Luxman R1050 $249. RECORD CLEANERS:
VP1 HW16.5 $375. SPEAKERS: Apogee Centaurus $999,
Diva $6666, Majors $2999, Minors $899, Stage $1499; B&O
5000 $999; B&W 802 $3499, 804 $1775; Infinity Kappa 5
$399, Kappa 6 $559, RSIIB $1499; JBL 4406 $369, 4408
$499; JSE 1.8A $1499; KEF C85 $599, 103/3 $999, 103/4

$1199, 105/3 $2399, 107/2 $4195; Magnepan MG2.5R
$1099; Martin Logan CLSIla $2200; McIntosh ML1C $550,
ML2C $800, XR3 $449, XR5 $499; Proac Minitower $1299,
Studio III $899; Quad ESL63 $2900; Ryan MCL3 $899; TDL
Studio 1 $999, 3 $1095; Velodyne VLD15I1 $1495. TAPE
DECKS: B&O 2000 $249, 3300 $299; Nakamichi 100011
$599. TEST EQUIPMENT: McIntosh AA2 $749, MI3 $749,
MPI4 $1399; Sound Technology 1000A $600, 1400A $500,
1700B $1999. TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110 $499,
MX112 $449, MX113 $550, MX117 $1199. TUNERS: Am-

ber 7 $125; Carver TXI 1 $288; Creek T40 $299; SE130
$265; Magnum Dynalab FT11 $375, FT101 $465; Marantz
10B $1699; McIntosh MR500 $699, MR510 $839, MR55
$199, MR65B $299, MR67 $599, MR7082 $1199, MR74
$549, MR77 $749, MR78 $1199, MR80 $1299; Phase Lin-

Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA
19046.
clarity, immediacy, and accurate harmonic content never
before heard in high end audio. Designed to please a musician's ears and built for longevity. "Some of the best solid
state I have ever heard." Brian Cheney; VMPS Audio Products. R.E. DESIGNS, 510 Western Avenue, Lynn, MA
01904. (617) 592-7862. Available to audition at The Listening Studio. Bos:on, MA.

CA$H PAID FOR AUDIO 8 VIDEO EQUIPMENT. AUTHORIZED: DENON, HARMON KARDON,
ROTEL, SUMO, ACURUS, ROGERS, CELESTION, ENERGY, SIGNET, ETC. STEREO CLASSICS, 75 CHURCH ST.,
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901. (908) 220-1144, FAX: (908)
220-1284.

High -end and hard -to -find audio compo-

nents. All types. Best prices! Exclusive:
Available now. New lines of European tube

electronics and turntables. AUDIO
AMERICA (Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.
NEW AND USED PROFESSIONAL DJ/BAND
EQUIPMENT -WHOLESALE PRICES. LIGHTING, FOGGERS, P A , CLUB INSTALLATIONS -CALL FOR 50 -PAGE
BOOKLET/CATALOG. (502) 782-1172.

AUDIO UNUMITED In Colorado offers Acoustic Energy,
Acrotec, Airtight, Audio Note, Aural Symphonics, Benz Micro, Bitwise, Chario, CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, McCormack, Muse, Roksan, Roomtunes, SOTA, Tice,
Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, & more... Call John Barnes
at (303) 698-0138 or Fax (303) 922-0522. 2341 West Yale
Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.

ABSOLUTELY THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH -END AUDIO
BRANDS! (See Oct. '91 AUDIO pages 356 & 360). Competitive Pricing! Unbiased, Expert Advice! Best Trades Offered!

Call For Extensive Used/Demo List. Audio Classics Enterprises. 1-(405) 842-3033. CODNisa/MC.

direct pricing. West coast dealer inquiries invited.
DAVID LUCAS, INC., 924 HULTON ROAD, OAKMONT,
PA 15139. (412) 828-1967.
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available.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

De efueueti

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI., Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (310) 397-9668

AUDIOPHILE GRADE
PARTS
For the last 4 years, SONIC FRONTIERS INC. has been

offering audiophile hobbyists from around the world, the
highest quality electronic parts for their audio electronic
projecrs. We hove continued to expand our line of parts
and components to satisfy the needs of our demanding
clientele. We ore pleased to feature the following lines:
CAPACITORS:

MIT MulliCap - Film /Foil or Metallized.
Worlds best FILM CAPACITORS!
WONDER CAP new SIXiSS .5". wonder wire leods.

REL- CAP film/ foil poNstyrene. 060 leads.
WIMA . -ompact metallized and film/foll polypropylene, rodiol lead
SOLEN merollized botadropyene. up to 200uf at 1COVOCi
SIEMENS - metallized polypropylene from 51pf to .0Iuf at 630VDC
RESISTORS:
VISNAY utilizing a proprietary BULK FOIL technNogy these high

erode°, resistors are Me best available We hove a limited lunge or
VIA ores (axial lead. 115,10 values in stock Alsowe are pleased to
IntICCIva, me 5102K series (radial lead. 0.25%) resistors which ore
available In any value up to 250K. In any quantity. in under 2 weeks!

HOLCO 0 5% -Diem metal rim reOt06. rommognet,
construction We stock a comprehensive range of values In I/ 4, 1/2
and I watt ratings.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
GOLD AFRO offering tested and selected tubes In 3 wades (Standard.
Gold arid Platinum) for the discriminating tubeophile I MOM,' war.
rontyl; RAM TubeWorks. CARDAS RCA lacks. plugs. hookup wire and
shielded cable, WRT, TIFFANY. EDISON PRICE Music Posts. ALPS, BOURNS

Volume and Balance Controls. NEUISIK SLR plugs. GRAYNILL rotary
switches TEFLON one (many gouges and colours): ANALOG (SPACES
AD13273.1. ADI347JN. PEARL Tube Coolers. Iso-Sockets. CAE (Curco
Audio Engineering) DANIEL PreArnp KM (MO and MKII) and DYNACO
Rebuild
SONIC FRONTIERS mono lodder attenuate kris (20K. 50K.
ICON. 25.1(). best volume control ovalloblel. plus tube sockets, semicon-

ductors. electrolytic capacitors etc

SPECIALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS

DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE!
Please CALL. V/R1TE or FAX lOr as FREE 1992 PRODUCT CATALOGUE1

SONIC FRONTIERS
IN CO

R
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R

A
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ED

760 PACIFIC ROAD, UNIT 119, OAKVILLE. ONTARIO, CANADA L6L 6M5

TEL (416) 847-3245

FAX (416) 847-5471

Latece 4r,e/fed

607-865-7200

Latest technology, full range design. "Risk free" thirty
day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R
"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also

THE LNPA 150 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER;

ear 5000 $199; Sansui TUX701 $299; Yamaha TX400U $75.
TURNTABLES: VPI HW19 JR + PT6 $895, HW19I1 $695,
HW19111$889. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.,
AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176 AAA, Walton, NY 13856.

ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKERS

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

WHERE CAREFULLY MATCHED SYSTEMS REPRODUCE MUSIC ACCURATELY!

eiott

tCfi

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist

SOUND SYSTEMS LTD.
COVENTRY COMMONS Rte 347
STONYBROOK, N.Y. 11790
516/689-7444 FAX: (516) 689-7457

AUDIO ALCHEMY AUDIO STATIC CHAPMAN
COUNTERPOINT ENLIGHTENED AUDIO HARTLEY
JBL-XPL LEXICON MELOS ROTEL JEFF ROWLAND
SHAHINIAN SUMO VAC WADIA AND MORE
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LOWER

LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $30.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE = AUDIOPHILE QUALITY at
affordable prices because we sell direct to you. Our new
500V/US slew rate Omega amplifier circuits, our patented
FET-Valve hybrid tube-mosfet components, and our cornplete new Super Pas Four hybrid preamplifier kits are
original engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, are durable and rugged, and sound closer to live than
anything else at a rational price. Our B&W crossover up-

1990, 1989, 1987, 1985, $15.00 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only payable to
AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway,

E

New York, NY 10019. Attn: Michael Bieber, Or call

to

212/767-6301 for further information.
to

FOR SALE

O
.
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AA/SOUND ADVICE

grades are famous-check with us if you want a much better
801 Matrix, 803 Matrix, or DM640. Complete wonderfully musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers, tuners, and
CD players. Dynaco owners - our rebuild kits for all Dyna
preamps and the St -70 are $195 each, including all new PC

cards. Check our ratings in Stereophile, The Absolute
Sound, and Sensible Sound. We design new circuits for
most Dyna and Hatter solid-state components too. Now

O
,srn

LOW PRICES/FAST DELIVERY! DENON, NAD, KEF,

ultimate musical enjoyment is much less expensive. Write or

a0)

B&W, ADCOM, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BOSTON,
LUXMAN, HAFLER, ADS, M&K, ONKYO, B&K, DCM,
SNELL, FRIED, VELODYNE, POLK, SPICA, COUN-

2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612)

TERPOINT, AND MORE! 414-727-0071.
FULL WARRANTY!!
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!!
OPEN SUNDAYS!!

CALL TOLL FREE! 14800) 826-0520. NAD ONKYO
HARMAN KARDON CARVER VELODYNE HAFLER
M&K LEXICON CELESTION AUDIOCONTROL

OX

mm
CVO
to x

-(V

CC to

CALL US!!
a7 0,

co,
cc
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AUDIO THORENS STAX GRADO * DAHLOUIST

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.

KRELL CD -1
PS AUDIO DELTA
250 MONO AMPS

.g

B&W 800

The new Special Edition of the VMPS Super
Tower/R, reviewed in AUDIO as one of the top

MIRAGE M-1Si
PIONEER LD-S2

20 speakers from around the world, combines all
of the luxury features and updated cabinetry of
our largest system into a convenient, lower cost

CALIFORNIA AUDIO
SIGMA TUBE D/A

KRELL CAR CD
CHANGER/DAC

MIT BALANCED
PROLINE CVT/
TERMINATOR

735-9002.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Altis Apogee Audio Alchemy Audioquest B&K
Cary Celestion Counterpoint Dynaco Esoteric
Forte Fried Magnum Dynalab Melos PS Audio
Rotel Jeff Rowland Scientific Fidelity SME Sony ES

Sota Stax Target Vandersteen Vendetta VPI
Wadia. SUMMIT, NJ (908) 277-0333

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!!
DEALER FOR...ADS, ALPHASONIK, BAZOOKA, BOSE, CARVER, DENON, HAFLER, INFINITY,
KICKER, KENWOOD, JVC, NHT, NILES, ONKYO, PIONEER, POLK, SONANCE, AND OTHERS. THE SOUND

APPROACH, 6067 JERICHO TPKE, COMMACK, NY
2181 S. ONEIDA Si.

HI-FI HEAVEN

11725. (800) 368-2344.

GREEN BAY, WI 54384

014) 4944199

VMPS SPEAKER KITS/ASSEMBLED - Former VMPS
employee - quality audio components/accessories also, irre-

sistable prices, personal service, modifications. CUSTOM
AUDIO (707) 765-1992.

edge baffle), Soundcoat cabinet treatment for

ARIEL...SPECIALIZING IN COST EFFECTIVE HIGH -

10db panel -talk reduction, all Wondercap/polypropylene crossovers, biamp/biwire capability,
and user adjustable bass damping which guarantees maximum performance and flexibility in

END: B&K, ProAc, Musical Concepts/Design & More. Authorized Dealer. Carmel, IN. Visa/MC. (317) 846-9766, 5-10PM.

REPLICA WATCHES & ORIGINALS PREOWNED: Lowest
Prices Nationwide! Exact Weight & Color! 18K Goldplated!
Moneyback Guaranteed! (404) 963-3872.

any environment, and with a wide variety of

and John Curl's breakthrough Vendetta Research
SCP2C phono preamp ($2495).

TE, WI 54143. FAX (715) 735-5838, PHONE (715)

FROX
SOUNDSTREAM/

format of outstanding dynamic range, bass extension, and low distortion.

Hear VMPS at the dealers below, or write for
brochures and test reports on the floorstanding
Minitbwer Ila, Timer II, 7bwer II Special Edition,
the all-out Super 'Inver III, 050626/Dedicated
Subwoofer A/V system, our three Subwoofers,

KINERGETICS * NITTY GRITTY PROTON APATURE
TERK *. SOUND SELLER, 2808 CAHILL RD., MARINET-

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers &
ROTEL CD Players.

LI) a

associated equipment.

TARGET ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY PROAC
ACOUSTAT CWD * FRIED MONSTER CABLE * NILES

To t

The Special Edition is now available with a new,
woven carbon fiber 10" midbass, the state of the
art in dynamic woofer design. Its 15" lowbass is
also new, with doublethick surround and carbon
fiber reinforced cone. The system comes standard with woven carbon fiber mids, dual Focal
"Superdome" tweeters and ribbon supertweeter
(all flush mounted on an antidiffraction, round -

call for our new illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine,
890-3517.

BASS SYSTEV

TARA LABS CABLES & ELECTRONICS IN STOCK, CALL

FOR PRICING & MONTHLY SPECIALS. HCM AUDIO,
1-800-222-3465,1-916-345-1341.

IT'S THE CHOICE

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395; SIGN/SRM1-II

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

$599; GRACE F9ERUBY $199; F9E $125; FR1MK3F $169;
ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

$859, PRO/LAMBDA(#1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALI-

div. !tone Audio

TERPOINT, TARALAB, PS DIGITLINK; AUDIBLE ILLU-

3429 Morningside Dr. El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incredible,

Brookfield. Ct; Hamisch Norton NYC NY; Dynamic Sound.
Washington DC; Hifi Farm, Beckley WV; Pace Audio, Decatur,

Ga; American Audio, Greenville SC; Arthur Morgan. Lake
Mary, Fl; Audio by Caruso, Miami Fl; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon

Hills II; Audio Specialists, South Bend In; Audio Connection,
Terre Haute In; Ruth Industries. St. Louis Mo; Shadow Creek

Ltd. Minneapolis Mn; Audio by Gil Morrison. Detroit Mi;

FORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION 100, COUN-

SIONS; MODSQUAD; ACOUSTAT; SPICA; VMPS

Perfect coherence with all speakers
Flat, calibrated low boss response
No exaggerated, equalized bass response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to four times more speaker response

Audio. El Sobrante Ca. The Sound Room, Vancouver BC Can.
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SUPERPHON, MUSIC REF-

ERENCE, SOUNDLAB, MAPLENOLL, SYSTEMDEK,
GRADO, MONSTER, STRAIGHTWIRE, MUSIC CONCEPTS, (714) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.

HI Fl CLASSICS - USED HI END - HUGE SELECTION
of components, cables, etc. Competent & helpful salespeo-

ple & the best prices around. WE BUY SELL & TRADE,
INVENTORY LIST AVAILABLE. TEL: (718) 318-9618, FAX:
(718) 318-9623.

Concert Sound, San Antonio Tx: Parker Enterprises, Garland Tx;

Stereoworks, Houston Tx; Encore Audio, Lees Summit. Mo;
Lookout Electronics, Longview Wa; Posh Audio, Lake Oswego
Or; Affordable Audio, Fresno, Ca; Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside, Ca; Audio Best. Rowland Hts Ca; Sounds Unique,
San Jose Ca; Golden Ear, Chico Ca; Audio Haven, Upland Ca;
Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton & Mt. View; 'tone

MAGNUM; FOSGATE;

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUNDD INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800)659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

AUDIO/JULY 1992

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Madisound Presents

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!

BEST TRADES OFFERED! WE BUY, SELL, TRADE, CONSIGN MOST HIGH -END PRODUCTS. AUDIO DOCTOR,

The Cygnet

PS AUDIO, HAFLER, B&K, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, LUX MAN, THORENS, M&K, SNELL, ONKYO, GRADO, FRIED,
SUMIKO, DCM, VELODYNE, ADS, VPI, and many others.
AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI. (414) 725-4431.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!
INFINITY BETAS, $6895; MAC MR80, $1395; MR71, $495;
COUNTERPOINT 5.1, $895; DYNA ST70, $125; FOSGATE

3602 SURROUND, $395; ADS 10 SURROUND, $125;
AUDIOQUEST LAPIZ INTERCONNECTS, MAESTRO INTERCONNECTS AND SPEAKER CABLES VARIOUS
LENGTHS.WANTED:STAX ESTA 4U EXTRA SPEAKERS.
(801) 224-4809.

SUBWOOFER DESIGN SOFTWARE. Computer designs,
graphs output of any subwoofer enclosure! Ported, Sealed,

Bandpass, Isobarik. Free 24 Hour Information: (503)
754-6051 ext. 2.

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, McCormack,
Theta, Vandersteen, CODA, Straight Wire,
Acurus, Snell, Music Metre, Classe, Musical Design, B&K, Magnum Dynalab, Rotel,
& VPI. 4880 Lawrenceville Highway. (404)
381-0778.

BEST $1,000 SPEAKER Plus B&W
BANG & OLUFSEN + NAKAMICHI + DENON + ONKYO + VMPS + TRIAD + REVOX & Many More High End
Lines-BARGAINS-HONESTY! TECH ELECTRONICS
904-376-8080.

AAA -CALL US NOW!!! Luxman, Carver, ADS,
Nakamichi, Denon, Boston, NAD, KEF, B&W, Adcom,
Polk, Haller, B&K, Onkyo, Snell, DCM, Counterpoint,
Spica, M&K, VPI, Nitty Gritty, Sumiko, Thorens, Velodyne. 414-727-0071. FOR THE LOWEST PRICES!
FULL WARRANTY!!
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!!
OPEN SUNDAYS!!

STRAIGHTWIRE CABLE CLOSEOUT! LSI 1 -METER INTERCONNECT $39.95pr. ALSO STOCKING MAESTRO.
RHAPSODY & ENCORE. HCM AUDIO, 1-800-222-3465
1-916-345-1341.
AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and Service. ADCOM,

ARAGON, ARCAM, B&K, CAL, CELESTION,
CONRAD-JOHNSON, KINERGETICS, KLIPSCH,
MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE, MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD,
NAKAMICHI, PARADIGM, ROGERS, SHURE ULTRA,
SONOGRAPHE, SOTA, STAX, THETA DIGITAL, VE-

LODYNE, VTL & YAMAHA. Audio Den, 2021 Smith
Haven Plaza, Lake Grove, NY 11755. (516) 360-1990.

1518 W. COMMERCIAL, BUFFALO, MO 65622. (417)
345-7245. COD/VISA/MC.
NITTY GRITTY & LAST RECORD CLEANING MACHINES
& SUPPLIES IN STOCK AT LOW PRICES! HCM AUDIO,
1-800-222-3456, 1-916-345-1341.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN WIRE MANUFAC-

TURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED
BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .35/
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REQUEST # (800) 321-2108, 24 HRS/DAY.
L A T INTERNATIONAL, DEPT A, 317 PROVINCETOWN
RD., CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034.

UNINTERRUPTED MUSIC, NEWS, SPORTS & BOOK
READINGS FROM HIDDEN FM CHANNELS. ARTICLE &
PLANS TELL YOU HOW TO TUNE IN. SEND $8.00 TO: AJL
ENTERPRISES, BOX 5354, HIGH POINT, NC 27262.

CALL 1-800-2224465 FOR: AUDIO ALCHEMY ARCICI
ACURUS ARAGON AUDIOQUEST B & K CAMELOT
CELESTION COUNTERPOINT DAHLQUIST E.A.D.
FRIED GRADO LAST LEXICON LYRA +MONSTER

MUSICAL DESIGN MUSICAL REFERENCE NITTY
GRITTY OCOS PARASOUND POWER WEDGE

Many Audio enthusiasts are searching
for a modest cost speaker system with the

dramatic sound of costly floor standing
units. Madisound believes the Cygnet approaches this ideal. It utilizes an eight

inch woofer and a state of the art fabric
dome tweeter. These Peerless drivers are
part of the prestigious CC series, and it
allows the Cygnet to perform above 105
dB and reach bass notes below 40 Hz. The

cabinet is a luxurious Oak veneer with
solid rounded corners, and is available in
a Clear or Black Oak Finish. This kit
comes with black grills, and can be assembled in an evening. The Cygnet looks and
sounds like the most sophisticated com-

mercial systems, and your friends will
know you built them only if you admit it.

SIGNET SME SOTA STAX STRAIGHTWIRE SUMIKO
TARA LABS VMPS FREE SPECIAL LIST. HCM AUDIO
1-916-345-1341.

DESIGN & INSTALL
YOUR OWN CUSTOM A/V or MULTIROOM SYSTEM with
our informative cataloge of installation supplies. Complete
Systems. Parts, Text, Diagrams, & Full Technical Support. Cataloge $3.00. R. Gladwin, P.O. Box, 221666 Carmel, CA.
93922 or Call: 510-655-6653.

CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO
AT THE LOWEST PRICES
WITH FAST SERVICE,
EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS
SOUND ADVICE .

.

.

without tne price

19.0'

12.0'

10.S

The cabinets are cut and prefinished;
grills and crossovers are assembled. You
will need to mount the components and
solder the wires to the loudspeakers. If for
any reason you dislike the result, we will

give you a refund. Price $360 /pair
MD IMO CVMEII Itai/d I ANA vt MOW
SO

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

VIMAK, UNITY, AUDIOSTATIC, CONVERGENT
AUDIO, PS AUDIO, MUSE, VAC, GENESIS, B&K,

UDIO
UTLET

STAX, MERLIN, AUDIBLE ILLUSION, NEAR

1 1111111111111111M11111111111

(914)666'0550

we 11111111111101111111111MMINIIIIM

PO. Box 673
Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673

SIM M11111111111111111111111111111111111 Nm

MAPLENOLL, CROWN MACRO, MUSIC REFERENCE, QUICKSILVER, XLO, CARDAS, ENLIGHTENED AUDIO, SIMPLY PHYSICS, MFA, MAGNUM
DYNALAB & MENTMOR. 217 ALEXANDER ST.,

"...my top

NMI

1111111111111111111111111111111111

111111

11111111111111111111111111111

RIM

ROCHESTER, NY 14607. (716) 262-4310.

choice."

ADCOM, B&K, HAFLER and CD MODS
...by MUSICAL CONCEPTS deliver elegant sound.

CD Review

INE1111111111111111111111111111111111
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Basic circuit redesigns for preamps and amps, inexpen-

sive or "all-out"-Toroids, huge filter caps, Dual -Mono
conversions. MC -3T (Teflon") drop -in replacement pre -

amp board for most Adcom, B&K, and Haller! NEW!
PA -1 front-end boards for HAFLER amps-incredible

-41/4

musicality on a budget (kit available)! SuperConneet IV

goo II\

interconnect and DigiConnect-the best or your

11111.1111.

money back! We modify most PHIUPS, ROTEL, MAGNAVOX, PIONEER CDs, also AUDIO ALCHEMY, AL-

TIS DACS. MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1832 BORMAN

CT., SUITE ONE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63146. (314)
275-4925.

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING.
MIRAGE, PS, CWD, STAX, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS

AUDIOQUEST, FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA,
STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!, READ BROTHERS, 593
KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803)
723-7276.
Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY, (800)234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

AUDIO/JULY 1992

Patent pending

STORADISC
Fine -furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non -slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes. 360 & 576 capacity shown. Smaller sizes
available. Write or call
-800-848-9811.

Davidson -Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Ordering Information: All speaker orders
will be shipped promptly, if possible by UPS.
COD requires a 25% prepayment, and personal
checks must clear before shipment. Add 10%
for shipping , residents of Alaska, Canada and
Hawaii, and those who require Blue Label air
service, please add 25%. There is no fee for
packaging or handling, and we will refund to

the exact shipping charge. We accept
Mastercard or Visa on mail and phone orders.
It

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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FOR SALE

LOUDSPEAKERS

BANG & OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, REVOX,

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vifa. more! Crossover parts -design books also. Catalog $2. Meniscus, 2575 28th St., SW,
UNIT 2, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

Premium Parts & Accessories

The largest selection of audiophile capacitors,
resistors, connectors, chassis wires in North
America. MIT MultiCaps, Wonder Caps -solder wire, Solen cap, Rel-Cap: Vishay, Holco, Caddock,

Resists resistors: MIT, Cardas, xLO, 8 silver

chassis wires, custom cables & terminations: all
types of audio connectors and adaptors: silver
contact toggle, rotary switches & attenuator kits.
Tubes, feet, damping sheets & compounds, tools
and many accessories. Best prices & best service!
Phone 415 669-7181 or fax 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy. Box 526, Inverness. CA 94937

NAKAMICHI, ADCOM, DENON, H/K,
YAMAHA, CELESTION, KEF, ADS, POLK,
INFINITY, JBL, KLIPSCH, ETC. MANUFAC-

TURER'S WARRANTIES. AUTOMATED
PRICING 24 HRS, LIVE ASSISTANCE 10-6

EST. AMERISOUND SALES, INC. (904)
262-4000.

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct.
Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS, POB 460,
RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low
prices, shipped direct to you. Free price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

ANTEED. SEND CHECK/MO TO: DES, 6108 SPRING-

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION guaranteed. We sell mom
high end speaker kits than anyone in the U.S. Eleven kits
from $119/pr. Free catalog. 1-800-346-9183. Audio Concepts, Inc., 901 So. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601.

BORO PIKE, DAYTON, OH 45449.

A & S SPEAKERS Imports the world's finest speaker

Parts Express is a full -line

IN HOUSTON, TEXAS STEREO-

distributor of electronic parts

WORKS offers friendly serivce & outstanding values on

components, crossovers, and kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Polydax, SEAS,

and accessories, geared toward

Sound Lab, Music & Sound, Legacy, Forte, Threshold, Well
Tempered, van den Hul, Tara Labs, & more. By appointment.
STEREOWORKS (713) 492-2202.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

the consumer electronics
industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton. Ohio 45402

COMPARABLE CABLES. 3 FT. PAIR FOR $50. EACH
ADDITIONAL FOOT $5 PER PAIR. SATISFACTION GUAR-

A/D/S L1590 TOWERS. WALNUT. NEW. PERFECT CONDITION. TOP OF A/D/S LINE. ORIGINAL BOXES. ORIGI-

line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO CABLES AT HALF THE COST OF

NALLY $2800. $995 FIRM. (717) 992-7807 AFTER 6PM
F ST.

Parts

1-8

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS!! CALL FOR LISTING OF NEW
AND DEMO SPECIALS ON OVER 100 BRANDS OF HIGH
END AUDIO EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES. ORDER

r-

LINE: 800-438-6040. INFORMATION LINE: 704-889-9223.

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE &

BUY
DIRECT

HI-FI FARM
Thanks to our customers we're setting records! Special
summer pricing on VMPS, McCormack, B&K, Quad, &
introducing the incredible tube sound of Woodside Radford. Always great buys on our other products - used

from the owner

equipment also available. ONE PAIR ONLY: SNELL
TYPE -A3. Considered Class -A by many reviewers &

Save $ money
and time.
BOB

Use my 22 years of experience to provide you with
the best equipment at the lowest cost possible.

When in boston, please visit the world's
smallest HiFi shop, featuring products by:

COMPUTER DESIGNED LOUDSPEAKER KITS, HIGH END PERFORMANCE, ALSO CUSTOM ENCLOSURES.
CALL 715-479-7532 FOR FREE LITERATURE. SPEAKERWORKS, BOX 83A, CONOVER, WI 54519.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS, PASSIVE. CUSTOM, STANDARD, WHOLESALE PRICES. FREE BROCHURE, DESIGN ASSISTANCE. DEALERS WELCOME. FERGITRON
ELECTRONICS, BOX 674, LEVITTOWN, NY 11756. (516)
735-2019.
ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? Speaker refoaming special-

1-800-767-4041.

1-916-345-1341.

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS. Replace ruined SPEAK

AUDIOSTRAVAGANZA! SAE2600(400WPC)-$750.

$27.95 pair. 800-747-3692 MCNISA. STEPP AUDIO TECH
NOLOGIES, Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731.

PHILIPS

HARES
HARMAN KARDON

PS AUDIO
SONY

DENON2400. TAMBERG3018A PREAMP. MISSION
PCM7000 CD. ARAGON24K. MUST MAN BE BORN

LEXICON

STAX
THORENS

ER SURROUNDS YOURSELF with SAT SURROUNDS.

PIECES -$600. CITATION 22/24. SUMOANDROMEDAII.

AGAIN? JOHN 3:1-18. TRADES CONSIDERED. HOSANNA AUDIO. 313-471-1223.

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS! Allis, Arcici, Audio Static,
Boulder, Coda, Clavis, EAD, IDOS, Jadis, NBS, Power
Wedge, PS Audio, Roksan, SimplyPhysics, Sound Labs,
Soundwave Fidelity, Straightwire, VMPS, XLO, & more!
Trade-in accepted. Call (313) 342-2475 or (313) 459-5454
for prices & info. Gil Morrison.

SONY® aCleu/
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA

STORE HOURS:

CELLO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Absolute Mint Condition.
Suite, Palette, Performance Amps, Premium & Basic Modules, Fischer Connectors, Strings, Etc. At Savings Of 35%
Off Current List. Also Brand New SME V, Nakamichi Dragon & PA7 Amps, Sansui C-2301, Cartridges By Accuphase &
Highphonic. Call (213) 385-4898.

10-7
10-6

MCINTOSH Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO

02139

(617) 5412121

Audio

WOOFERS. JBL, DYNAUDIO, POLYDAX, MOREL, SEAS,
ELECTROVOICE & VIFA. NEW & USED ELECTRONICS;
AWARD -WINNING CROSSOVERS, ANALYZERS. 64p.
CATALOG, $2. GOLD SOUND, 4285 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110.

sound kits. 7 year warranty. SIMPLY SPEAKERS:

LOW-PRICED AMERICAN MADE ELECTRONICS! WE
STOCK ALL MODELS. HCM AUDIO 1-800-222-3465,

BOSE

SAT

HOMES, SURROUND SOUND, CARS, PROS & SUB -

B & K AMPLIFIERS & PREAMPS. THE FINEST VALUE IN

AUDIOQUEST

M -F

BEST SELECTION & GUARANTY. 50 SPEAKERKITS for

ists, any size. We also sell upgrade parts and surround

YAMAHA B2 X. NAKAMICHI 600SERIES, FIVE

MARANTZ

Parasound Amplifiers. Free literature. 3170 23rd Street, San
Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

audiophiles. Call Toll free Nationwide: 1-800-752-4018.

RAD
PARADIGM

ALCHEMY

LPG, Eton. We also ship VMPS systems and kits and

CLASSICS, POB 176MB, Walton, NY 13856.
MCNISA/DISC/AMEX

607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.

-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

BOZAK SPEAKER REPAIRS, using original manufacturer's

machinery, specifications, techniques and dies. Quality
workmanship. NEAR 207-353-7308.

NEAR - 50fA IS THE MOST MUSICALLY ACCURATE
LOUDSPEAKER REVIEWED BY THIS NEWSLETTER BOUND FOR SOUND. Complete review from TAS also.
NEAR 207-353-7307.
IT'S HERE! THE REFERENCE 2 - a gorgeous floor standing

tower featuring the new Focal titanium tweeter! Free litera-

ture. ARIEL ACOUSTICS, P.O. Box 87261, Canton, MI
48187. (313) 981-7220.

PROFESSIONAL FOAM REPLACEMENT! Guaranteed
work -not a kit. Fast and inexpensive. Five year warranty.
Dealers welcomed. Send stamped envelope for information
to: NEVISONICS, 650-A Baxter Ave., Louisville, KY 40204.
SPEAKER RECONING; Refoaming Kits; Crossover Kits,

& Mods By "Van Evers"; Grills Made To Specs; Diaphragms, Mids & Tweets; New Speaker Test Lab Using
L.E.A.P.-L.M.S. THE SPEAKER EXCHANGE, 1242 E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33604. (813) 237-4800.
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS: North Creek Music Systems proudly presents the latest technology in crossover

ARTNERS LIQUIDATION!
Top End Powered Wedge -Shaped Speakers.

50 -Watt AMP Built-in.
8 -inch Woofer, 1 1/4 -inch Liquid -Cooled Tweeter.

Brand New. 1 -Year P&L Warranty
Add $8.00 S & H anywhere in U.S.A.

800-223-3020
391 San Antonio Ad.
Mt. View, CA 94040
pr
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components from Ohmite, Sprague, ASC and other high end

manufacturers. Please call or write for a complimentary
issue of our quarterly catalog. North Creek Music Systems,
500A Route 8, Speculator, NY 12164. (518) 548-3623.

FOAM ROT!? Replacement of Foam Surrounds. Any Size, Any Brand. 3" -to -18" Two -Day Turnaround, Two -Year Warranty. Atlanta, GA. For FREE Estimates: (404) 933-0101.

SPEAKER CLINIC.
MINI -SUB SYSTEM PHENOMENAL
LOW FREQ RESP! 10 DUAL COIL VENTED DESIGN.
ENCLOSURE 7" X 14" X 30", 45LBS! AVAILABLE IN
STEREO OR DUAL MONO. CLEAN TIGHT BASS TO 38HZ
X -OVER 120HZ, 7 YR. WARR. CUSTOM COLORS, $299
EA. MC, VISA, AMEX. SPEAKERWORLD 813-544-3511.
800-359-0366.

AUDIO/JULY 1992

LOUDSPEAKERS

WANTED TO BUY

BANG & OLUFSEN, B&W, CARVER, REVOX,

HI-FI SUPPLIES -PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC, C.J.,

NAKAMICHI, ADCOM, DENON, H K,

KRELL, SPECTRAL, ROWLAND, THRESHOLD & OLD
MARANTZ, MCINTOSH TUBE EQUIP. (212) 219-3352, 7

YAMAHA, CELESTION, KEF, ADS, POLK,
INFINITY, JBL, KLIPSCH, ETC. MANUFAC-

DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY).

TURER'S WARRANTIES. AUTOMATED
PRICING 24 HRS, LIVE ASSISTANCE 10-6
EST. AMERISOUND SALES, INC. (904)
262-4000.
SPEAKERS KITS COMPONENTS, ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS. Exceptional quality manufactured by Colorado Audio. 14 models including 8" 3 -way $235/Pr.,10" $345/
Pr. FREE catalog. 303-224-7060.

BOSE, JBL REFOAMING QUAL-

ITY SERVICE ON ALL BRANDS SINCE 1977. CALL
ABOUTOUR BOSE 901 UPGRADE/MOD., REFOAMING,
REPLACEMENT PARTS, FAST SERVICE. SPEAKER WORLD. 813-544-3511. 800-359-0366. MC -VISA -AMEX.

PYLE DRIVERS - 48 ALL NEW woofer models. Also
PIONEER OEM woofers, mids, tweeters and MCKENZIE
prosound speakers. Dealer inquiries? MCNISA. SRS, 318

South Wahsatch, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. (719)
475-2545.

CD PLAYERS
MUSICAL CONCEPTS - CD MUSICALITY
"The Musical Concepts players are not about fancy

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $$ FOR CLEAN, COLLECTABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS,
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

WANTED OLD ELECTRONICS. Pioneer Electronic Crossovers; 3 Way SF -850 and 4 Way # ???. Yamaha M4 Power
Amplifier. Sony TA3200F, TA3130F, TA3140F, TA2000F amplifiers. Paul Gittinan, Dearborn, MI. (313) 274-5983.
3BX; SANSUI AU -919, AU-G99X, CA -3000; AUDIOOUEST
296-6679.

PAIR OF KLIPSCHORNS. OLD OR NEW. PREFER WALNUT. MUST BE MINT CONDITION. CALL (216) 433-6017
OR (216) 529-8465. DON.

WANT -JBL Hartsfleld, EV Patrician, Singles OK, McIn-

lips, Magnavox, Pioneer-plus Altis and Audio Al-

tosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W.
Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings.

INVENTIONS WANTED
Compact Discs! Large Selection! Club Prices! Invoiced
Accounts! Order: (9am-5pm): (800) 843-3472. NATURAL

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call

LATIN MUSIC LOVERS. Your 1 stop source. CD's & videos

"STEREO WORLD" Is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: Panasonic,
JVC, Sony, Ultimate, Lanzar, Phillipssound Labs,

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewell
boxes, record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves,
dividers, much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS,

ROOM 663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614)

Pioneer, Sherwood, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, MTX, Pyle,
Orion, Kenwood, Scosche EFX, Autotek, JBL, Clarion,
Avital Alarms and many others. We Carry alarms and a
full line of installation kits. Please call or write for FREE
catalog. FREE UPS in 48 states. Visa/MC: COD ac-

cepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950. (914)
782-6044.

267-8468.

THE GLIDING PLATTER-. Fits Nifty -Gritty & Record Doctor for effortless record turning! $15 PPD.

78 -RPM BRUSH. Special "Stylus -size" filaments deep
clean grooves! Waterproof. Maple handle. $17.95 PPD. Order today! CHKJMO: KAB Electro-Acoustics, Box 2922A-07,
Plainfield, NJ 07062-0922. (908) 754-1479.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print
Direct -To -Disc, Halfspeed, Quiex II & Import Pressings.
Great selection of In -Print Records & CD's. Quantity Dis-

WANTED TO BUY

Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

AUDIO/JULY 1992

in and out of print recordings!

Catalog $3 in USA, $5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
P. O. BOX 2043 SAUNA, KS 67402-2043
1-913-825-8609 FAX: 1-913-825-0156

Visa
MasterCard

SAVE ON AUDIO!!
THE BEST NAMES AT THE BEST VALUE!
AUDIO RESEARCH ACURUS ARAGON KRELL

B&W CAL VIMAK SILTEC JADIS
LUXMAN MEITNER NAD POLK MARANTZ
AL6N1

CARDAS. MARTIN-LOGAN DAY-SEOUERRA BASIS
VVADIA GRAHAM KOETSU PROAC ENSEMBLE

Cgl AD10

UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 201/744-01100

25-35% OFF SUGGESTED RETAIL
ON MOST BRAND NAMES

World Wide Electronics
47 Gadsen Place, S.I., NY 10314
Hours Monday-Friday 10 AM-7PM
Sunday 12 PM -5 PM
"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY"
718-370-1303
HIGH -END AT LOWEST PRICES
WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES ON 75
DIFFERENT BRANDS.
CALL & LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR YOU.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS.
7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
AFTER 7 DAYS SUBJECT TO RESTOCKING FEE.

CAR & HOME STEREO

CC

ABC
ADS
ADVENT
ALPINE
ALTEC LANSING
AR
AUDIO CONTROL
AUTOTECH
BAZOOKA
B&K
BED

ww
CC

88W
BLAUPUNKT
BOSTON ACOUSTIC
BOSE
CARVER
CELESTION

0

CERWIN VMA

counts! Call for Free Catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317) 255-3446.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Tumtable, Ortofon Arm,

\ -le ...air Cs lonastaom,1.

Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity - Wilson
Reference Recording - Chesky
Sheffield Lab - Harmonia Mundi
Proprius - RCA Living Stereo - Klavier
Mercury Living Presence - plus many more

la

SoundSearch - Providing record research services of all
kinds including appraisal, acquisition, sale/auction, documentary research & discographical information. Sound Search, P.O. Box 5010, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745. Phone: (818) 855-7909 Fax: (818)855-7913.

ALLI 0041 ST 1-899,13-41. Tlo.

1-800-468-7200, 24 hours/day--USA/CANADA.

CAR STEREO

4155-B, WP, FL 32793.
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TLCI for free information & Inventors Newsletter,

SOUNDS, 250 Beverly Boulevard, Suite A-106, Upper Darby, PA 19082-4506.

from Latin Countries. JPR LATIN RECORDS, P.O. Box,

Power Components for Personal Stereos

Audio City Always Paying top for: Studer, Levinson, Mcintosh, Marantz, CJ, ARC, Quad, Leak, Western Electric,
Telefunken, Siemens, Neuman. Vintage speaker systems,
raw units by Tannoy, WE., EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen. Audio
tubes by Telefunken, Genalax, etc. P.O. Box 802, Northridge, CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633. David Yo.

transport can make($595)! We modify most Rotel, Phi-

COMPACT DISCS

FrontierAudio

TORRANCE, CA 90502.

7000, THRESHOLD RENAISSANCE, KOETSU. (505)

chemy DACs. MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1832 Borman
Ct., Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

24 Hour Deno/Into Request
Use (404)41924485 Ext 52
Stager's S.ippty- We Have Anything & Everything For Singers

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
213-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A

WANTED: SONY TC-880-2, 766-2, 758; DIBX 224, 700,

oversampling! Try our CDT-hear the difference a

Catalog & ilemo Record.

Prone: (404-482-4189 Eat 52
Singer's &apply, Dept AU -1
7985 HIclhtower Trail
Lithonia, GA 30058

ment. Act before market weakens. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6P.M., WEEKDAYS.

fying musicality!"-ENIGMA IV, "The best CD value,
period, outperforming $3000-$4000 transport/DACs",
any transporVDAC combination-breakthrough naturalness and musicality!", $995. All players use 384X

VOCALSOV!

From Stardard Records & CD's with the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator Call for Free t

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, HARTSFIELDS, W.E., PATRICIANS, TANNOY, KRELL, LEVINSON, ARC, ETC. Call
LAST for absolutely highest collector prices on mint equip-

faceplates, nor unsupportable hype, they're about satis-

for only $595, ERA IV, "Rich, warm, delicate, tube -like
liquidity" $795, EPOCH IV, "More musically natural than

f REME
SINGERS
Unlimited Backgrounds'"

CITATION
CLARION
CONCORD
COUSTIC

DBX
DENON
HAFLER

HARMON KARDON
HIFONICS
INFINITY
JBL
JVC
KENWOOD
KEF
KICKER
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
LUXMON
MARANTZ
MB QUART
MIRAGE
MTX
NAD
NAKAMICHI
OHM

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components

ASK ABOU7 FREE SHIPPING

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC

Extended warranty available.

203 Flagship Dr.. Lutz, FL 33549 PH (813)948-2707

ONKYO
ORION
PARADIGM
PHASE LINEAR
PHILIPS
PINNACLE
PIONEER
LK
PRECISION POWER
PROTON
PS AUDIO
PYLE
ROCKFORD FOSGATE
SHERWOOD
SONY
SONYES
SOUNDSTREAM
SUMO
TECHNICS
THORENS
YAMAHA

'Products mailable with manufacturer's warranty. All other
products covered by W.E.D. exclusive warranty.
W.E.D. is not an authorized dealer of these products.

99

0

WERE at IN AUDIO. VIDEO, DAT.TAPE OVER 500 DIFF 1.800.245.6000

SERVICES

-931110

DAT

e

MEAT°
METAL 00
L730

3 90

DAi
OCTAVE

9

9E1

Specialist, Tube Equipment Customization. Repair Ser-

.."33

TAPE- ALIPPUEIT

vices. Vintage military tubes & parts available. Service estimates for audio equipment, old or new. BWS Consulting,
5609 N. 23rd Street, Arlington, VA 22205. (703) 536-3910.

r94% aLL'13=1; L1:41°
AFICEI CALL Te.DAT.
TAPE

FLA103
CLIT90

LID.0

TAPE

9149

WORLD

:
49

W '4:47913

9.199, 3,1000 ,94
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B. Any Anco 01.9.104.1AI, AI 8119.0
0088
19 A03.9.9 10441.4.9 A*
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Accuphase (kensonic) equipment. Amplifier, Tuner, CD Playec'etc. 9am-4pm. Mon -Fri. ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India

Lane, Carson, California 90746 Tel(310) 324-7406,

C OD wad °owe aacaago arlses lE
u
Wotan. PanalPostbAl

CHARGE

ACCUPHASE (KENSONIC) REPAIR. We do repair for all

0

TAPE WORLD m1.1940 AT. BOA AEI WIWI, PA 1901134961
MON 1909AE. AC, PANABON1C

Fax(310) 324-7422.

Abdio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh and Ron Olsen,
Electrical Engineer. Tuner Modifications by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics, inventor,
and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. Over 70 years
combined experience. AUDIO CLASSICS. 8AM-5PM ESI.
MUSICAL DLSiGs

Mon. -Fri., POB 176SAR, Walton, NY 13856.607-865-7200.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
The Musical Design D-140
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an
amplifier, it just sounds

like music!' "A true
classic." Isn't it time
you auditioned the

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY KITS AND SUPPLIES: ST -70 upgrades, passive/buttered linestages, phono preamps, and

power supplies. Volume controls, resistors, capacitors,
transformers, tubes, wire, connectors and more! Wonder Caps, WIMA, RAM Tubeworks, WBT, Monster, Vampire,
TEC-200 Film, Strongbox, etc. Plus QWIK-CAD software. $2
for 1992 Catalog: WELBORNE LABS, 6836 S. University
Blvd., #70, Littleton, CO 80122.

D-140?

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman CL.
Cl.Suite 1, St. Louis, MO 63146. (314) 275-7162

(800) 736-5533

No

50,15

STOP CHOKING YOUR EQUIPMENT. Cheap recepticles
limit power! We carry the finest hospital grade outlet in the
world. Stainless -steel, bronze/nickel contacts. The ultimate
connection. Better power, tighter bass, increased definition.
$27.95 CK/MO. REVELATION AUDIO ACCESSORIES, 209

To reserve your advertising

space, Call -

No

PUBLICATIONS

Audio Control

ADS

Po& Audio

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio

Soundstrearn

Yamaha

Ccusbc

tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues} Send $2

Kenwood

$439 52

$279 pr

399 6 2
439 851
199 861

175 pr.
160 ea

395 10 OLF
299
469

72925
5957
7803
7802

JVC

XTR 12
XTR 15

$99 ea.

XTR I2DVC

109 ea.

NAKAMICHI

9se II
5se II

Ise II
1 Ise 11

Titan

325 C/PT-1000R

RXV 850
RXV 1050
DSPA 1000

INFINITY'

5649 P98 -A

969 PN5.

CELESTION

P1,124.

PN Sub

659p
249 pr

$319 1X707 ......Authonzed

479 RXI050

Dealer

399 AVX1050 .
Cal
385 X12 1050
345 RX 607 VTN ....Cal
265 TDV 541
Today

119 pr. TFM 25
225 ea. TFM 45
SDA 4901

559
879
559

POLK*
Autionzed
FRIED
Cal RTA-11TL
$779 pr
Cal RM 3000
569 Beta IV
Authorized
CS 100
Dealer
140
P/4
AUDIO SRC

MEM

Conti
Ca1111

UDIO ALCHEM
Cal
DDE

;513)451-0112

= Visa
100

Mastercard

4

if Wel -It
41

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

.041

4.4!.

l

ir

BUILD YOUR OWN CD STORAGE RACK. HOLDS 500
CDs-E2 PLANS. MATERIALS COST UNDER $50. SEND
$10 TO: WOOD CREATIONS, P.O. BOX 566741, ATLANTA,
GA 31156.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISERS:

(800) 445-6066

280 pr

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.

AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold all recordirg
formats. FREE Mailorder Brochure (please mention Audic.).
Per Madsen Design: (415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San
Francisco, CA 94133.

991 Beecnitteadow Lane
Cincinnati. OH 45238

149 pr.

'-"The Quick Connection"_ _

MAIL ORDER

B.J. AUDIO

769 pr. A/3a
579 pr. 0/4

laroduo covered by B J Audo's encluave lerAled Waff:thry 0141, 10 day raca, DO.CY

I _m_=

VG387.

You can reach millions of prime prospects for your mail order products or
services through low-cost Marketplace Classified advertising in this or
other Hachette Magazines, Inc.
titles.
To place an ad, or further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and
multi -title discounts, call Toll -Free

M 12
$279 M 10
239 M3
165 MS jot
89 ea.
199

VS one
Pre one

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEARN VCR REPAIR. HOME STUDY. HIGH -PROFIT
REPAIRS WITHOUT INVESTING IN HIGH-TECH TOOLS.
FREE CAREER LITERATURE. 800-362-7070 DEPT.

I

r

Please send me information about the titles I've
listed below:

$450
629

Model 3
Model 7
SL 6 SI

SS 3
AMP 1
TUNER 1

Or

(212) 767-5750 (In Canada)

BUY/SELL PREOWNED & DEMO AUDIO EOUIPMEAT
NATIONWIDE THRU THE "AUDIO TRADING TIMES."
ADVERTISE FREE! CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION &
SUBSRIPTION RATES. (715) 479-3103.

CARVER*

5296 pr. CT -6
146 pr CT -17

- 5 pm EST

THE BEST DISC AND TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM Di

JVC

PINNACLE

1199

89 ea.
79 ea.

NAL)*
1600

535 pr. 2400 THX
349 pr. 5000
369 pr. 7240PE
...... 639 pr. 2100X
160 pr. 7225PE

YAMAHA*

5110.8.
C12
CIO

350 Ref 6
459 SM 82

685 P/Fet-90011

$239 pr.

Cal

$339 Sm 112 ..... .... $429 pr
239 pr
649 Re12 .
529 pr.
1245 Ref 5

765 HCA-2200

PARADIGM'

169
169

KICKER*

PARASOUND'

485 HCA-I200

3r

$239

279
299

RADARS

$645 HCA-800 II

CD 2
CD 3
REC 1
CASS 1
CASS 2

AUDIO CTRL*

$229 Epicenter
239 Ec..

XLMG500
XL03500 ........
KSRG8

115 e

$275
375

..489

.

Eqx

499 XLG2000..
379 KSRG4

ORION*

2050 AM

299 pr. 2075 AM
165 rx. 2150AM

9 am

Hollywood, CA 91603.

PPI

BOSTON'

1 -800-445-6066

for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite269A, No.

MB Quart

7915
7914
7294
3331
3555

Your ad will gain maximum
visibility through an additional
20-30,000 circulation.
Plus, repeated exposure as
dealers and consumers use this
annual directory as a reference
guide all year long.

659-8591.

CAR AUDIO

ALPINE'

AUDIO'S
OCTOBER 1992
ANNUAL
EQUIPMENT
DIRECTORY

McTavish Lane, Winston-Salem, NC 27103. (919)

Sherwood
Alphasonik
Infirmly

Reserve your space nowfor the most comprehensive
directory published for audio
equipment...

Name

Title

Company/Institution
Address

City/State/Zip
Phone (

A Bell 8 Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

9am-5pm EST
1111.99C4a0

A-

AUDIO/JULY 1992

In choosing a CD player,
you can play the numbers...
1 beam or 3 beam /Mash. one

biL,

bits, 18 bits or 20 bits /2 times
oversampling at 88.2kHz or 4 times
oversampling at 176.4kHz. 1 seam or

3 beam /Mash. one bit,

16 bits.

'

...or play the music.
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ao

volume

t715,1101,samOng...duelD/Acomowlers.acalWreguency/phasecoMeurin,

.pen/clown reps.,

t", r",
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lean:,

sins spate

dims

memory

AFIC.

E".
.

Recently more and more CD players have been
promoted by a kind of numbers game, as if by
some magic combination one CD player can be
made to sound better than another. The vast
majority of these CD players still fail to address
the most important subtleties that reproduce the
natural real sound of live music.
Adcom on the other hand continues to impress
the audio critics with the superior musicality of its
GCD-575 CD player. To reach this objective,
"...the GCD-575 was designed and built with
extraordinary attention to detail." *
We ask that you let your ears be the judge of
which CD player meticulously reproduces the
integrity of the original performance. The CD

potent,

eensor

Own:

IV

.

player that plays the numbers? Or our critically
acclaimed Adcom GCD-575 which plays the music.
Please visit your Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable product. Or write
us for our brochure. You will discover why it pays to
play the music, not the numbers.
*Stereo Review, 12/89.

A

details you can hear
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